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Abstract 
Since the publication of the celebrated work by Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna Tafeln, in 1915, numerous 
discoveries have been made of cuneiform tablets from the Near East which have shed considerable light 
on the languages of the second millennium BCE. These discoveries have greatly augmented our 
knowledge of Semitic Linguistics in general and Hebrew Philology in particular. Because of a high respect 
for the Bible, I have made it my life's work to be a student of the Word of God, having as my motto the 
admonition of the Apostle Paul to young Timothy: "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman 
that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth." (II Timothy 2:15) In the good 
providence of God, I have been able to concentrate on Old Testament studies. These, in turn, have caused 
me to investigate the cognate languages to ancient Biblical Hebrew most of which were written 1n 
cuneiform. One can readily perceive why I chose the subject of this dissertation, for Assyriology has 
kissed Biblical Hebrew through the Canaanite letters found at Tell El-Amarna. 
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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this disserta tion is to present an up-
to date critical and philological commentary on a specified 
number of t ablets from the 11Amarna Cor r e s pondence From Cen-
tra l Palestine." 
Per haps several reas ons might be put forth to justify 
the value and importance of such a project. There is a ris-
ing interes t in the restudy of the Amarna correspondence 
since the great cla ssic work of J. A. Knudtzon, Die El-
Amarna-Tafeln. This interest is shared by the general Semi-
- - . 
tist as well a s by the Biblical scholars, because since that 
..,, 
grea t work wa s publi shed, indeed considered a s the las t word 
~n the subject in its day, other t ablets of the Amarna se-
. 1 
ries have been discovered. But even more important, the 
tremendous wealth of contemporary cuneiform tablets produced 
by the archeological expeditions in the Near Eas t in the 
course of the l as t half a century bears r ecord to the f a ct 
tha t Knudtzon' s work , toge ther with the subsequent studies 
of Thureau-Dangin and Dos s i n, and others which are of secon-
dary importance, was a product of hi s time. So much more 
light has been s hed on the l anguage s and literatures of the 
ancient Near Ea.st tha t it behooves us to bring thes e studies 
up to da te. 
2 
There are two particular areas of interest for the 
Hebraist. The first is the part played by the famous Ca-
naanite glosses. These show something of the development of 
the various Canaanite dialects and are quite valuable for 
the study of Ugaritic grammar in general, and the problem-
atic Ugaritic phonology in particular. Relatively little 
has been done in recent years to understand these glos ses in 
the light of the large corpus of Northwe s t Semitic material 
which ha s come to light. What can be done in this field has 
been demonstra ted recently by Professor Held's paper enti-
tled, ''Some Canaanite Glosses in the Amarna Letters and 
Their Bearing on Hebrew Lexicography."2 
Furthermore, the tablets themselves are worthy of in-
tere s ting research, f or they were not written by people for 
whom Akkadian was the mother tongue. As syriologists at 
fir s t had thought so. All too often, it will be necessary 
to read between the lines to discover the difficult nuances 
of the colloquialisms used by ea ch particular scribe. 
This dissertation is specifically designed to encom-
pass the three letters of Lab'aya, prince of Shechem, i.e., 
EA 252, 253, and 254. The third chapter will concern itself 
with the five letters of Milkilu, prince of Gezer, i.e., EA 
267, 268, 269, 270, and 271. The fourth chapter will encom-
pass the letter of Zimredda , prince of Lachi s h, i.e., EA 
329, and the three letters of Shipti-Ba'lu, also from 
3 
Lachish, i.e., EA 330, 331, and 332. 
The genera l f orma t of the work will be ba sed on an 
original study including a transliterati on of the autogr a phs 
given by Winckler and Abel, Der Thonta f elfund von el-Amarna ; 
Bezond and Budge, The Tell el-Amarna Tablets in the British 
Museum; and Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von. El-Amarna. In-
cluded with the transliteration will be a normal ization em-
ploying the Chicago sys tem of accentuati on and noting defec-
tive orthogr aphy wherever u s ed by the scribe. The second 
section will be a fu l l trans l ation, and this will be fol-
lowed by a commentary which will include pertinent gr ammati-
cal and lexicogr aphica l notes. No such comprehensive work 
f or this series of the Amarna correspondence has been under-
taken as ye t. In the l a st decade or s o under t he leadership 
of William Foxwell Albright, f ormerly of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, an increasing number of studies on t he Amarna 
t ablets have appea red. The eminent archeologi s t himself has 
taken up the pen and ha s written numerous articles appearing 
in BASOR, JPOS, JNES, J EA , and JCS. 3 Two of hi s students , 
f urthermore, have submitted dissertat i ons f or the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy at Johns Ho pkins University, namely, 
Edward Fay Campbell, Jr., on 11 The Chronology of t he Amarna 
Letters, .with Special Ref erence to the Hypothetical Coregen-
cy of Amenophis III and Akhenaten, 114 and W. L. Moran, 11A 
Syntactica l Study of the Dialect of Bybl os as Reflected in 
4 
the Amarna Tablets. 115 Since Moran 's work , Ronald Youngblood 
submit ted a disserta tion to the f a culty of The Dropsie 
College For Hebrew and Cogna te Lear n ing enti tled, 11 The Cor-
r es-pondence of Rib-Haddi, Prince of Byblos. 116 Albright ha s 
given some excel lent translations in Ancient Near Eastern 
Texts, edited by Pritchard. Specifically relat i ng to our 
series of letters, we should mentibn that two of Lab'aya 's 
l~tters are therein conta ined, two of Milkilu's letters, and 
the six letters of Abdi-Heba. Except for brief notes of an 
historical na ture in A.N~T, there ha s. not been any comprehen-
--
s i ve work on t he s e series of letters .from the Amarna cprre-
spondence. 
Finally, I wish to mention the method of procedure 
which I should like to f6llow. In my transliteration I will 
seek to present the bes t possible reading in the light of 
the autogr a phs above mentioned and the epigr aphic material 
given by Rene Labat, 7 Theo Bauer, 8 and von Soden,9 together 
with ma terial from the Chicago As syrian Dictionary and von 
Soden's Akkadisches Handwortertuch. 10 In the commentary I 
shall seek to justify both my transcription and my transla-
tion by using compara tive materials from . both Akkadian and 
its peripheral usages, and finally seeking , if need be, to 
confirm thes e findings by the use of cognate s specifically 
from Ugaritic, Ancient Phoenician, Old Aramaic, as well a s 
Biblical Hebrew, since the s e l anguages in particular are 
5 
rather contempora ry to the Amarna Age. Furthermore, because 
of my interest in the Biblical text, I shall seek to show 
the significance, as occasion demands, to the lexicography 
of early Biblical Hebrew. 
It is my hope, then, that this study should be an 
asset to scholarship by adding greatly to the precision of 
understanding to the field of Semitic philology and lexicog-
raphy. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE LETTERS OF LAB' AYA OF SHEC HEM 
The three letters of Lab 1 aya which are studied in 
this chapter are taken from the autographs by Bezold and 
Schroeder. They are numbered by Knudtzon a s EA 252, 253, 
and 254. Campbell as s i gns 254 to the thirty-second year of 
the reign of Amenophis III on the basis of the dated docket 
on Lab'aya's letter. 2 EA 253 belongs immediately with it, 
and 252 would certainly belong to this period of time. On 
the basis of Campbell's chronology, which assumes a non-
coregency rule, the date for these letters would be c. 1374 
B.c.3 These letters would then represent the early corre-
spondence of the Am.arna Age, which generally is dated as the 
second quarter of the fourteenth century B.C. Albright 
points to the admitted obscurity of EA 252 and Knudtzon's 
uncert~inty as shown in hi s translation by gaps and italics, 
and then focuses on the source of misunderstanding when he 
discusses lines 16-31: 
Disregarding the particle!:!, 11and, 11 we count only 
about 20% of his words in the se lines . as pure Akkadian, 
with 40% mixed or ambiguous, an_d no less than 40% pure4 
Canaanite. No wonder the letter has proved baffling! 
With this brief introductory note to this segment of 
the Amarna correspondence, we shall proceed to the translit-
eration, translation, and commentary. We reserve critical 
comment on the text to the commentary section of each let-
ter. 
EA 252 -- L 29844; BB 61; BU 88-10-13,74; W 162 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. a-na 1LUGAL-ma (sarrima) be-1!-ya 
2. q!-bi-ma 
3. um-ma 1La-ab-a-ya lR-ka (waradka) 
4. a-na GIR.M'.ES (sepe) LUGAL (~arri) be-l!~ya am-qu-ut 
~ ~ 
5. 1-nu-ma ~ap-ra-ta 
~ 
6. a- na ya-~-si KALAG.GA-me (dannume) 
7. LC.MES (awilutu) ~a sa-ab~tu URU (ala) 
• 
-· ~ 
8. ki-I us-sur-ru-na LC.MES (awilutu) 
• • 
-· 
9. i-na ntt-k:ur-te sa-ab-ta-at-me URU (alu) 
• 
10. kI et-mi $a-1I-me u kI et-me et-ta-me 
11. DIS (iste~) LCGAL (awiluraba) it-ti-ya 
12. sa-ab-ta-at-me URU (alu) 
• 
13. u 1-li qa-bi 
14. ka4-ar-~i-ya // ijI-ir-ti 
1 ·-- ~ 15. 1-na pa-ni LUGAL-ma (~arrima) be~l!-ya 
~ 
16. ~a-nI-tam ki-I na-am-lu 
~ 
17. tu-u.m-ha-su la-a 
. 
18. ti-qa-(b)bi-lu u ta-an-[su-]ku 
19. qa-ti L~-li (awili) ~a yi-ma-(h)ha-a~-;1 
8 
9 
20. kl-I a-na-ku 1-sa-(h)ha-tu 
• 
21. u-ma an-n~-tam u 
22. sa-ab-ta-at-me MIN(slna) URU-ya (aleya/alan1ya) 
23. sa -nI-tam sum-ma tl-qa-(b)bu 
24. ap-pu-na-ma 
25. nu-pu-ul-me 
26. ta-ah-ta-mu u 
27. tl-ma-(h)ha-su-ka 
. 
28. 1-bi ~-(s)sur-ru-na 
• • 
29. L~.ME~ (awilutu) ~a ~a-ab-tu4 URU (ala) u 
-· ,.._. 
30. 1-lI su-su-me a-bi-ya 
~ 
31. u ~-(s)sur~ru ~u-nu 
• • 
B. Translation: 
1. To the king, my lord, 
2. speak: 
3. ~'Thus (says) Lab' aya, your servant: 
4. 'At the two feet of the king, my lord, I have fallen 
down. 
5. With reference to what you have written 
6. to me: "Are the people strong 
7. who ca ptur ed the city? 
8. How can the men be held back?" 
9. To this I reply: 11The city ha s been seized by f orce, 
10 
10. although I had taken an oath of conciliation, and when 
I took the oath 
11. an (Egyptian) officer took the oath with me. 
12. Yet the city 
13. and my god wer e captured. 
14. I am slandered// blamed 
15. before the king , my lord. 
16. Furthermore, 'when ants 
17. are smitten, they do not 
18. accept (it pas s ively), but they bite 
19. the hand of the man who smites them.' 
20. How can I be f earful 
21. t his day while 
22. my two cities have been seized? 
23. Furthermore, if you should say 
24. moreover: 
25. 'Fall 
26. beneath them, and 
27. let the~ beat you!' 
28. (My answer would be:) 'My e~emies would be checked, 
29. the men who captured the city and 
30. my god, the r a iders of my father, 
31. verily, they will certainly be held ba ck!'" 
11 
c. Commentary: Critical and Philological: 
Lines 1-4 are the stereotyped formula for the intro-
duction of the Amarna letter s. Some of these are apocopated 
1n comparison to others, but the formula nevertheless is es-
sentially the- repeated refrain of utter submission to the 
authority of the Pharaoh. 
Line 1. sarrlma -- the enclitic ma is rather unusual 
for Akkadian at this period but not so for Canaanite where 
it 1s very common. 5 Certa inly, the enclitic mem is found 
most prolifical ly in Akkadian in historical times as pre-
served in its literatur e, but its meaning ranges from the 
conjunctive~ which appears almost universally in other 
Semitic languages a s w, 6 to the very common mimation used 
not only in nouns, 7 but also with the Batival forms of the 
personal pronouns and suffixes, 8 and e~en with verbs, fre-
quently in the Ventive forms. 9 In Ugaritic literature the 
enclitic ~ was f irst noticed by the great H. L. Ginsberg,10 
"at fir s t comparing it to the Akkadian conjunction, but soon 
noting its closer affinities to the South Arabic emphatic 
particle. 1111 So we may consider this enclitic here to have 
an emphatic emphasis, possibly bordering on "apple polish-
ing " on the part of Lab'aya with the meaning 11 the king par 
excellence." Certainly this view need not be pres sed,since 
12 
1n the other two letters of Lab 1 aya the enclit1c does not 
appear, 12 but these can be explained if the present letter 
was the first one in which Lab'aya defends his "loyaltyn to 
. -
the Pharaoh after he had been ''slandered" by his fellow 
countrymen13 and now directly questioned by the King. Cer-
tainly we disagree with Knudtzon in his conclusion that any 
irregularity in the use of enclitic ~ in the Amarna corre-
spondence should be attributed to the carelessness and ig-
14 
norance of native scribes. Further examples of the use of 
enclitic ma or mi will be discussed under Chapter III in 
connection with EA 286 from Abd1-Heba. Note here the 
stressed syllable (rI) which arises from the appended en-
clitic. 
Line 2. gibima -- an Impv. with enclitic !!!.! denoting 
a direct quotation which follows. This Impv. qibi! is ad-
dressed to the secretary of Pharaoh to speak to him on be-
half of Lab'aya, rather than William S. LaSor's contention 
that it is addressed to the tablet itself. 
Line 3. Y.mm§:. "thus" (from!!! plus!!!!!) Although 
written en-ma in OAkk. in Sargonic Inscriptions, it already 
- 15 
appears in Ur III as:!:!!!!-!!!§:• In Akkadian, ~ 1s followed 
by the Nominative, but in Amarna, under influence of the 
Canaanite, it generally governs the Genetive, e.g., EA 126.9 
13 
nakrum A-zi-ru but EA 166.2 umma A-zi-ri ahukama, EA 333.22 
Pa-a-pu but line 2 umma Pa-a-pi. It is thus semantically 
and syntactically equivalent to Hehr. ne':um "thus" plus 
Genetive meaning "the utterance of 11 forming a construct 
chain. The Ugaritic semantic cognate is thm which also is 
-.-
followed by Genetive. Here~ does not go with qib!ma 
"speak thus ••• 11 but properly introduces direct speech, 
tantamount to quotation marks. 
Lab'aya -- we follow here the reading of Albright 16 
and Held as against Youngblood who would read Lab'ayu.17 
Ebeling 1 s glossary (p. 1564) should be corrected, since as 
Albright has pointed out, the reading La-ba-a-ya never aP-
pears, nor should this name be confused with the KAL-ba-ia 
18 of the Arzawa letter. Although Albright takes it to mean 
"Lion-man, 11 from the Semi tic words lab'u, Hebr .• lab1' and 
· e 19 1 b!, and Arab. lab'ah 11lioness, 11 and Ugar. 1bit 1111on-
' - -
ess, 11 Held disagrees on the basis that since Arabic and Uga-
· 20 
ritic have the feminine form "lioness," so also is labu 
(later labbu) 11lioness 11 in contrast to nesu 11lion. 11 In 
Hebrew the nouns are both masculine and feminine, except the 
hapax-legomena leb!ya' in Ezekiel 19:2 (BDB 522b) which is 
feminine. Therefore, Held concludes that the name is non-
Semitic. For they or aya ending, compare the Hebrew per-
sonal names Ahumai "brother of water" (I Chron. 4:2), 
/ 
14 
Ammishaddai "people/kinsman of the Almighty'' (Num. 1 :14), 
. --
Barzillai 11man of iron" (II Sam .. 17:27), Chelubai (cf. 
- . 
Caleb) 11dog man" (I Chron. 2:9), Ittai (or Ithai) "plough-
man" (I Chron. 11:31), and Mordecai "man of Marduk " (Es ther 
2 :5). 21 
Lab' aya begins his apologia, protesting the slander 
which has been leveled against him, pretending to be faith-
ful and loya l to the uttermost with reference to the Pharaoh. 
However, in r eality he was considered a traitor and a rebel 
of the worst kind, plundering the centra l and southern part 
of Canaan, as his renegade counterpart, Abdi-Ashirta, 
prince of Amurru, did in the northern sector. 22 Of course, 
Milkilu, prince of Gezer, is hi s companion and ally in 
crime. 23 Shrewd and conniving as he is, Lab'aya takes ad-
vantage of the genera l anarchy that prevails over the land. 
Though he pretends absolute loyalty, as in 254.42-46 kI 
• -· ¥ ~ y summa ana yasi sapar sarru: sukun patar siparri ina libbika 
-- ~ ~ ~ 
u mut kI la eppusu s ipirti sarri "In case the king should 
write to me: 'Run a dagger 0f bronze into thy heart and 
die,' would I not, indeed, execute the command of the king?" 
yet this scheming guerrilla marauder would never do it. 
Shuwardata of the Hebron district gives u s a significant 
epitaph concerni~g this scoundrel: sanitam Lab'aya mit sa 
yiltequ alaninu 11 furthermore, Lab'aya is dead, he who took 
15 
1124 our cities. • • Of course, Lab'aya's respons~ to such 
false charges is incorporated in this letter, wherein he ex-
plains to the king that h~ is merely fighting back aggres-
sors who had attacked his own town. 25 A rather intriguing 
ques~ion arises at this point: Was Shechem the capital city 
of Lab'aya? Albright asserts that the enemy had attacked 
Lab 1aya's native town which was not Shechem, "which was his 
capita1. 1126 However, Greenberg dissents from this view by 
-
saying, "Albright' s assertion • • • derives its strongest 
support from (EA 289.22 ff.) in which he is accused of 
having given Shechem te the H[ab/piru]. But this passage 
proves at most only that Shechem was under Lab'aya's con-
trol.1127 Consequently Greenberg lists this source as 
-
11 Labaya of Central Palestine." Mercer is only half right in 
- -
saying that, "It is uncertain what city is here referred to--
perhaps it is Shechem, which may have been surrendered to 
the Hittites (cf. 289.22 ff.)--perhaps it is Gezer (292.41 
ff.). 1128 With Albright we would co~clude that the town re-
ferred to is his own home town because of the reference to 
his father's house and to the "ancestral patron deityt1 of 
Lab'aya36 which are mentioned in lines 12 f. and 29 r: 29 
The name of the town is not mentioned, but certainly it is 
not Gezer, which was controlled by his cohort Milkilu, and 
probably not Shechem. As for the capital city of Lab'aya, 
there seems no rea son to deny that very likely it was 
Shechem. Certainly it was under the dominion of Lab'aya. 
16 
It wa s also the larges t city in that general territory, suf-
ficiently large enough to be considered by Abdi-Heba as a 
notorious example of a large territory being turned over to 
the Hab/piru. The whole point is that there need be no dis-
tinction made between Lab' aya and the Hab/piru. Through 
treachery and anarchy he gave the territory of Shechem which 
was his as a vassal prince of Amenophis III to the Hab/piru 
of whom he wa s the chief outlaw and renegade. Now he could 
rule this territory with despotic control. The notoriety of 
these events would well point to the fact that Shechem was 
the leading city in Lab'ayan times. 
(w)aradka is certainly correct for the logogram !R-ka 
rather than arduka. 30 A closer study of the grammar would 
show that one would natural ly expect the Genetive morphology 
to be (w)ardi-ka, by merely suffixing the prono~n to the 
Genetive form. However, the morphology for the Nominative/ 
Accusative requires a 11Hilfsvokal 11 similar to that in the 
stem: 31 wardtt + ka ;:.:::-- ·Xward t ka >- ~~ar(a)d + ka :::=-
waradka. For the semantic distrib~tion among the cognate 
Semi tic languages for the word ''servant, slave,'' we might 
well note that Akkadian (w)ardu(m) forms an isogloss in 
Semitics, in contrast to: Hebr. 'ebhed, Ugar. 1bd, Phon. 1bd, 
17 
OAram. 1bd, Aram. 1 abdah and Syriac as well, and Arab. 
'abdun. 32 However, it is noteworthy to mention the word 
abdu "slave; SB; W Sem. lw.n33 In Antagal III 229 an equa-
tion is made with ab-du in a group with resu and ardu. CAD 
notes that W Sem. personal names with the element (h)abd are 
very rare in Babylonia before the OB period, but later ref-
erences occur in MB, EA, RS, and NA. In view of the fact 
that Weber lists all of the occurrences of ardu as repre-
sented by the l~gogram !R, never once syllabically, 34 al-
though in personal names it appears once Ab-qi-as-ta-ti 
for Abdi-A~~rta (EA 63.3), it would be an intriguing con-
jecture to sugges t that the scribe really had the Canaanite 
word in mind rather than the A~ ~dian. From the Akkadian 
Tablets of Ras Shamra where there are clear cros s-references 
to the personal names as orthographically reproduced in 
Ugaritic, there can be no question as to the use of Abdi-
as the reading of the lR sign in transliterating all of the 
West Semitic personal names. 35 
Line 4. amgut from magatu (a,u) "to fall (down), to 
fall prostrate." This is the normal word in Akkadian for 
"falling" as used in Gilgamesh XI.135 apti nappas~mma urru 
_, 
im-ta-gut eli dur appiya ttWhen I opened the vent/hatch, 
-
daylight fell upon my cheeks." The idiom ana sepe •• magata 
"to fall down at the feet. of • • • " is the precise equiva-
18 
lent to Hebr. naphal 'al raglaim. Three times in the• OT, 
. 
one finds women "falling at the feet" of someone imporing a 
favor: 1) I Sam. 25:24 where Abigail 11 fell before David on 
her face, and bowed herself to the ground, wattippol 'al 
raglaiu and fell at his feet, and said ••• " 2) II Kings 
4:37 where the Shunammite woman was called to take back her 
revived son, ''then she went in, wattippol 'al raglaiu and 
fell at his feet// and bowed herself to the gr0und (Hebr • 
wattishtahu arsah) . • • " and 3) Esther 8:3 where the 
slightly different expression is used although- essentially 
the same in meaning: nE13ther speke yet again before the 
king, wattippol liphnei raglaiu and fell down at his feet, 
and besought him with tears to put away the mischief of 
Haman •••• " Ugaritic, on the other hand, has this seman-
tic expression in the phrase lp1 n ••• g1, 36 although in each 
case there is another verb between.37 Various examples 
might be given: 1) IV AB ii 18 lp'nh ykr' wyql 11he 
(Baal) knelt at her feet and fell down.'' 2) III AB 1 8,9 
lp'n el thbr wtql "she (Anat) did homage and fell down at 
the feet of El." And 3) II AB iv 25,26 lp'n el thbr wtql 
tstbwy wtkbdh "She (Anat) did homage and fell down at El's 
• 
f;et, she bowed -down and did him honour. 1138 Perhaps a 
closer idiom to the one under discussion uses npl ''to fall 
down" with precisely this same meaning. In III*AB B 28,29 
19 
the messengers of Yam have arrived; lp'n el [1] tpl 1 tsthwy 
• 
phr m'd ~they [verily] fell down at the feet of El, verily 
bowed -down (in)~the full convocation. 1139 Suffice it to say 
that "to fall at the feet of • • • " is an expression of wor-
ship and homage to a person of high position, even to a god, 
as shown by the words in parallel in Hebrew and Ugaritic. 40 
Although np141 does exist in Ugaritic, qll/gwl is the better 
equivalent to Hebr. naphal, as is shown by the expression in 
ID 111 18 wyql tht p'ny "and he shall fall beneath my 
• 
feet. 1142 This latter phrase is exactly reproduced in Psalm 
18:39 (// II Samuel 22:39) yippelu tahat raglai "they are 
• 
fallen under my feet." Only once in Amarna does the Ca-
naanite npl appear, and that is in this very letter, line 
25, where the scribe is writing almost pure Canaanite. 43 
Knudtzon omits the reading LUGAL on the basis that it 
is quite erased or destroyed in the tablet itself. He sug-
gests that in all probability it should be the sign bi. 44 
We follow Bezold's reading in the autograph facsimile be-
cause (1) if it is a matter of probability, LUGAL would be 
more accurate in terms of the formula for addressing the 
Pharaoh, (2) bi would have no meaning whatsoever in this 
line, since it could not possibly be an ideogram or deter-
..,_ -
minative, the latter being appended to sepe by Knu~tzon, and 
(3) because if there is any space whatever for a sign, as 
Bezold allows, then LUGAL could very likely fit in. 45 
Lines 5-15. This section forms the first part of 
Lab'aya's answer to charges of treason. He answers the 
questions of the Phara oh directly, then immediately claims 
that he has been maligned and slandered. 
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Line 5. inuma is a subordinate conjunction which in 
Akkadian has the primary meaning of "when, after, while'' and 
secondarily "that.1'46 Here the context forces us to under-
. . 
stand "because of, with reference to, as to, since," exactly 
equivalent to Hebr./Canaanite kI "that, when, because, 
since" (BDB). Akk. ··kI means uthat, as, like. 1147 As 
. . 
Albright remarks: 11 ••• inuma, which means 'when' in Acca-
dian, developed an artificial function as surrogate of 
Canaanite ~I in Canaanite Accadian. 1148 Two examples will 
-
suffice to show the use of inuma as having the same force 
and equivalence to Canaanite kI: minum hitI inwna ul 
tapalanni "what is my offense/crime that you have not paid 
me?"49 - . y - - / y ¥¥ Also, lilmad sarru beliya inuma Hab piru sa yinassi 
- ~ ~ . 
nas€ ina matate "the king should know that the Hab/piru 
have taken up (arms) against the lands.t1SO One example from 
. 
its use in Alalakh follows: Imurunimma 1nu.ma mar belisunu 
anaku 11 They saw me, that I was the son of their overlord. 101 
... ~ 
saprata is morphologically an Akkadian Sta tive (2ms) 
21 
which normally would give a Passive meaning thus, "you were 
written.'.' Here the Sta tive is used for the Preterite ( Ca-
naanite Perfect) completely i gnoring the Akkadian usage. 
One would expect saparta , as Mut-ba'lu, probably his own son, 
M 
in writing to Yanhamu says, istu saparika tuppa ana muhhiya, 
. -
V 2°' y_,..-
sapartJ. ana sasu "after your writing a tablet to me, I 
~ 
wrote to him" (EA 256.29-31). Another fine example of this 
Canaanite influence comes from Rib-Addi of Byblos, in north-
V I V -ern Palestine, sapart ana sarri beliya "I wrote to the 
~-
king, my lord ••• "(EA 126.34). Here we have a clear case 
V 
of a Sta tive being used instead of the Preterite taspur 
which we would expect if this were good Akkadian, morpholog-
ically seeking to reproduce Canaanite Perfect, although de-
fectively written.52 Akk. saparu (a,u) has three meanings: 
(1) "to send or dispatcl;l, '.' as in En. el. III, 4 asris 
11 - ilat - • 11 Lahmu . Lahamu kata luspurka Unto the place of Lahmu 
. -
and Lahamu I will send you" (2) "to write" as in this text, 
and (3) "to inform," as in En. el. IV, 76 Ti'amat sa ikmilu 
kI'am ispursi "As for Tiamat, who r aged, he inf ormed her as 
,,.._. -
follows ••• , 11 i.e., "he dispatched (information) to her." 
One can ea sily see the semantic development of the Akkadian 
word. The semantic cognates for "to write" are then: Alr...k. 
Saparu,53 He'br. kathabh, Ugar. ktb, Aram. kethabh, Arab. 
kataba. However, etymologically the word appears in Ugar. 
I 
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spr "scribe" '.'letter, nS4 Aram. saphra' •~scribe, nSS and Hebr • 
. 
sopher which appears as early as Judge s 5 :14 '.'and out of 
. 
Zebulun they that handle the pen of the writer," actually, 
. 
here more of a military officer, therefore 11enumerator, mus-
ter of ficer, secretary, scribe" (BDB). In Jeremia h 36:32 it 
is specif icall y used of Baruch's profession hassopher 
wayyictobh 'aleyha mippI Yir8 myahu "the scribe • .- •· w-ho 
wrote therein from the mouth of Jeremiah all the words of 
the book (hassepher) which Jehoiakim king of Judah had 
burned. 11 This clearly designates Jeremiah's secretary or 
amanuensis. 56 However, "writer, scribe 11 in proper Akkadian 
57 is tupsarru which appears four times in the Amarna tablets. 
Line 6. dannume, a Sta tive 3mpl (with Knudtzon and 
Albright, contra Youngblood who takes it a s Adjective 
dannutu-me mpl from dannu) from dananu (1, i) ·~'to be/become 
strong .u The logogram must be declined as a Stative or 
Verbal Adjective becaus e: (1) in Amarna the adjective al-
ways follows the noun, 58 (2) where the word is syllabically 
expressed it is so declined, for example, anuma dannu 
luHab/p1ru muhhin~ "Behold, the Hab/piru have become strong 
a gain~t us, 1159 dannat nukurtum dannis nThe hostility(f) 
has become very strong . 1160 A class ic lcs form comes from 
Rib-Addi, da(n)nalru u annu rihismi awilutiya "I am/wa s 
• • 
strong , but behold, (now) my people are trampled/laid waste" 
23 
{EA 127.32 f.). Finally (3) it is a correct grammatical 
form, for the Stative is the conjugated verbal adjective61 
and functions as a form expressing state without determining 
the time sequence of the Present. 62 The~ particle {some-
times -mi) 63 indicated direct quotation. It may come within 
the sentence of the quotation, as here and line 25 after 
the first word, or at the end of the quotes, as in EA 286.4, 
or in the middle of the quotation, as in EA 286.8. Some-
times it introduces the quotation by being appended to the 
iast word before the quotes as in EA 253.23 and 254.24. 64 
Line 7. awilutu -- incorrectly used in Amarna as the 
plural of aw!lu which should be awilu. The -utu forms are 
used in Akkadian for abstracts, in this case "mankind, 11 
which is correctly used in EA 356.57 r, 65 am~mI-ni 11:E-a 
a-m!-lu-ta la ba-ni~ta sa sa-me-e u er-se-e-ti ~-ki-il-li-
... , ,.. , . 
in-si 11Wby has Ea permitted mankind to see (or hold firmly) 
the ugly (things) of heaven and earth ••• ? 11 However, in 
most cases it has the meaning of "men" or "people." It is 
phonetically written with::.!!!!=. as the middle radical in 
several instances, 66 but at least onc.e a-wi-lu-tum in a 
letter of Tusratta {EA 20.53). Prof. Held following 
Albright prefers our reading to the commonly received 
ame/ilu. 67 
s.abtu -- Sta tive 3mpl of sabatu {a,a) 11 to seize, 
overcome, arrest, conquer, hold 11 and various related and 
idiomatic uses. 68 Although the root sbt appears in Hebrew 
-.-
once in the plural sebatim (Ruth 2:16) "bundles of grain," 
• 
24 
the semantic equivalent for "seizing or conquering a city" 
is Hebr. laqah "to take" in ~ne of its various meanings69 as 
• 
of the capture of the ark of the covenant by the Philistines 
(I $am. 5:1), but more to the point its specific use regard-
ing the conquest of a territory in Genesis 48:22 where Jacob 
turns over to Joseph some land 'aser laqahti miyyad ha'amorI 
• 
b8 harbI ubhqashti ''which I conquered from the hand of the 
• 
Amorite with my sword and with my bow" (cf. Deut. 3:14), 
also in Numbers 21:25 wayyiqqah Isra'el eth col-he'arim 
• 
ha~elleh 11and Israel took/captured all these cities. 1170 
This is the precise semantic parallel expressed by Lab'aya 
in this line and in lines 9 and 12. Although the correct 
Akkadian word is used, the grammar reflects Canaanite in 
that (1) the Stative is used for the Perfect, and (2) the 
order of words is reversed, where in good Akkadian one ex-
pects sa ala isbatu • 
• 
Line 8. kI -- (1) preposition: 11like as, like" 
(2) subordinate conjunction: 11 that" (3) interjection: 
71 · 
"how! 11 and closely allied to this interjective use (4) 
interrogative particle: 11how? 1172 Several examples will 
help to establish these last two usages: (1) kal matiya 
25 
kI habil iqbuni 11All my people said of me, 'How he 1s mis-
trea ted! 111 (Ludlui II.116) 73 (2) kI agbi ina puhur ilI 
- . 
lemutta "How could I have spoken evil in the assembly of 
the gods:!',' (Gilgames XI.120) and (3) kI kI la tamtalikma 
~ 
., 
abuba t a skun "How, oh how could you without r easoning bring 
...... . 
on the deluge!" (Gilgames XI.179). The last two examples 
might well be interrogative. However, more to the point 1S 
the A.mama usage, e. g., when R1b-Addi1 is told to abandon the 
king and join Aziru, he replies: aqbi kt itipusu ana sasu 
u ezzibu sarra belI "and I said, 'How can I {take sides) 
with him and abandon the king , my lord?' 11 • (EA 138.46 f. ); 
. 
also Mut-Ba'lu writes to Yanhamu: kI qabime ina panika 
Mut-Ba~lime innibit Ayyab hihbe? kI ennibitu sar Pihil1 
~-
1stu panI rabisi // sukin1 sarri beiisu? 
• 
"How can it -be 
said before you, ' Mut-Ba'lu has fled, Ayyab has concealed 
-(him)? How could the prince of Pella have fled from the 
face of the commissioner// governor of the king , his lord?" 
{EA 256.4-10); several times in the Lab'aya corpus as in EA 
254.38-40 sanitam kI ... ... ... ... ... kI summa ana assatiya sapar sarrum 
M 
~· 
akallusi "Furthermore, even if the king should write for my 
wife, How c ould I withhold her? 11 ; then in our present text, 
not only here in line 8, but also in lines 20-22 kI anaku 
... . 
isahhatu uma annutam t. sabtatme sina aleya? 11 HGW can I be 
• • 
fearful this day while two of my towns have been captured?" 
26 
One further example is given by Bloch from the Cossaean let-
ters: atta kI terikanI 11 How canst thou have become es-
tranged from me? 1174 In Hebrew philology this usage ha s been 
practically unrecognized, as BDB's Lexicon considers this 
word a (subordinate) conjunction me_?.ning (1) "that'' (2) 
"when, if, though" (3) "for, becau se, since," etc. The au-
- . 
thors are careful to note tha t "kI i s sometimes of difficult 
·-
and uncertain interpreta tion. 1175 However, Professors 
~lbright and Held have pointed out the significance for Bi~ 
lical exegesis: (1) Genesis 18:20 "And the Lord said, 'The 
cry of Sodom and Gomorrah kI-rabbah .. uhatta'tham kI cabh8dhah 
m8 'odh How great! and their sin, How grievous!" BDB fol-
lows the KJV translating it "because, 1176 (2) In the song of 
Moses, Exodus 15:1, he introduces it and says, "I will sing 
unto the Lord kI-ga'oh ga'ah How ha s He triumphed glor1-
ously!1177 (3) Exodus 18:11 is rendered "Now I know that 
the Lord is greater than all gods •••• " However, kI-
gadhol YHWH miccol ha'elohim mi ght well be translated, "how 
much gr eater is the Lord than a l l the gods! 11 (4) It is 
correctly translated in I Kings 21:29 where Elijah speaks: 
'.'Seest thq_u how (f or kI) Ahab humbleth himself before me?" 
but in II Kings 18:34 (and its parallel in Isaiah 36:19) 
"Where are the gods of Hamath, and of Arpad? Where are the 
gods of Sepharvaim, Hena , and Iva h? kI-his silu eth-Som8 ron 
27 
miyyadh!'' is wrongly translated, 11 Hav,e they delivered Sa-
maria out of mine hand? 11 Rather, one expects the sarcasm 
implied by the question, "How have ',they delivered Samaria 
out of my hand?" BDB (p. 472) 1n following Ewald, Delitzsch 
--
and Dillmann "and that they have delivered Samaria out of my 
. 
hand!--how much less c· 'aph kI) have they, etc! II suggests 
that kI "alone perhaps conformed by error to v. 35; II Chron. 
32:15 (Hebr. 'apb kr) which however does not decide the sense 
or· the ' orig. wekI)." However, thes e examples clearly estab-
. 
lish this usage. ' (5) One more classic example needing cor-
rection in our versions is Jeremiah 18:15. In the context, 
the Lord argues for the absurdity of God's people rejecting 
their resources, "Will a man leave the snow of Lebanon which 
cometh from the rock of the fi,eld? or shall the cold flowing 
waters that come from another place be forsaken? kI-
sekhehunI 'ammI How . my people have forgotten me!" or, "How 
~ 
have my people forgotten me?" The latter translation as an 
interrogative seems correct, since it is followed by a 
series of answers. Other examples could be adduced (Jer. 
30:7 "How grea t is/shall that day be!" Gen. 1:4 "How 
good! 11 ) but ,space does not permit further discussi.on. Suf-
fice it to point out that •Knudtzon was not sure himself 
judging by his ita lics. 
-ussurruna -- we parse as a D~Sta tive 3mpl with -na 
.. 
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energic, from eseru (B) (1,1) meaning : 111) to shut in, to 
enclose, to confine . . • 4) ussuru to enclose, to take 
captive. 11 There is ample lexical evidence to show that vari-
ant r eadings eseru and ezeru are attested. 78 Since this 
. 
word .~s admittedly difficult of analysis, we should like to 
point out the various possible cognates and then draw some 
conclusions. 1) Knudtzon and 'Ebeling t ake it as a II-form 
from nasaru (p. 1483 f.) "to guard, w~tch, keep, preserve" 
which is cogna te to Hebr. nasar. The I-stem 1s used cor-
rectly in EA 253.35 (q.v.). However, as Albright points 
out, nussuru 1s a very rare form and indeed que s tioned. 79 
•• 
We rule this out because it is neither etymologically nor 
semantically related. 2) The homonym eseru "to draw" and 
ussuru '.'to make a drawing" would be intriguing because of 
.. 
its etymological similarity, but it must be ruled out be-
cause of its semantic dissimilarity. 3) The same might be 
said for ezeru "to curse'' which is even one further step 
away from being etymologically cognate. 4) Likewise, azaru 
"to help''(?) is probably to be equated with Hebr. 'azar and 
Aram. ,adar. 80 There are several words which are semanti-
cally closer to our verb. 5} asiru tmasc.) and asirtu 
(f em.) meaning uprisoner" are clearly associa ted with Hebr. 
'as!r "prisoner " as well as Ugar. 'asr from Hebr. 'asar "to 
tie, bind, impris:on.n Obviously, the first radical here is 
29 
aleph rather than 'ayin. 6) Likewise, hasaru "enclosure for 
-
sheep, and enclosed area for the delivery of dates" is to be 
-
semantically and etymologically connected with Hebr. haser 
• • 
11 enclosure, court," Ugar. hzr "court" which clearly shows 
-.-
the first radical to be heth rather than 'ayin. Finally, in 
. 
Amarna (EA 138.80,130) we find haziri both as a word and as 
a gloss for ik,al (D from k€lu '.'to hold, hold firmly") with 
the probable meaning "to hold back."81 If this meaning could 
be established without doubt, then the semantic equation 
could be made with our word, and the explanation for the 
difference in transcriptien could be accounted for by scribal 
individuality in expres s ing the gutteral, whereas with the 
sibilant, there would be no problem in explaining this, 
since in our particular word these seem to be interchange-
able.82 .. Now as we examine more closely our word eseru (B) 
with variants eseru and ezeru, we must distinguish this from 
. 
eseru (A) 111. to press for payment due, to collect, to put a 
person under pressure, 2. ussuru to collect tribute, to 
put pressure upon a person" which may well be a cognate of 
Hebr. 'asar (vb. denom.) "to take the tenth of, tithe. II 
- (B) is used with the meaning eseru "to shut in, enclose, 
confj,ne" in connection with a besieged enemy as when Sennach-
erib b9astfully claims sasu kima issur quppi gereb Ursalimma 
•• 
a-1 y ~ y ~ sarrutisu e-sir-su "like a bird in a cage I shut him 
30 
(Hezekiah) up in his capital, Jerusalem."83 In mythological 
literature, 1t appears in the Babylonian story of Creation, 
nita lamu naparsud1s la le'e, isira(s)sunutima kakk!sunu 
usabbi:r 11 (but) they were completely surrounded, ( to the ex-
tent) that they were unable to escape, when he had imprisoned 
them for his own benefit, he smashed their weapons,~84 also, 
. 
Mumma itassir elisu iptarka nMummu he locked up and he cut 
off his resistanc;. 1185 This word is also used of persons 
being arrested, as 'misir ekallim sa niziqti i-s!-[ ir-a,u ••• ] 
•~the palace will place him under arrest, which will cause 
him griet."86 Benno Landsberger confirms this usage of 
eseru meaning "to shut up in prison, to lock up" connecting 
it with mes1ru . "Jail, bondage, prison. 1187 But what is more 
to the point is the II-form used along with the I-forms, 
e.g., nakrum ummanam i-zi-ir-ma88 and nakrum ummanam u-(s)sa-
' 
~
89 
·· 
11 the enemy will surround the army. 11 Cf. nakru us- sa-
ra-an-~190 and also sa ••• aheja uz-~i-ru. (var. u-si-lu) 91 
• 
"who imprisoned (var. paralyzed) my arms." In a NB letter 
this sentence appears: janu ana bit kili u-(s)su-ri-su 
11 if not, put him in prison there. "92 That this is_ the usage 
of Hebr. 'asar "to restrain, retain, check, resist, arres t'' 
• 
is clear from II Kings 17:4 ~ayya'asrehu melek Assur 
wayya'asrehu beth khele' "therefore the king of Assyria 
shut him up, and bound him in prison. '.193 In I Kings 18:44 
it is used of the rain which Elijah promised would come as 
possibly hindering Ahab's chariot from going to Jezreel: 
e - e ,a - -v 
' sor wared w lo' ya sarkhah haggasem ''Prepare (your 
• 
-
chariot) and go down, that the rain may not hinder you." 
In the deuteronomic warnings one reads to "take heed. • • 
lest the Lord's wrath be fired up against you, we'asar 
. 
, vv,..., 8 . , ,,., ,.., ld h eth-hassamayim w lo -yihyeh matar and he shou s ut up 
• 
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the heaven, that there be no rain° (Dt. 11:17). Sarai uses 
the .word in speaking to Abram: hinneh -na' ,asaranI YHWH 
. 
milledeth "behold now, the Lord has restrained me from 
bearing (a child) • . . n ( Gen • 16 : 2 ) • With respect to its 
synonyms sabatu and kullu we should place eseru between them 
• 
in descending order of power, 1. e. , ( 1) saba tu 11 . to seize, 
overcome (a person) . . 
. ' 2. to arrest -- a) to imprison, 
detain, put in fetters, b) to apprehend, c) to seize. • • 
as hostage, slave, ••• e) to seize a person or animal by 
force, • • • 3. to seize objects • • • e) to conquer, take 
a city," etc., etc., in short, to seize or overcome by over--
whelming power, whether supernatural, military or police, 
legal or su1)versive. (2) Then es/seru "to shut in, enclose, 
• 
confine, arrest, restrain, surround., 1mmobltl1ze, 11 etc., etc., 
-
without the overwhelming force which is obvious in sabatu. • 
.. 
(3) Finally, kullu ( D-form of :.·kalu) "to hold, to hold 
. ~- -
firmly, Prevent, hin. der. 1194 It i b ha i i s ecause . z r appears as 
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a gloss for this third word in EA 138.130 that we would con• 
sider the strong possibility that its syllabication is a 
scribal whim for our word es/seru, which fits very nicely: 
• 
ana all:ya se'im ikal // haziri 11he holds back// restrains 
barley from my town. 11 The meaning in Lab 1aya 1 s letter could 
be paraphrased 1n each case with the idea that "the men are 
to be arrested and imprisoned, but in any case at least they 
should be prevented from further plundering the city and su~ 
rounding territory." As to the morphology, the doubling of 
the third radical is not necessary, but it may follow by 
analogy the rule for media weak verbs in which the final con-
sonant will double: 1) in G Pres. forms ending in vowels; 
2) in G Pret. and Subj. forms ending in vowels, and 3) in 
all D, §, and N forms ending in vowels (except N. Pret.). 95 
We take this to be a Stative form which gives rise to the 
passive meaning "without determining the time sequence of 
the Present. 1196 -We conclude this word study with the sug-
gestion that BDB's Hebrew Lexicon be corrected in its ref-
erence to Assyrian eseru "to draw~ under the Hebr. 1asar, 
. 
and furthermore, with the humble suggestion that CAD be 
brought up to date in listing this usage under eseru (B). 
Line 9. Correct Akkadian would expect: ina nukurt1 
ilu sabit with the~ particle showing quotation which im-
• 
plies that this 1s Lab'aya's answe~ to the king's questions. 
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nukurti -- fem. noun caerived from nakaru (1,1) "to be 
e hanged, altered'.' from which 1 s derived nakiru and nak (a) ru 
"enemy', alien, 11 a substantivized parttcip'.Le. Our word then 
has the meaning of "enmity , hostility." It is to be noted 
that etymologically Hebr. nakhrI means "foreign, alien" 
specifically in its participial form "one who is hostile," 
but in NHebr. it is used of "gentiles." However, the seman-
tic equivalent to Akk. nakru or nakiru "enemy" in Hebr. is 
'oyeb "enemy" from 'ayab !'to be hostile to, be an enemy. 1197 
sabtatme alu -- the Stative is used for the Canaanite 
Preterite and note the fem. sg . which points to the scribal 
concept that alu is fem. Actually, alu in Akk. is masc., 
but Hebr. 'Ir is fem. (but pl. has masc. ending 'arim). 
Ugaritic goes along with Hebrew having ~ or~ 11 c1ty 11 but 
'rm "cities. 1198 
Line 10. ~ ''although, in s pite of the fact that" 
1s amply attested in Hebrew as in Ps. 23:4 kI-'elek bege; 
salmaweth "although I walk through the valley of darkness 
($hadow of death)" and Jeremiah 49:16 kI-tagb!ah kanneser 
qinnekha missam 'oridh8 kha .. though you should make your 
nest as high as the eagle, I will bring you down from 
there.n99 
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etmi is completely misunderstood by Knudtzon and 
Mercer; 100 this is lcs I-stem from ta.mu (i,i) 111) to speak, 
2) to swear, take an oath -- II to conjure, to confirm by 
oath. 11 tamu is a secondary formation from an older awu/amu 
"to speak , to swear,nlOOa from which the maqtal form mamitu 
"oath" is derived, which is the more common word in Akkadian 
- 101 for 11 oath. 11 There is no confusion here between first and 
. - 102 
third person, since the normal Akk . 3ms 1tm1 would be 
sometimes reproduced in Amarna yitmi, and lcs atmu correctly 
reproduced with the zero element representing the al eph of 
first person in Canaanite. Indeed, better Akkadian woul d 
expect this phra se to read inuma salima atmu for *atmiu]. 
Several examples will suffice to establi sh thi s usage: 
(1) ana__12ani ili itamma 11 he swears before the god. 11103 
(2) tamu qaqqad ilusunu l a ptu 11 they have t aken the oath 
(a fter having ) touched the head of their god. 11104 (3) 
tummesima nes ilani rabuti "Then con"L1.ure up the oath of the 
-· .. . 1 
great gods aga inst her. 11 OS In Hebr. the verb [ saba'] in 
N. "to swear" and H. "to t ake an oath, caus e to swear, 11 but 
-
'alah "oath , curse, execra tion," are the semantic equiva-
lents to Akk. tamu and mamitu. 106 The r2-form ittame (3ms) 
actually is a double-t f orm which does not necessarily ex-
press the r eflexive idea of infixed-t. As Albright points 
out, thi s alternation between the r1 and r 2 forms is not 
l00a Profess or Frank Zimmermann ha s called my atten-
tion to Aramaic 'eyma' 11 I wil l say" used in the Talmud. 
This clearly i s related to Akk. awu/amu as an etymological 
cognate, though some scholars prefer to s how its relation 
with Hebr. 'emar believing that the 11 r 11 drops out, so they 
reproduce it as follows: Aram. 'eym'a[r]. 
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surprising, since it is used contemporarily in a letter from 
Ca.rchemish: Nana napsata ·sa sarr1 litmam,i u Nana nap1stiya 
ittame "may Nana swear by the life of the king and Nana 
swore by · my life:·ulO? 
sal!me is incorrectly spelled with i for Akk. salimu 
~ 
"alliance" or perhaps more specifically here, with Albright, 
- . 
"conciliation, reconciliation, pact of conciliation." It 1s 
derived from salamu (1,1) "to be reconciled, become allies, 
to be at peace with. 11 In contrast, Akk. salamu (1,1) means 
-
"to be complete, to be whole or well, to be uninjured, in-
tact, safe" and II "to make well, make good (a loss), re-
store, perform(~ d~ty)."108 Ebeling recognized the nominal 
forms salimu and salummu109 meaning "ally, confederate, or 
alliance," as in EA 11 rev. 22 " ..• sarrani ahbutum tabutu.m 
• 
s.a-li-mu ~ ama tum [bani tum] 11 ( Zwischen) kings there is 
brotherhood, friendship, alliance, and (f!iendly) relation-
ship." The verb is used in other peripheral Akkadian, e.g., 
.. 
DINGIR MES sa alisa 11sa.111m 11let her (the daughter of the 
king of Qa.tna) reconcile the gods of her city and I will 
give her ever so many presents and honor her when she meets 
me'' (ARM 2 51.19). As Albright observes, this word is well 
established from the Bogazkoy texts, that although incor-
rectly spelled, it is the word meant here. Several examples 
might be adduced to show the use of i for s: (1) EA 102.23 
sal-mu ( for salmu) 1 tti mare l Abdi-asra ta 11 ( Thou knowest 
that the chief and the lords of the city are) in alliance 
with the sons of Abdi-asirtao 11 (2) EA 162.22-24 ... -u anuma 
sarri(!) ismi umma salm~ta (f~r salmata ) itti aw!l alKidsa 
- · - l""J 
akale sikara itti ahamis daggala u kina ammeni teppus 
~ - ~ 
kinanna ammini salmata (for salmata)itti awili . . . "And, 
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behold, the king ha s heard that you have made an alliance/ 
trea ty/pact with the man of Kidsa, that you t ake care of 
each other for food (aDd) beer. I f it is true, why did you 
do it? Why did you make a trea ty with a man" (with whom the 
king has disagreed?). (3) EA 287.12 gabbi matati /s/alimu 
(for salimu) ana ya.si nukurtu (Let the king know that) "all 
~ 
the lands are at peace/reconciled (but that) there is war 
against me. 11110 
The thorny question of cognates 1s now before us. 
First, Akkadian has a synonym which appears poetically in 
the Hymnal Epic Dialect, resu "helper, ally," which is de-
--.-
rived from r:asu (a,1) "to help. 11111 However, Hebrew and 
----r-
- -
Ugaritic do not make a clear distinction between salamu and 
salamu. This could well be attributed to the fact tha t Hebr. 
SIN and SHIN are not distingui shed in early Hebrew. 112 The 
particular idiom in question is Hebr. 1asah salom '.'to make 
peace.f' It is used several times in Jos hua 9 through 11 in 
connection with the league made between Joshua and the Gib-
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eonites. The classic verse would be Joshua 9:15 wayya'as 
lahem Yehosua I salom wayyikroth lahem ber!th 1 ehayyo'tham 
wayyissabhe 11(1~he~ n8 st't ha'edah "And Joshua .made pea ce 
w1t h them, and made a league with them to let them live: 
and the princes of the congregation sware unto them." Our 
phrase is found here in parallel with two very important ex-
pressions , viz. (1) kara th bertth "to make a covenant, to 
make a league, alliance" and (2) le plus Niphal of sabha' 
"to sware an oath or pact. 11113 The concept "to make a 
-
league, covenant" with another human party is used in Josh. 
9 some five times and precisely in the same way in Gen. 
14:13; Ex. 23:32; 34:12, 15; Deut. 7:2; and Judg. 2:2, as 
well as many other times. uTo sware an oath or pact" 1s 
-
used four times in connection with the Gibeonites, as well 
a s in Gen. 24:9; and Josh . 6:22; 2:12; 23:7. Our conclusion 
then would be tha t . Hebr. sal.om in the sense of "making 
pea ce, reconciliation, etc. 11 is semantically equivalent to 
Akk. salimu/salamu et. al. if no t etymologicall y cognate 
and not distinguished by the Hebrew script. The confusion 
even of t he Amarna scribes in t he u se of these two clearly 
distinct Akkadian words would point to the similarity in the 
phonetic value of these letter s. Finally, neither Phoeni-
cian nor Ugaritic make s a clear distinction for the same 
general r easons. A f uttlr e Hebrew lexicon should therefore 
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make a distinction between salom I .llto be safe, whole, unin-
~ jured" and saLom II "to make peace, to be reconciled, etc." 
Line 11. DIS L~GAL was very likely read isten rabu 
-
with the idea of 11first officer" in charge of affairs rather 
than merely as none" or the indefinite article "an." It bas 
been suggested that this logogram might be equivalent to 
Egyptia:p ttwr" which is an Egyptian of ficial; however, this 
is not generally accepted. 
Lines 12-13. The syntax and morphology of this 
phrase are clear reflection of Canaanite influence. Akka-
dian would expect alI u ilr sabtu. Albright 1 s translation 
and ou.:r-s carefully reflect the fact that "the city" does not 
have the personal pronoun as might well be expected. Does 
Lab 1aya refer to Shechem, or to his own home town, or per-
haps to another town under his domain? As mentioned previ-
ously, the second possibility seems to be the most likely, 
since gods of his fathers are mentioned as his gods.114 
Line 14. The idiom ~arsI gabu "to slander, to be 
• 
slandered, to calumniate, to denounce" is str_?..ctly Amarna 
and Canaanite. · The normal Akk. idiom is karsI akalu, as 
Prof. M; Held has pointed out: 
Beginning with the Kassite period karsI akalum the 
norm in Akka •. , replacing OB kurrusum or nuggurum 
(Landsberger, JCS, 9, pp. 123-124). karsI akalum 
( from which Aram. 'kl qr~y) "to denounce ( to the 
authorities)" and akil karsi •"prof ess ional denouncer" 
(cf. LH malsin) are common in Akk., particula rly in -
1 tt 115 ~-e ers. 
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This same idiom appears in Aramaic, both biblical as 
well a s extra-biblicai. 116 It is significant that the vari-
ant Aram. expression 'mr kr~y is preserved in the inscrip-
tions krsy 'ys l' 'mrt tmh "you have not denounced anyone 
. 
there. 11117 Albright considers karsI qabu in our line to be 
• 
incorrectly reproduced by the scribe on the ba sis that it is 
correctly given in EA 286.6. 118 Further weight to the argu-
ment might be adduced by the fact tha t in EA 254.16 as well 
as in EA 286.20,21 the more correct form of the idiom 
karseya aklu 11my pieces have been eaten" (lit.) appears • 
• 
However, in the light of the above NW Semitic Aramaic expres-
sion, we must conclude tha t the scribe wa s using a perfectly 
proper Canaanite i d iom. 
In Arabic 'akala lahmatu is the idiom semantically 
. 
equivalent to Akk. kar~i akalu and Aram. 'kl qr~y, this in 
turn to the Hebr. idiom 'aklu lehem in Ps. 14:4 
11who eat up my people 
they denounce/destroy 
they call not on the Lord. 11 
We note that KJV translate s the second phras e "who eat up my 
people as bread." 
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More commonly Hebrew expres ses the concept of "to de-
nounce" by [ lsn] :tn the Po'el and Hiph' _il.119 Similarly 
from the available evidence, Ugar. lsn is used in the same 
way.120 
Akk. karasu "to pinch off (clay)" is the cognate of 
Hebr. qr~ "to nip, pinch, 11121 Ugar. qr~ "to pinch, shape 
(clay). 11122 Aram. ha s gr~ alongside kr~. *gara~u would be 
the original Semitic spelling , since the Akkadian l anguage 
40 
- 123 does not tolerate two emphatics, e. g., kasasu and gg. 
- ·- 4 • • · - •• 
Therefore we prefer to read the~ sign as ka4 , thereby re-
flecting the intention of the scribe to use as good Akkadian 
as he could. In the light of the Canaanite gloss sirti which 
follows, it is tempting to reevaluate the Hebr. idiom qrs 
• 
~~ in Prov. 16:30. The Authorized Version translates 
"moving his lips," and BDB renders it "pinching his lips 
(i.e., compres s ing , a s NH or biting , gnawing )." Since this 
is read as a Qal Part. with the parallel, describing a "fro-
ward man, a whisperer, a violent man" {Prov. 16:28,29), it 
seems best to translate this verse: 
{a) 11( He is one] who shuts his eyes in order to 
.... 
devise perverse things, {b) a slanderer {one who slanders) 
in order to accomplish evil." This would seem to fit well 
as an idiom equivalent to the Akkadian idiom under discus-
sion and synonymous with Hebr. lsn in Prov. 30:10. 
s!rti as a Canaanite gloss, Qal Passive (perhaps 
should be accented on the final) very likely seeking to re-
produce the Stative 1 sg. from sa:ru "to slander, calum-
niate11 and to be equated with Hebr. sur "to watch stealth-
ily, lie in wait, to· trick or betray." This in turn becomes 
a noun sorer "one who lurks, lies in wait," or as BDB 
"(insidious) watcher.n It is found in parallel to qamim 
. 
"those who arise {in hostility)" and also 'oyebh "ene-
1 11124 mes. 
·• 
Hebrew has a synonymous expression grs b'ynyn 
. 
''to look with an evil eye, to look with an evil intent 11 
41, 
· 125 (lit. "to pinch the eye)." This in turn is semantically 
. 
equivalent to Akk. nekelmu "to look with an evil eye. 11 In 
the Abdi-heba corpus, this verb appears again in a gloss as 
usaru for ilussawaru . (EA 286.6,7). 
Line 16. sanitam introduces a new thought or para-
graph. It could be translated here very appropriately 
according to its etymology as 11 secondly. 11 However, since it 
is used quite extensively throughout these tablets, it obvi~ 
ously has the broader meaning of "furthermore, again, 
another (matter)." This now introduces us to the second 
main segment of this letter which is almost entirely Canaan-
ite, including the only "wisdom literature .. of the Canaanites 
that is extant. We note here that san!tam holds the mimation 
in this adverbial expression as does Hebr. 'omnam and hinnam • 
. 
namlu tlants'' collective (like Arab. namlun) whereas 
a single ''ant II would be namla tu. The verbs which follow are 
f.pl. whereas the pron. suffix -si- (1. 19) is f.sg. The 
normal Akk. word is kulbabu126 or its synonym lamattu 
(-.::::_ lamantu <. iln.amal tu). This word stumped Knud tzon who 
left the translation blank, and Ebeling who questions the 
possibility of "alliance," but ignorantly followed by Mercer 
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"agreement(?)." The cogna tes in Hebrew and Arabic are pre-
cisely the same, nemalah and namla t for "ant" as in Prov. 
. e . . 
6:6, although the Hebr. pl. is n na lim (Prov. 30:25). 
Line 17. tumhasu a Canaanite Qal Pass ive construed 
. 
as f.pl. with Held127 similar to Hebrew where: 
Singu lar nouns which include in themselves a col lec-
tive idea or which occasionally have a collective sense 
may readily, in accordance with their meaning , be con-
strued with the plural of the predicate, whether it 
precedes or follows. This i s also the case, when t he 
collective is itself a fe minine but represents, I~§lu-
sivel y or at least generally, ma sculine per s ons. 
Two strikingly similar examples of this are to be 
found in I Kings 8:5 where the collectives "she ep and oxen" 
are construed with the plura l in the following relative 
clause, and in Job 1:14 where "cattle wer e ploughing " is a 
clear ca se of a collective construed with t he plural. How-
ever, we do note Albrig ht' s observa tion that in South Canaan-
it~, as in Ugaritic and Arabic, collective singulars or 
plurals a re regularly construed with a fe minine singular. 129 
But to expla in that "the supposed plural ending is probably 
merely energic" is r a ther weak in the light of t he close 
affinities given us f rom the Hebrew usage. 
We note here the prefix-t normal l y used for 3fpl, but 
here for 3mpl, as a lso in EA 138.43 ul tudanu sabu yasi 
"soldiers have not been given me. 11130 In Ugari t ic, a clas s ic 
example would be II AB.4-5:104 wtb lmspr ktlakn ("tu1'akani 11 ) 
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glmm "return to the account of the sending of the lads. 11131 
In Biblical Hebrew preformative-t (as in 3fpl) is used some-
times instead of preformative-y which is normally expected 
in 3mpl. E.g., Job 19:15 "They that dwell in mine house, 
and my ma i ds, lezar tahshebhunI count me f or a stranger" 
(instead of ~)'ahshebhunI). Hebrew grammarians are not aware 
- . 
of this 3mpl infl exion (cf. GHG p. 126, d). However, from 
the evidence of the Amarna and Ugaritic materials (UM p. 60), 
it may be s een that it does appear in Hebrew, although rarely. 
This Qal Passive from mahasu (a,a) "to smite, beat up" might 
• 
be analyzed in Hebrew as Hophal, Pu'al, or even Niphal. For 
the use of the Perf. Qal Pas s ive we would call attention to 
sirti above, and EA 127.34 zirti.132 
Line 18. tiqabbilu Can. Piel f orm (cf. Hebr. 
yeqabbelu) "to receive, t ake , a cc~pt" precisely equivalent 
to Akkadian maharu (a,u). The pre formative ti r a ther than 
ta seems to be a dialectical vari ant corresponding to Hebrew. 
Ugaritic, on the other hand, s eems to prefer ta as shown by 
imha / amha . The Hebr. cognate qabbel is u s ed with t he same 
. . 
meaning in Prov. 19:20 (to accept reproof without grµmbling ) 
and Job 2:10 (to receive the judgment of God wit hout murmur-
ing ). As Albright rema r ks : "It is r.a:bher amu s ing to note 
that the word i s regula rly given as an illus tra tion of the 
late Aramaisms in Hebrew vocabulary:" (ibid., n.16). We 
43a 
would pursue this further and say tha t it i s r a t he r amusing 
to see s o mu ch of t he r esul ts of hi gher cri tica l s cholarship 
succumb to cons erva tive v i ews through the gr ea t arc heologi-
ca l d i sc overies within t hi s pas t cen tury. 
tansuku certa inly i s correct, although Knudtzon reads 
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ta-an-[n]a without being sure of the last syllable. Our 
copy from Bezold's autograph reads as we have it, but, as 
Albright points out, the photograph of plate 21 does not show 
the last (-ku) syllable because these last two are written 
on the edge of the tablet. Mercer's ta-an-[n]a-tu 1s 
another case of poor copying and faulty technique. The word 
used here is nasaku (a,u) "to bite" which appears in Descent 
of Istar, line 101, tamhas sunsa tassuka ubansa "she smote 
• 
~ 
her lap, she bit her finger.'.' As shown in this example, 
prima-nun words have the "n" assimilated, but in Amarna, 
because of the Amorite influence, the tendency is not to 
permit assimilation as in EA 96.7-10 iami an-ti-in-nu ereb 
awiluti ... ana aliya 11 I will not permit the entrance of 
the men into my city. 11133 Semantic cognates are found in 
-
Hebr. nashak, Ugar. ntk, and Aram. nekat (with metathesis), 
but Arab. uses 1adda. 
• • 
Line 19. qati aw!li seems rather strange here in 
this Canaanite proverb; one would rather expect something 
like yadi adam1 for "the hand of the man. 11 
The relative pronoun sa is equivalent to Hebr. 'aser, 
occurring in the Song of Deborah (Judges 5) as well as 
several times in the story of Gideon with the Masoretic 
vocalization se. Although it is properly used. as Akkadian, 
it may well be Canaanite here. 
yimahhassi undoubtedly is a hybrid conflate reading 
of Alck. 1mahhassi (from *imahhas plus si) and Can • 
• 
il-,yimhasuha. In Akkadian one would expect the Subj • 
• 
imabhasusi, since it is governed by sa relative. The pro-
• 
~ 
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nominal suffix -si 11her 11 refers back to the collective namlu 
~ . 
uants" and so translated "them." Knudtzon reads the -ku 
sign at the end of this line instead of in the previous 
line, with the result t hat he could not read the last word. 
Line 20. The next three lines have been misunderstood 
in the past because of the word isa(h)hatu/1sa(h)-hatu. This 
• 
is clearly to be understood as a 11 Present lcs rather than 
IV a s Ebeling (_p. 1508). The final "u II is a typical West 
Semitic end.i~g.134 Following the Hebrew vocalization we re-
construct the Canaanite Present a s *esehhat(u) whereas good 
Akkadian would be *asahhat. With this word we confront a 
philological hurdle, both as to the spelling as well as to 
the semantics. Albright reads sahatu but Held sahatu. Both 
-· 
of them agree that it means "to be timid, fearful, hesitate, 
be modest. 11 Both WGuld distinguish this from 'the two hom-
onyms sahatu (a,u) 11 to strip off, undress'' and sahatu (1;1) 
• • 
.. 
11 to jump, leap, attack." In order to clarify the correct 
spelling of the word before us, a fresh study of these hom-
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onyms brings us to the following conclusion: There are four 
words to be distinguished. First, sahatu· ~ (a,u) transitive 
-· 
''to strip off, undress." Second, sahatu B (1,1) transitive 
• 
"' 
''to jump, spring on, rear up. H Third, sahatu A (a,u) 
- ~ ,..., 
intransitive "to be timid, afraid·, bashful, modest. 11 Fourth, 
sahatu B (1,1) transitive "to attack, destroy." Granted that 
the available evidence is scanty, i.e., until CAD.~ volume 
comes out, nevertheless there are some things quite clear. 
I. sahatu A (a,u.) trans. "to strip off, take off, un-
dress" (the Hebrew semantic cognate is pasat) is amply at-
• . 
tested in Akkadian literature. (1) En.el. I.67 iptur 
• 
r1ksi$U :1stahat135 agasu 11 he disarmed him, (and) stripped 
~ 
off his crown." (2) Gilg. I.iii.22,43 si lishut lubusisama 
lipta kusubsa "she shall _pull off her clothing, laying bare 
~ 
her ripeness." (3) Borger Esarh. 102.ii.3 lubulti 
sarrutisu 1shutma basamu subat bel arn1 ediga zumureu "he 
I • 
stripped himself of his royal robe and clothed his body in 
sackcloth, the garment of the penitent." (4) JNES 15 138:101 
-
~•may all evil in the body of PN A • y ~ 1 t ti me sa zumr1 su u ·· musa ti 
-
V ,.,,,, ,rY ¥Y 
sa qat~su lissah1tma 
• 
be stripped off together with the 
~ 
water (in which) his body (was washed) and the washwater 
from his hands. 11136 These examples are sufficient to estab-
lish this meaning. 137 
II. sahatu B (1_,1) trans. "to jump, leap, spring on. 11 
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The following examples should suffice to establish this mean-
ing: (1) En.el. I.139 zumursu listahhitamma "so that their 
bodies reared up ••• and none was able to turn them 
back."138 (2) Dese. 0f Istar rev. 86,87 "Ever since Istar 
-
descended to the Land-of-no-Return, ana burti GUD(alpu) ul 
isahhit AN§E(ime~) EME(sinnisatan1) ul usarra the bull 
i , C 
does not spring on the heifer, the ass does not impregnate 
the jenny." (3) In Old Akkadian there is an interesting 
example found in Kish 1930, 143.17 ash1t kiris dEN.ZU "I 
• 
jumped to the garden of Enzu. nl39 
III. sahatu A (a,u) intrans. 11 to be timid, bashful, 
modest." Held reads this with a "t" while Albright and 
• 
Ungnad as above. CAD would agree with Held, judging from 
the following example: (1) VAB 4.224.11.53 (Nbn) akkud 
ashut nakutt1 arsema du.lluhu panua 11 I became anxious, I am 
• 
f fl . 1 t d f ha rd ttl40 ear u, anx e y overcame me, an my ace was gga • 
. . -... ,#-
However, two examples from Gilgamesh Epic would favor 
Albright's reading: (2) Gilg. I.iv.lo "Bare thy bosom that 
. 
he may pos.sess thy ripeness! e tas-hu-ti 11qe napissu Be 
not bashful! Welcome his ardor!" (3) Gilg . I.iv.17 ul 
ishut ilteqi nap1ssu "she was not bashful • II • • In line 
10 we have the "tiu sign, otherwise read "tl '' which would 
-.-
be required if the root were sht. In examples (1) and (3), 
--. 
the words end in 11-ut/~/d':' making the reading inconclusive. 
Bl.!lt, if 11 ~ 11 were required in line 10 of example (2), why 
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would the scribe have used the sign for 11 ti/ti 11 when he 
• 
could have used the 11 ti 11 sign? Certa inly one cannot attri-
-.-
bute this to the whim of the scribe or to his i gnorance, for 
in line 11 he delibera tely used the 11 ~i 11 s i gn in i-ti-ih-
ha-a. Our conclusion at this point is that sahatu (a,u) 
.. 
11 to be timid 11 etc. is to be di s tingui s hed from sahatu (a,u) 
"to strip off 11 both in meaning as well as spel ling . We 
therefore a gree with Albright and Held that in EA 252.20 
isa(h)hatu ha s the third meaning . Thi s is clea r from the 
thematic vowel "a" used for the Present, which distinguishes 
it from sahatu B (i,i), and from the contet;ict, where to "strip 
• 
~ 
off, t ake off 11 would prove meaningl e s s . 
However, our study leads us to anothe r conclusion. 
We would posit sahatu B (i,i) transitive 11 to atta ck, ruin, 
destroy" a s a Canaanite word found in the Amarna corpus. 
Two lines of reasoning are followed: semantics and cognates. 
First, "to jump, lea p, rea r up, spring on 11 cannot possibly 
be semantica lly related to "atta ck, ruin, destroy." The 
concept "to atta ck " is demanded by the context in various 
Amarna passa ges, as has been observed by Albright and Held, 
which introduces us to t he s econd argument. 
in Hebrew and Phoenician are sahath and ~HT 
The cognate s 
re s pec-
tively. 
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In Klmw Inscription 15,16 one reads wmy y~ht hspr z 
' . . . 
. , 
ysht r's b'l smd 's lgbr wysht r's b 11 hmn 's lbmh wrkb 'l 
• • • • 
~ -· 
b'l bt ,"He who smashes(destroys) this inscription, may his 
head be smashed (destroyed) by Ba'l-Samad who belongs to 
• 
Gabbar, and may his head be smei,shed (destroyed) by Ba'l-
Hammon who belongs to BMH, and by Rakabel, the lord of the 
• 
dynasty (temple)." Several examples from Hebrew may be 
given. (1) Gen. 13:10 "And Lot lifted up his eyes, and 
beheld all the plain of Jordan, that it was well watered 
every where, lipbney sahet YHWH 'eth-Sedom we'eth-Ghamorah 
• 
before the LORD destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah." (2) Joshua 
. 
22;33 "• •• and the children of Israel blessed God, 
welo' '~m8 r:u la'aloth 'aleyhem lassaba' lesaheth 'eth-
• . 
ha'ares and did not intend to go up against them 1n battle, 
to destroy (or attack) the land wherein the children -of 
Reuben and Gad dwelt. (3) Judges 6:4 wayyahan~ aleyhem 
• 
wayyashithu 'eth-yebul ha'ares "and they encamped against 
. . . 
them, and destroyed the increase of the earth, ••• and 
left no sustenance for Israel, neither sheep, nor oxen, nor 
" 
ass."141 (4) Judges 6:15 wayyabo ba'ares 18 sahathah Hand 
I • 
they entered into the land to destroy it.u (5) ·Judges 20:21 
"And the children of Benjamin came forth out of Gibeah, 
wayyashtthu beisra'el and atta cked and killed (KJV ttde-
• 
troyed down to the ground) of the Israelites that day twenty 
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and two thousand. 11142 It is clear from the .Phoenician and 
Hebrew that the root ~HT ha s the essential meaning of "to 
' . 
destroy, ruin, attack." 
The next question is: "What is the meaning in each 
case of the twelve occurrences ot this homonym in the Amarna 
corpus?" We have already concluded that in 252.20 the third 
word is used, based on the evidence from the thematic vowel 
and from the context, where by process of elimination 
sahatu A (a,u) could not possibly be meaningful. In the same 
manner, through thematic vowel and context, we may safely 
conclude that in 186.62 1shitu, 185.43 ishitumi, 166.26 
- · ~ 
1shitma, and in 94.73 yistahit are definitely (1,1) verbs, 
- ~ 
therefore either sahatu B or sahatu B. From the context, 
" . 
~, 
we _determine that af least the first three must mean '.'attack, 
destroy" or the like, more so than the mere concept of 
" 
"jumping , leaping , springing on." One exampl~ will suffice: 
166.25-27 u summa alDunip 1sh1tma 2 ltim harranunu 1na asar 
-· ~ 
asib u palhaku istu panisu 11 I f he (the king of _Hatti) 
should attack Dtlnip, a (town) two days journey from where he 
lives, and since! am afra id of him regarding this, I shall 
stand by until he departs." The only question regarding 
94.73 is that the context is not completely clear, although 
the thematic vowel 1s clear. 
There are two occurrences of Infinitives, 106.12 
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sahatsi, and 165.40 sahatisu. Since the scribe does not 
supply us with a clearly discernible thematic vowel, we are 
cast upon the context for interpretation. However, this is 
not so difficult as at first may seem. In 165.40 Aziri 
writes that the king of Hatti is approaching the land of 
.Amurri which belongs to the pharaoh. Then he continues: 
11And now he dwells in Nuhasse, a two days journey from the 
town of Tumnip ('Tunip?), u -·palhaku istu sahatisu alTum-ni-ip 
... . .., , 
and I am afraid that he will attack/destroy Tunip. 11 Since 
the context is essentially the same as 166.26 quoted above, 
we wold conclude t his under sahatu B (1,1). The passage in 
Judges 6:5 quoted above also bears on this as being parallel 
to the thought_s involved here ; that the enemy was able to 
penetrate and attack or destroy the land. At this juncture 
it would be well to discuss 106.10 which is found in this 
immediate context. Obviously,T sihta t is a defectively 
written Stative. Certa inly it must read *sahtat. It may be 
explained on the analogy of *zikar + at >z1krat. However, 
the meaning is clear from the context, for Rib-Addi writes: 
u anuma inanna sihtat(!) alSumur adi abul{l)isi 11And now, 
. . 
behold, ~umur is now being attacked right up to her gates." 
Then, as above, 11They have been able to attack (or destroy, 
ruin) her, but they have not been able to conquer (or seize) 
her. 11 
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Four more Amarna passages use this homonym. We shall 
now turn our attention to these. In 148.39 Abimilki of 
Tyrus writes: 11There is no infantry here. sa ishat 
A v v al ~ (Winckler writes ishata) mat sarri sar Ziduna. He who has 
attacked (or destroyed) the land of the king is the king of 
Zido:n." First, it is amply clear that insofar as good Akka-
dian is concerned, the word is defectively written, f or we 
would expect either 1s.hut/t or ishi t/t. By process of elim-
• . 
ination, meanings one and three would be incongruous. Fur-
-
thermore, "to jump upon'.' would be far too weak a concept for 
what the context requires. We conclude, then, that our 
translation is the most adequate,and, consequently, our read-
ing is the best. In 220.21 the word is clearly a Stative 
form, the context clearly gives the impression as elsewhere 
in Amarna that the land or city is under attack. Nukurtuwa 
of Zunu claims that he is doing all he can to protect the 
city from being taken over by the enemy. In this letter he 
1s advising the king of the condi tions presently prevailing : 
inuma sahtatme alu .sa sarri beliya u mihisme abiya "that the 
• 
city of t he k1~, my lord, is being attacked, and that my 
father has ta.ken a beating . 11 Two other pas_sages use the r2 
Preterite forms. 125.20 is very illuminating , for at the 
outset we recognize that it is defectively written istahatn1 
for *istaha/itanni. Certainly the thematic vowel as given 
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would lead us to meanings one or three. Certainly the con-
text precludes sahatu A (a,u) "to strip off, undress.','. Cer-
tainly, also, the word required is transitive rather than 
intransitive, so that the third meaning "to be timid, bash-
fult' does not fit either. If the word is defectively written 
at the end, are we Justified in considering the possibility 
that it is defectively written with respect to the thematic 
vowel? We have observed that in 148.39 the word is defec-
tively written precisely at this point. Thus, being justi-
fied on these grounds to consider the possibility, we find 
that our word sahatu B fits better than sahatu B, for Rib-
• 
~ 
Addi says: "Since the k1ng , my lord, says: "Protect thy-
. 
self, a~d guard the city of the king that is in thy care!' 
• • 
... 1 
• But,, behold, now 1stahatn1 Aziru Aziru. has attacked 
me. I have no oxen, nor have I •••• 11 At this point we 
introduce Judges 6:4 again to show that this attack or de-
struction consisted of plundering the f0od resources of 
Israel in the one case, and of Rib-Addi in the other. Our 
argument, then, would be summarized by saying that the He-
brew passage gives us the clue to the proper spelling of the 
word 1n 125.20, a s well as pointing ~o the meaning of the 
word, which must be sahatu B (1,1) "to attack , destroy," etc. 
Generally speaking , the argument could be applied to 105.43, 
but since the tablet is broken, we have slim evidence for 
L 
143 
solid conclusions in this one case. 
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Line 21. ituma anna "this day, now" would be better 
as Adverbial Accusative_ and correct Akkadian. However, the 
scribe may have become confused as he thought of the Canaan-
ite idiom hayJ5m hazeh ( Hebr.} 11 now, these days, n and sought 
~ ~ A - - A m to write either umi annuti or ume annuta for "these days." 
I woul~ defend my reading an-nu-tam against Knudtzon and 
Mercer 's ~tu and Albright's -tam. Certainly the Accusative 
is required here rather than the Nominative ending, but on 
what grounds can we raise the "m" as a determinative, is 
beyond my comprehension. I don't see how one could appeal to 
defective writing in this case. Certainly it is defectively 
or imperfectly written. I take the u "while since" as in-
- ' , 
troducing a circumstantial clause. (Cf. Judges 13:9 and 
) 
Gen. 18:L) 
Line 22. It is clear from these three lines that 
Lab'aya is explaining his aggressive actions as self-defense, 
that he could not allow himself the luxury of sitting by 
timidly while the enemy captures two of his towns. Who the 
enemy is Lab'aya fails to identify them. Perhaps this is a 
case where silence is yellow rather than golden. 
Lines 23-31. This last section of the letter shows 
that Lab'aya's loyalty to the pharaoh extends so far and no 
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farther. The king's sovereignty is not absolute, for 
Lab'aya declares that no matter what the order from the king 
would be he would still fight back and avenge himself over 
the loss of his towns and his patron gods. 
Line 24. appunama is an adverb of asserveration com-
1 h M 1 B .., •• 144 mon y found in t e idd e Akkadian texts frcm:~azkoy. 
A good Northwest Semitic cognate is to be found in Ugaritie 
apn Halso~• and the further expression _a ___ p nk __ ._._._a __ p_hn_ "there-
. 
upon ••• forthwith 11 {cf. II D 11 27,28). 
Line 25. nupulme an Impv. representing Can. n8 phal 
with anatyptic vowel rendering n(u)pul. There is no Akka-
-
dian root _ [ napalu], but the Akkadian word meaning ''to rall 11 
is maqatu (a,u) as in line 4 above. This therefore seems to 
be the earliest case of npl "to rall,"145 clearly a Canaan-
ism. 
Line 26. In the same vein, we come upon another Ca-
naanism in the use of tahtamu which represents Hebr. tahtamo, 
and which appears in Azitawadda tht p'my and elsewhere in 
Phoenician as thtkm. The -mu ending 1s an old suffixial 
146 3mpl. -~or-£ ending for the later -himu or -hem ending. 
Again, the rather foolish argument of the Developmental 
Theory of the Old Testament as expressed by Gesenius,who 
states that the -mp ending is late Hebrew, must give way to 
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this clear usage in Amarna. Such passages as Exodus 15, 
Psalm 45:6, 18:39, 21:11, 17:10, 58:7, 89:18, Deuteronomy 
32:27,32,37,38, Isaiah 44:15, and Job 20:23 cannot be ad-
judged to be late, but may well represent an older period of 
Biblical Hebrew. 
Line 27. tima(h)hasuka I have translated as a co-
- . 
hortative 3eplm. The ti-preformative is interchangeable 
with n:_- and is quite common in Canaanite. It may well be 
analyzed as a Present or Hebrew Imperfect used as a future: 
''and they shall smite you. 11 
Line 28. ibI "my enemy, my foe'_' is clearly the col-
lective ibu ''enemies" and to be associated with Ugaritic 'ib 
- -(/ / srt) as well a1:1 .with Hebr. ';eyebh. However, normally in 
-.--
Akkadian it is written a'abu or ayabu, a'ibu being a secon-
dary transitive participle, whereas ibu is an intransitive 
participle. 147 Semantically, older classic Akkadian uses 
nakru 0 enemytt {cf. CH.103). 
u(s)surruna is here taken as a II-stem or IV-stem 
~ . 
-
Present from eseru '.'to hold back, restrain. 11148 The doubling 
of the 11 r 1_1 is not necessary here, unless it is used to com-
pensate for the weak first radica1.149 The energic particle 
-~ is suffixed to the verbal form, similar to the Arabic 
energicum -~ and the Ugaritic -n(a). Professor Held sug-
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gests that the Hebrew expression shama' na' should be emended 
- , 150 to read together as sha.ma nna. 
Line 29. sa-ab-tum is definitely wrong; so we have 
. 
read the last syllable as tu4 • This type of syllabication 
clearly shows the inadequate knowledge of the lingua franca 
on the pa.rt of _ the Canaanite scribes. One would wish that 
the scribes had been better schooled in the precise distinc-
tions which are possible (although terribly burdensome) 
through the use of the Akkadian syllabary, so as to distin-
guish, for example, the dentals and the sibilants in the 
Canaanite and Akka.dian of the Amarna Age. 
Line 30. .susu-me is to be analyzed as a Canaanite 
~· 
participle from Canaanite *sasah (as in Hebrew), with the 
.. 
meaning of "plunderer, raider, despoiler, brigand." The 
enclitic -~ within a construct chain is common both in 
Hebrew and Ugaritic. 151 The origin of the word comes from 
Egyptian sasu "no:a;iads, marauders" which was derived from a 
very anc:i;nt Egyptian word s~s, "to transverse. 11152 Lambdin 
has made a further study of this word in JAOS 73 (1953), 
page 155. Since this is an Egyptian loan word in Akkadian, 
Y~ ~ ~~ N 
one normally would find fil:!!!! more often than~- Actually, 
~ . 
this we find here, although our choice -su- for the reading 
of the middle syllable 1s based on the strong Canaanite in-
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fluence in this tablet. In Akkadian, foreign loan words with 
11
.§.n are reproduced by 11 z 11 as 1s the ease of Hurrian "abusu" 
. . 
or 11abussu 0 which 1s transcribed into Akkad1an as nabuzu" 
- -
meaning "granary, storehouse." Yet this very word in Hebr • 
. 
'ebus keeps the original phoneme. Albright offers the sug-
gestion that Hebr. samek used to be pronounced as an affric-
ative, and 1s always transcribed 11~•• in Akkad.ian at this 
period. 
Line 31. The separate pronoun sunu is here used for 
emphasis and stress, as it commonly is used in Hebrew, e.g., 
Num. 14:32. 
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EA 253 -- VAT 1589; WA 155; W 177; Sehr 144 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. [a-na LUGA]Lri (sarri) [EN-ya (beliya)] u 
- d d ~· ' 
2. [ UTU]-ya ( ~amsiya) um-ma [La]-ab-a-ya 
-
3. [!R]-ka (waradka) u e[ p-ru] 
4. [ s(] ka-b:-~[ e-ka] 
5. [';-n]a GlR.ME~ (sepe) LU[GALr] 1 (sarri) [ E]N-ya (bel1ya) 
6. [ IM] IN~.u IMINta-a-an (sibitsu sibl tan) am-qut 
- ME~ -· 
7. [ 1] s- te-me a-w~-te .. 
. ~· 
8. [s]l LUGALru (sarru) EN-ya (bel1ya) 
9. C11]-na ~AG4~b1]' (libbi) DUBp:! (tuppi) 
.... A > 
10. [ 1] s-ta~ra-an-n[ 1] 
11. [ a-;ur a-n]a-( k]~ !R (warad) LUGALri (sarri) 
~ -
12. CkI-ma a-b]i-ya u 
, d 
13. a-[ bi] a~bi-ya lR u (wardu) 
14. sa-I.[UGALr]i (sarri) is-tu 
~- ~ 
15. [ p]a-na-[n]u-um u 
- ~ 
16. [la-a] ar-na-lru 
7 [- ,]. - ~ 1. u la-a ha-ta-ku 
. 
-
18. an-nu-~ ar~nu-ya 
' , ,. , 
u an-nl,l-u 
20. hI-t~-ya i-nu-ma 
. 
21. ir-r u-ba-ti 1-na 
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22. URU (al) Gaz-r1ki 
23. um-ma a-n[a-k]u-m1 
24. y1-en-n1-nu-nu-m1 
25. LUGALru (sarru) u a~nu-(m)ma 
26. e-na-an-na ya-nu 
7 ~ y~ A , ¥ 2. pa-n;i.. sa-n:u-tu 1~-tu 
28. ur-~-~d LUGAL ri ~-( ~arri) 
29. ~ m1-1m-ma sa 
30. y1-1q-ta-bu 
31. (LU]GALru (sarru) 1s•te-mu 
~ ~-
32. [ 1] 1-ip-q-!-id-ni-me 
33. [LUG]ALru (~arru) 1-na 
. ~-
34. (~]U (qat) LC.MASKIM-ya (rab1s1ya) 
• 
35. [ a-na] na-ga-r1 UF{ U] (al1) ( LUGAL ri ( sarr1)) 
• 
B. Transl-at1on: 
1. [To the ki]ng, [my lord] and 
~ -
2. my [ Sun-god:] "Thus (says) [ La] b 'aya, 
-3. your [servant,] and the d[ust] 
4. [on which you] tread: 
-
5. [ 'A]t the two feet of the ki[ng, my lo]rd, 
6. [sey]en times sevenfold I fall. 
" 
7. (I] have heard the words 
8. (wh]ich the king, my lord, 
9. and lo. wrote to me on a tablet. 
11.- [Behold, I] am· a servant of the king 
12.· [like m)y father and 
13 •. my grandfather, servants 
14. who (stood before) the king 
15 •. in former times. Indeed, 
16. I have ( not] committed crimes 
17. (n]or have I been negligent. 
18. This is my crime 
19. and this is 
20. my s1-n that 
21. I invaded into 
22. the town of Gezer.'" 
23. Thus I (say): 
24. The king has mercy on us, 
25. and now, 
26. at present I have 
27. no other purpose than 
28. to serve the king . 
29. Indeed, all which 
30. the king has spoken 
31. I have hearkened/obeyed. 
32. Let the king oversee me 
33. through 
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34. [the ha]nd of my rabisu (commissioner) 
. ' 
35. -f to] guard the city of [ the king.] 
c. Commentary: Critical an£ Philological: 
Lines 1 to 10 are reconstructed from the traces of 
syllables as reproduced by Schroeder and from the obvious 
pa~allel stereotyped phraseology found in the more well pre-
se~ed EA 254.153 Our differences with Knudtzon are to be 
fo~nd in the omission of the DI~ sign before sarri and 
Lab'aya in lines 1 and 2 respectively. Also we differ in 
the reading of the PA sign in line 4, where we read it -ba-
for philological reasons. In the same line, we concur thQ.t 
y 
th~ evidence of the 1autographs leads us to read -se- instead 
of the expected -si-.154 Again, in lines 17 and 20, we read 
-· ha-t,l!-ku and hi-tu-ya rather than the first reading of the 
- . . 
signs TA and TU on philological and cognate evidence. 
dx ... Line 2. ~amsiya: "my Sun- god" is a most appropri-
ate appellation referring to the pharaoh of Egypt. John A. 
Wilson, the renowned Egyptologist, describes for us the rise 
of the relationship between the Sun-god Re and the pharaoh: 
Prior to the Fifth Dyna sty, a minority of pharaohs 
had names which incorpora ted the name of the sun-god Re; 
we see such names a s Udi-mu, Nefer-ka-Sokar, Djoser, 
Snefru, and Khufu. Early in the Fourth Dynasty, Re came 
into greater prominence in the names of the pharaohs, 
and, from the Fifth Dynasty on, it was the regular prac-
tice that the king 's royal name related him to Re~-
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Khaf-Re, Sahu-Re, 1Ne-u.ser-Re, and so on. Further, the Fifth Dynasty firs,t affirmed the pharaoh' s filial re-
lation to the sun-;-god in a formal title, _  tithe Son of 
Re," which took over the king 's personal name, given him 
at birth, and stated clearly and emphatically that the 
pharaoh had been born as the physical son of Re15;hus giving him legitimate title to rule over Egypt. 
Furthermore, the myriads of F.gyptian hymns to the 
81.ln-god Re, or to the sun disk Aton in the Amarna Age, attest 
to the close relation between god and pharaoh in the popular 
thinking of the people ~156 
It 1s no wonder that the Amarna correspondence has 
dy y - dv y y dw y 
countless references to samas, mar samas, ana sarri samsi, 
etc., in which the pharaoh is equated with the sun-god. 
Suffice it to quote Abimilki of Tyre: belI d~amas sa ittazi 
KUR ·· d ··-· 
ina muhhi .· "ma ta ti 1na wn1 u umima kima sima t .~amas abusu 
d.amgu "My lo.rd 1s ··the s~n-god . who rises over the lands day 
after day as ordained by the Sun-god, his good father" (EA 
147 .5-8). 
The title of "sun-god" is further attested in the 
Ugaritic texts, where the Hittite king Suppiluliumas 1s 
re:ferred to as sps mlk rb "the Sun, the Great King.nlS? 
. 
This diplomatic text (118) enumerates the tribute that 
Niqmadu, king of Ugari t, sent to the court of ''p.1s master, 
the Great King, Shuppiluliuma, •.•• also referred to honor-
ifically as the Sun (god), or specifically as the Sun of 
Arinna, the chief god of the Hittite Empire. 11158 
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Line 3. epru "dry earth, dust, dirt," an apocopated 
form from eperu.159 Twice in Amarna does it appear with a 
gloss, aparu (141:4) and haparu (143:11), both written by 
Hamun1r1 of Beirut, contemporary of Rib-Addi. Clearly, this _ 
_ reflec_ts Hebr. 1aphar 11dust. 11 It is used in the regular and 
literal sense in the letters of Tusratta, but more often in 
idi omatic phrases as our present text. For example, Rib-Addi 
says: u tidaggalu ayabunu u tikalu epra "let our enemies 
see (this) ; nd eat dust" (i.e., "be defeated"). 160 In our 
text, as so often in Amarna, the idiom expresses the con-
cept of abject humility and prostration before a person of 
higher rank. Several examples will serve to show this: 
1) EA 248.5 warad kitt1 sarri u epri supal sepe sarri "the 
. 
loyal servant of the king, and the dust of the fee t of the 
king . 11 2) EA 149.4 anaku epru istu supal sepe seni sarri 
ttI am the dust from beneath the sandals of the feet of the 
king. 11 3) EA 220.4 waradka epru sa sepe sarri beliya 
daamsiya u IM. ME~ ( t!du) sa kabasik~ i,your~ servant, the dust 
• 
under the feet of the king , my lord, my Sun-god, and the 
earth upon which you step. 11161 That this is an ancient ex-
pression is borne out by the fact that an old Babylonian 
-
letter (TCL 18 85:15) states: sa annam appalu d~amas ana 
" 
-· ~- ~-
dinan epiri sa takbusu liddin '.' should I say yes, §amas 
would trea t me as if I were the dust upon which you have 
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stepped. n The logogram is SA.!!AR ( from the syllable I~ )162 
contrary to Knudtzon and Ebeling under 195:5 where ip-ri 
appears as the Canaanite gloss for BAHAR.MES. Mercer 
. . 
blindly follows and misreads the sign Is.Mes (sic!'). 
Line 4. kabasika "thy treading , II clearly an infini-
~-
ti ve from. kabasu (a,u) "to tread." From Ebeling's glossary 
one readily sees that all three radicals in this word are 
spelled differently. For example, in 198:7 we read 
qa-pa-sa-ga, the last .9.!! clearly indicating that this is 
a scribal whim for spelling the ka syllable. Then for the 
labial, EA 231.8, 232.5, and 234.6 read ka-ba-si-su. The 
latter two are written by a scribe from Acco, the same 
scribe who also writes 233, apparently, wh~re in line 8- he 
.., ..,,, , . 
reads ka-pa-si-su, showing clearly that the labial was not 
clearly established in their own thinking. Therefore, with 
Ebeling we prefer to take ka-ba-su. Consequently, our read-
ing in every case will be bi. As for the sibilant, it is 
clear that Akkadian reads kabasu (a,u) as above, "to trample 
down, .. as, for example, in En. el. IV, 129 ikbusma belum 
sa Tiamatum isidsa 11As f or Tiamat, when the lord had tram-
pled on her legs (lower extremities) • • 11163 • • Derived 
from .this word is the Akkadian kibsu "a footprint, a going, 
a conduct." Among the cognates there is a Hebr. root kbs 
used primarily in the Piel meaning ''to wash," i.e., "to wash 
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by treading .n However, it is used in the Qal as a partici-
ple only in the expression mesillath sedeh kobes "highway 
. 
of fuller's fieldn (i.e., treaders', washers' field), 
Isaiah 7:3, 36:2, which is parallel to II Kings 18:17. It 
is used of washing garments and, in a poetic and figurative 
sense, of washing persons.164 There is another Hebr. word 
kabash meaning "subdue, bring into bondage, dominate, tread 
down." In most cases it is to be found in late Biblical He-
brew, but it is found in Genesis 1:28 "to subdue the earth," 
and then in the Niph. it is used in the pas sive sense in 
· Numbers 32:22,29, Joshua 18:1, of the conquest of the land, 
which literally wa s treaded down by the feet of the conquer-
ing Israelites. There is one other word, Hebr. kaphash, 
meaning "make bent, press, or bend together," but it is .a 
hapax legomena found only in Lamentations 3:16. BDB adds 
the note, 11 Tel Am. kapa su 'soul of foot'," and after giving 
reference it has parenthetically udoubtfullyu and continues 
'.'but infinitive from KB~ according to Winckler Tell Amarna 
Letters, Vocabulary." Our conclusion then is tha t the cog-
nate reflected in Amarna is kabash nto sl:lbdue, bring into 
bondage, tread down." The precise semantic idea of this 
letter and others in Amarna is that of "a treading place, a 
stepping place for the foot to tread on, 11 as that which ap-
pears in the construct only in Deuteronomy 2:5, 11:24, and 
Joshua 1:3 midrak kaph ragel. 
"' Line 6. IMINsu IMINta-a-an may be written IMIN-su 
IMIN.TA.AM and must be read sibitsu sibitan. For example, 
-· -· ~· 
the second element is syllabically rendered si-ib-e-ta-an 
in EA 215.6, and si-bi-ta-an in 221.6. Good Akkadian pho-
nology would require *sebtsu sebetan. The meaning of this 
"seven times seven t1mes 11 is absolutely clear from EA 232 • 
., 
8-11 where IMINsu IMINta-a-an is followed by ••• ushehhin 
ina pante // batnuma u seruna // suhruma ''I prostrate my-
• • i 
·-
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self seven times each on -the front and on the back, 11 11 ter-
ally, "on my chest// belly and on my back// _back." In 
Amarna pante is the Canaanite spelling for Akk. bamtu B, 
-
also spelled bandu, also pandu, meaning "chest; or front of 
the chest," clearly expressed also by the glos s batnuma for 
•· 
-
Hebr. be~en, meaning 11belly, 11 with the Akk. word for "back 11 
-seru A, with a gloss of the West Semitic loan word su'ru, 
also meaning 11back. 11 The fuller expression is used quite a 
few times, leaving us without doubt as ,to its meaning, a~, 
for example, EA 281~7 "I have fallen at the feet of my lord 
seven times and a gain seven times both (on my) belly and (on 
my) back, 11 in a letter of ~uwardatta. Adding to the inter-
est in this expression we find in the Ugaritic tablets in 
the Gordon Text 89:6-11 ' ... t ... lp n adty sbd ,w s,b' id mrhqtm glt, 
• 
translated, "At my lady's two feet seven times one way seven 
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times another way on my back and on my belly I fall." This 
text illustrates the use of this "seven times" expression in 
Ugaritic. However, a further problem is raised, for Ginsberg 
in BASOR 72 takes the~ and id as demonstra tives, but if 
... 
these are demonstratiyes, then how can he take the Akk. m:!_ 
and t a-an as demonstratives, f or he reads in EA 201.7,8 
7 su 7-ta an~ni, so that he makes su parallel to an-ni. 
However, in Akk. IMINta-an should be read sibitan(i), the 
final -an(i) not representing a dual, but rather the adver-
bial, meaning "sevenfold" or "seven times." One should com-
. . ~ . 
pare the adverbial form tisitan in EA 82.39. The same is 
true in Hebrew. In Genesis 33:3 and Isaiah 30:26 shib'atayim 
is not to be considered a dual but adverbial, meani~g ~seven 
times'' (cf. Gen. 4:24). From Proverbs 24:16 and 26:25 one 
readily sees that this "seven times" or "sevenfold" means 
"many, many times." 
Line 14. istu pananum "in f ormer times" has the ad-
verbial ending -an-um which is common in Alckadian as in our 
word pananum and warkanum, ullanum, etc. 165- It is a very 
common ending in the Hymnal Epic Dialect (HED II 100 f.) 
where- this kind of an ending is used as a .locative adverbial 
ending , one of the distinctive characteristics of the Hymnal 
Epic Dialect. Here the formation with istu as a preposition 
forms an idiomatic expression. We would note the antiquity 
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of the use istu as either~ conjunction or a preposition, 
particularly because istu is used in Old Akkadian and then in 
Old Babylonian, but later on in Middle Babylonian and Middle 
Assyrian it is found side by side with ultu, and following 
this period it is commonly replaced by ultu. A very inter-
--
esting example from · .an old Babylonian letter is istu 
_, 
pananum ana warkanum sa la kati abam u belam ula isu. "Nei-
-
ther in former times nor in the future will I have any 
father and master but you alone" (TCL 18.95:4). The Hebrew 
expresses more precisely the Canaanite expression with the 
word lephan!m, meaning "formerly, or in former times." This 
is found frequently in the early part of the Biblical text, 
a key example being Joshua 11:10 k! Rasor lephan!m h! rosh 
kal hammam _lakhoth ha'elleh 11for Hazor beforetime was the 
capital of all those kingdoms~ 11166 
Line 16. [la] 11not." The word is clearly demanded by 
the context where in line 17 hataku is preceded by la. Also 
• 
this is clear from 254.11 where the same expression appears. 
arnaku is a I Stative lcs from a verb which does not 
exist in Akkadian but which actually is coined by the scribe 
who forms a verb from the noun arnu. Here we have clear-cut 
-
examples of Canaanite influence in the Amarna tablets. It is 
quite common to form a verb from a noun in Canaanite (cf. 
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~aradu from wardu "servant"), but this is not so in Akka-
. 1 b _..., "t dian. Normally Akkadian uses the auxi iary ver epesu o 
do, or commit a crime or misdeed, '.' so that here one would ex-
pect more accurately arna epu.s, as in EA 286.14 amml'nimmi 
~ 
ana epus arna ana sarri 11\fhy should I commit a crime against 
~ 
the ki:ng? 11 Because of this artificial verb, it is difficult 
to translate lines 16 and 17. We may just as well translate 
it: 11 ! am not a criminal, no_r am I an offender.I' Akkadian 
has three words which are quite synonymous. They are ex-
pressed, for example, in the phrase arni hiti u gillati 
• 
11 crime, sin, and transgres ~ion. 11167 These various Akkadian 
synonyms with their cognates will be discussed in the order 
of their heinousness. 
First, hittu, hitu ''a slight sin, a mistake, a sin ,. --;-
of ignorance" derived :from the verb hatu "to make a mis-
-T"'"" 
take, to fail, neglect, miss; 2) to commit an offence, tres-
pass, sin, etc." This is the same as the Arabic khata'a, 
Ugar. ht' and Hebr. hata' "to miss the mark, failure, 
-,- , ~
coming short," which marks the peculiar nature of sin in 
contradistinction to 'asham, which implies a breach of com-
mandment whether knowingly or unwittingly, as in Lev. 5:15 
''If a soul commit. a trespass (ma' al) and sin through error 
or ignorance (Hebr. w8 ~~'ah bishgagah) in the holy things 
of the Lord, then he shall . bring for his trespass {Hebr. 
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. ,ashame) unto the Lord a ram ••• for a trespass offering." 
In the LXX the Hebr. word 'asham is usually rendered by 
Greek plemm~leia "a. mistake." Girdlestone concludes that 
. 
'asham is used "where a sin, moral or ceremonial, has been 
committed t hrough error, negligence, or ignorance. 11168 This 
word is used parallel in thought to egu "to be careless, 
( ) " (~) y v - 1 neglectful of duty, as in sa egµ ahtu esetu ugalli u 
• • 
"(because) I have been neglectful, have sinned, been remiss, 
have committed a sin ••• ," (BMS 28.9), and more clearly in 
egi ana iliya // ahti ana ist-ariya 11 I was remiss towards my 
' 
personal god// I have been remiss against my personal god-
dess" (KAR 39, -· r. 19). The concept of failure to accomplish 
. 
a particular piece of work is expressed in hurhurati belI 
lisebilamma dull! la ahatti "may my lord send me the 
• 
hurhu.rati-dye so that I shall not fail (to do) my work" 
(BE 17.23:32) and from Mari we have a further illustration 
where dak nakrim sati la tahatt1 11do not fail to destroy 
• 
this enemy 11 (ABM I.60:28). Judges 20:16 u ses this word in 
-, 
its original etymological meaning "Among all this people 
there were seven hundred chosen men lefthanded; every one 
could sling stones at an hair breadth, and not miss C•elo' 
yahati')." 
• • 
Second, arnu/annu "crime, misdeed, si_n, misdemeanor, 
etc." From our passage, lines 16 through 20, one gathers 
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the impression that what Lab 1 aya is denying is that he has 
sinned either by omission or by commission. If we under-
stand rightly what he is saying in line 16 he is not a sinner 
or an offender by commission, and in line 17 he denies that 
he is a sinner by omission. We hasten to add, as mentioned 
before, that in either case good Akkadian would not use this 
Stative form but rather the auxiliary verb epesu. This word 
appears in the C,ode of Hammurabi quite a few times with the 
meaning of penalty for sin or transgression, as in CH. 13 
··' 
aran dlnim suati ittanassi "the penalty of that law case he 
shall conti~ually bear. ;il69 With respect to the assimilation 
- . 
of the "!:, ',' ~ be_comi ng ~, we may well compare qarnu 
becoming gannu, er qaqgaru "ground" ~lid Hebr. qargar, al s o 
annabu "rabbit .. compared to Hebr. 'a.rnebeth. The semantic 
equivalent to our word arnu/annu "crime or misdeed" in He-
··• 
brew is the word 'awon (sometimes 'awen) meaning Hiniquity, 
guilt, or punishment of iniquity." Sometimes it is trans-
lated "vanity," as in Job 15:35 "They conceive mischief, 
and bring forth vanity." 
Third, gills.tu "crime, misdeed, sin" (cf. gullulu 
"to commit sin, 11 and gillatu, which also means '.'evildoer. 11 ) 
' The concept of a major crime being expressed by this word is 
seen in a Sargon text: arki hitatesu mahrate gullutu rab!tu 
••• epusma "after his f ormer sins be committed a major 
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crime (which led to the devastation of his country)" (TCL 3: 
95). A text from Mari gives us a good illustration of the 
extremes of these words, gullultam u hit!tam llll irsi 11he 
• 
is not guilty of a crime ··nor of a mistaken (ARM I.18.15). 
This most heinous crime perhaps is best expressed semanti-
cally in Hebrew by the word pasha' or rasha'; pasha' 
signifies "to revolt or refuse subjection to rightful author-
1 ty ,11 and rasha' is the word most generally rendered "wicked u 
in the Authorized Version. In ~onclusion, with respect to 
the Hebrew philology, we might suggest that Hebr. hata' means 
• • 
11 s1n 11 in general, however, marking the peculia:r nature of 
sin as a "missing of the mark. 11 
. 
Ala:. ha tu, the ref ore, may 
- --r-
well be rendered by Hebr. shagah, 'asham, or ·ma'al "to err, 
to make a mi_stake by neglect or omission. 11 • Akk. arnu/annu 
might very well be translated by Hebr. hata' or 1abhar, 
• • 
meaning "to commit sin" or "to transgress, to trespass." 
Finally, Akk. gillatu ttcrime, misdeed" may well be semanti-
cally represeri.ted by pasha' or __ rasha' "to rebel, to trans-
gress, to be willfully wicked." 
Lines 18-20. My translation using the singular demon-
strative pronoun, the singular words for crime and sin or 
misdeeds are justified by t he fact that annu is the singular 
demonstrative, whereas if this were to be plural, we would 
have to find annutu (GAG 45 a-d). Furthermore, the nouns 
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arnu and hitu are in the singular; the only r ea son f or the 
--- --.-
accent on the penu l tima of arnuya is becau s e of the suf fix 
J..?:.• If these word s were plural, we would expect arnutuya 
and hitutuya . One can hardly see jus tifica t i on for the 
gro s s mi s t ake in CAD h, 211, which transla t es t his pa ssa ge, 
"These are my crimes, and these are my offences." 
Line 21. irrubati "I invaded" or "entered by force." 
Thi s word clear ly ref lects t he Canaanite Per fect with -ti 
lcs suf fix ins t ead of t he normal Akkadi an which would be 
erbaku. The word clearly i s Akk . erebu (u,u) "to enter, to 
invade, to penetra te," etc. Several example s may be given 
of t his: 1) YOS 10 24:23 ayabuza ana bull!ka i(r)rubunim 
"your enemi e s wi ll come to annihilat e you (lit. to douse or 
smother)." 2) Gilg . I. i i.46 su u bulisu b!tussu irumma 
11 he (Enkidu) and hi s beas t s invaded hi s (the tra pper's) 
house." 3) From Amarna EA 103.9-10 mare Abdi-Asirta irubu 
ina Amurra 11 the sons of Abdi-Asirta invaded Amur~. 11170 
Line 22. al Gazri "the town of Gezer. 11 Mos t sc hol-
ars starting with Knudtzon on down even to Al bright have 
read thi s l ine with URU as a de t ermi na t ive r a ther t han as a 
logogr am f or a word in t he cons t r u ct cha in wi th t he name of 
the town whi ch it qualif i es . However, Prof essor Held ha s 
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given us cogent reasons for taking this as a constract chain 
in the Amarna letters. Held argues from the West Semitic 
view that it is not a determinative as Old Babylonian would 
require but rather a construct chain. The evidence for this 
is as follows: 1) ARM II.79 a-lu.m Ma-ri u ekallwn salim 
'.'the city of Mari and the palace are safe. 11 Note that Ma-ri 
-is in the Genetive rather than the Nominative case .. as is the 
word ekallum. The same mi ght be said for the expression 
a-lum Qa-at-tu-na-anki which carries the Genetive ending. 
2) In the Amarna tablets the logogram URU is taken by 
Ebeling in his geographical names as a determinative, but 
glancing quickly through the glossary in practically every 
case we see the Genetive ending, which would seem to require 
the reading of URU as part of a construct chain. 3) The 
parallel usage of KUR/mati also bears its weight upon the 
... 
argument, for KUR can. be used as a determinat1ve,but some-
times matu nland 11 is spelled out as in Idrimi: ana ma-at 
ki-in-a-nimki "to the land of Canaan," ma-at Fia-at-teki 
"the land of the Hittites," ma-at Hu-ri-ib-te 11 the land of 
the Horebites. 11 Note that all of these are in the Genetive 
construct relationship. 4) In Amarna the us e of matu makes 
it clear that in many instances it is to be read "the land 
of" as part of a construct chain, as, f or example, matat 
Ha-ti (126.59; 129.76), matati a-mur-ri (145.24·) (cf. 
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158.15; 179.19). S) In the Hebrew Bible, although normally 
the cities are named without the a ppellation of city, there 
are severa l ins t ances to show that this was so used. Gene-
sis 10:11 refer s to "the city Rehoboth"; a clear example of 
t his is found in Joshua 3-:16, s peaking of the waters being 
miraculously dammed up not very f a r 11 from the city Adam. 11 
Then a lso in II Kings 19:13 we have the expression "the king 
of the city of Sepharva im, 11 and then finally in Daniel 9:16 
there is the expres sion of contrition where Daniel speaks 
about their turning away 11 from thy city Jerusalem." 
As for the town of Gezer itself, we might ~imply 
state that at this early time in the final years of Amenopbis 
III (1376-1368 B.C.) Milkilu was the prince of Gezer. 
Milkilu is the author of several letters (267-271), the 
majority of which were written during this period and into 
· 171 the beginning of the independent reign of Akhenaten • . 
Lab'aya's let t er No. 254 explains the reas on why he entered 
Gezer, noting 11 t he d eeds which Milkilu has done a gainst me" 
( 254. 28-29). Suf fice it to point out further tha:t in 
Milkilu's letters, Milkilu ha s a complaint a gainst Yanhamu, 
• 
t he Egyptian of ficial who seems to have been the governor of 
Palestine at the beginning of the reign of Akhenaten. 172 He 
is then f ollowed a s prince of Gezer by Ba. 'lu-Shipti, and 
after Ba'lu-Shipti we have Yapahu a s the prince of Gezer. 173 
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Line 24. yinninunumi. This word is difficult to ana-
lyze. There is no question that it comes from enenu/henenu 
which is clearly a West Semitic word found only in Amarna. 
Normally in Akkadian it is found in the derived stems, es-
pecially a s a II/2 or a II/3 wher-e it means "to pray, ask for 
mercy." Elsewhere in Akkadian it is found in the I stem oricy 
in lexical texts. We agree then with CAD in distinguishing 
enenu A and enenu D (henenu). The relationship between the 
two is well expres-sed by CAD (p. 163 f.): 
_, 
Since the infinitive enenu is only attested in lex. 
texts, we may as sume that the -II/2 and II/3 forms are in 
the same rela tion to enenu D, ''to show mercy," as Heb. 
hithannen, "to plead for mercy" is to hanan "to show 
• • 
mercy," see the WSem. f orms used in EA, sub enenu D. 
The enenu of the lex. texts would then represent a form 
reconstructed by the native lexicographers (as, e. g ., 
~"nazazu for uzuzzu), and the unique II/1 a Ne.a-Assyrian 
dialectal f orm. 
There are only two eccurrences of this word in Amarna, 
the present text and in a letter of Rib-Addi, EA 137.81, 
wher e it is written yi-ih-na-nu-ni "(if the king ) has mercy 
upon me, 11 where it clearly reflects the Canaanite Imperfect 
3ms plus the Dative lcs suffix tha t is in our text as well. 
The final syllable -mi is the encl1t1c particle showing di-
rect quotation, perhaps a dittography, since it is found as 
well in the previous line. 174 The problem is the antepenul-
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tima syllable!!!! as well as the vocalization of the word. 
From the prefix syllable l! it is clear that 3ms of the Im-
perfect tense is denoted. The double "n'' may either reflect 
an ass imilated Proto Semitic 11 h 11 which in Akkadian normally 
• 
is express ed by a zero element, or as in the Rib-Addi letter 
with the 11 h." The context here requires a Dative suffix 
which normally is -ni for the lcs as in yihnanuni above or 
-nas.±/-nasu for the lcpl. In either case the -nu ending 
appears only in Neo-Babylonian or Late Babylonian (GAG 42 
j and k). The only other alternative is that this reflects 
the Hebr. lcpl suffix -nu. We have thus translated it in 
this fashion. _Howev~r, the context in lines 25 to 28 speaks 
of Lab'aya's personal intention as compared to Rib-Addi's 
in 137.81 requiring the lcs suffixal ending -ni. Finally, 
to round out our study, this word appears in the cognate 
Ugaritic as hnn (Gordon, UM, 264), as well as in some Phoeni-
.--
cian texts (Harris, GPL, 102). We note in pass ing that 
Knudtzon and Ebeling, although deriving from the context the 
general import of the passage, nevertheless misunderstood 
the word deriving it froi:n an&nu (-'mn3 ) . ( p. 13 75) • 
Lines 26-27. anu(m)ma enanna "now, at this very 
moment. 11 Both of these particles are adverbs of time meaning 
"now, just now." Here they appear toget~er for emphasis as 
reflected in my translation. The use of this double expres-
sion anu(m)ma enanna 1s also found in peripheral Akkadian 
from Boghazkoi and Ras Shamra. 175 An excellent example is 
found in the Boghazkoi l~tter, thus: 1nanna anumma 11san 
namsari usebilakku 11 I am now at this point sending you a 
~ 
sword blade" (KBo 1 14:23). In the Mari letters, however, 
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there is a slight distinction. anu(m)ma is used to intro-
duce the first topic of a letter, whereas enanna is used for 
the second topic very often and always to introduce the last 
paragraph.176 
yanu panI sanutu "I have no other intention" or u:i: 
have no other purpose than." The indeclinable negative par-
ticle yanu which is used often in MB, EA, and Bogh. replac-
ing OB ul ibassi continues down into NB almost exclusively 
in letters. However, in NA letters lassu is used in its 
place. 177 The idiomatic expression panI sanutu, lit. uface 
of another," although easy to translate, is difficult to 
fully analyze. sanutu could well be a mpl adjective or a 
numerical adverb which is formed by the abstract afformative 
-ut- in this case meaning ''second," i.e., "face of a second 
(person)" (cf. GAG 71 b). In its plural adjectival f orm it 
is clearly used in EA 108.51,52 ana min! tesmuna awilu 
sanutu "How did other people hear (the message)?" Our 
idiom, however, appears three times in the Amarna corpus, in 
244.38-41 where Biridiya of Megiddo complains summame iyanu 
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panima sanutu 1na Lab'aya ••• "Verily, there is no other pur-
pose in Lab I aya. He seeks to destroy Megiddo, 11 and in 250-.57 
in a letter from Ba'lu-UR.SAG from the northern coastal 
:plain of Palestine sometime after the death of Lab'aya, where 
he states, "Behold, Milkilu seeks to destroy the land of the 
king, my lord. 11 u iyanum panutu sanutu ana yasi "But there 
is no other intention with me--I serve the k!ng, my lord •• 
II ... We note here in passing that Ebeling writes sa-nu-tam 
in contrast to Knudtzon whom we follow (p. 1514), although 
clearly it is written sa-nu-tu in 108.52. 
Line 31. istemu lcs showing preformative 11aleph 11 by 
~-
the zero element for Canaanite "7istemu (cf. line ·30 
yiqtabu) which is the normal t-form fran.Qal Itpe1' al stem 
with Indicative -u ending. The concept here is pest ex-
pressed by the Old English "to hearken," i.e., 11 to hear and 
obey." This same expression is used in Mut-ba 1lu 1 s letter 
256.32-35 "Before your arriving with your caravan, behold 
he will have reached Pella, b (y)1stem 1una awateka and he 
will hearken to your words. 111 78 · 
Line 32. Knudtzon italicizes the last syllable -[m]e 
whereas on the basis of Schroeder's autograph it is quite 
clearly the syllable -me enclitic. 
Line 34. rabisu a participle from rabasu "to lie 
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down, rest," sometimes in the participial form having the 
meaning of 0 footstool 11 or "one who issues a summons, an in-
s pector or commissioner." In Akkadian when rabisu 1s applied 
. 
to a god, it refers to his power to superintend evil or good 
(lemutti or dumgi). 179 When applied to a man, the Akkadian 
term designates an of f i cial of low rank, such as possibly 
a tax official. In the Amarna corpus we have sufficient evi-
dence to show that this was an individual who serve4 the 
Egyptian king as an off icial of low rank in the various 
.... 
Canaanite cities. Suffice it here to point out the examples 
in Amarna where a gloss is used to describe the official: 
(1) EA 321.15 Lt1MAaKIM (rabis)// ra-bi-is sa sarri 
• • 
"The·· officer // commissioner of the king. 0 
(2) EA 116.75 MASKIM (rabis) URU (al) Kumidi 
• 
-. 
"the com.mi s sioner of the town of Kumidu 11 
(3) EA 131.21 "they drew near to Lt1.MEaMA~KIM (rabisi) 
, . 
II - ME~ "' 7 1 -·Lt1 - .. ma-lik · sarri inuma d~ki Biwari ma-lik sarri 
,,,.., ,- . 
11 
••• the commissioner// the counsellor of the king. 
Now Biwari, the king 's counsellor, is dead." 
(4) EA 256.7-10 "How can the prince of Fella flee from the 
face of Lt1.MES ra-bi-si // su-ki-ni LUGALri (sarri) 
x., • 
belusu · the commissioner// the governor of the king , 
~ 
his Iord1n 
From the first example it is clear that rabisu is an 
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officer responsible to the king of F.gypt who has commissioned 
him. From Example 2 we may deduce the fact that this Egyp-
tian official may be responsible for a small town in a given 
region. The gloss ma-lik in the third example may well de-
scribe something of his function as a commissioner, being 
a counsellor or adviser to the king regarding a local area. 
The last example gives us a gloss using the Canaanite word 
sukinu appearing in its cognate forms as follows: Hebr./ 
- 180 181 e 182 -Phon. sokhen, Ugar. skn, Aram. s ghan, and actually 
appearing in Akk. as saknu, 183 but note the Arab. isogloss 
wakil. 
In Amarna there is a verbal form developed from the 
noun, namely, *sakanu meaning "provide'' or "take care of. 11 
It is found only in the Abdi-Heba corpus in the oft-repeated 
expression u liskin sarru ana matisu 11and let the king take 
care of -his land. 11184 -
The Hebr. part. robes is used of "that which 1s in re-
• 
--
pose, which is stretched out," as in the case of animals, 
etc. However, Professor Held offers an intriguing interpre-
tation to Gen. 4:7 where the verse begins, "If you do good, 
very well; but if you do evil, lappetah hatta't robes there 
• • • • • 
1$ a robes at the door of sin. 11 Held, then, understands this 
to mean: (1) "watchman, policema~, guard" or (2) "demon. 11 
The idea suggested then is that guilt is like a watchman 
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guarding the door of sin. We might add that this is an ex-
cellent word picture of the theological concept of guilt. 
EA 254 -- VAT 335; WA 112; W 163; Sehr 145 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. a-na LUGALri (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) u dUTU-ya (d~am~iya) 
2. um-ma La-ab- 1a4-ya lR-ka (waradka) 
3. ~ ep-ru -~a ka-ba-s1-ka 
~ . . i 
4. a-na GlR.MES (sepe) LUGALr (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
5. -u dUTU-ya ··,a:sa;siya) IMIN~u IMIN ta-a-an ( sibi tsu sibi tan) 
y ~ ~ - MES 6. am-q1J1.t 1s-te-me a-wa-te .-. 
7; ~a LUGALru (sarru) is-tap-ra-an-ni 
• ' · 
~ M 
8. u mI-y,~-ti a-na-ku u 
9. yi-ih-i1-q~ LUGALru (~arru) Kuak1-su (matisu) 
....... ,,.. , 
10. UGU-ya (muhhiya) _a-mur a-na-ku l:R (warad) k1-(t)ti 
11. LUGALri (sarri) u la-a ar-na-ku 
.. 
12. u la-a ha-ta-ku u 
• 
13. la-a a-kal-11 GUNHI.A_ya (bilatiya) 
14. h la-a a-kal-li 
.., Lt1 -15. e-ri-i$-te ra-bi-si-ya 
• 
16. a-nu-(m)ma yi-( k )ka-lu ka-ar-si-ya 
. 
17. ha-ba-lu-ma u la-a 
18. yu-sa-an-ni-qi! LUGALru (sarru) EN-ya (beliya) 
19. ar-nI-ya sa-nI-tam 
~.• 
20. e-ba-as-si ar-nI-ya 
21. 1-nu-ma ir-ru-ba-ti 
22. a-na URU (al)Gaz-ri 
23. u aq-ta-bu 
24. pu-uh-ri-is-mi 
l . ru .., 25. yi-11-te-qu LUGAL (~arru) 
26. mim-m!-ya u mim-me 
1 . 
27. Mil~ki-11m a-(y)ya-ka-am 
~ v~ v Y 28. e-di ep-se-et-su $a 
1 -· -· 29. Mil-ki-11 UGU (muhh1)-ya 
30. ~a-nI-tam 
31. a-na 1DUMUmu_ya (mariya l sa-par LUGALru (sarru.) 
. 
32. u-ul e-di 1-nu-ma 
33. 1DUMUmu_ya (maruya) it-ti 
34. LttsA.GAZ - (Habiri) 
35. it-ta-na-(l)la-lru 
36. u al-lu-u na-ad-na-te-su 
37. 1-na §u (qat) 1Ad-da-[ y]a 
. . 
38. ~a-nI-tam kI-a (sic! ) sum-m[ a] 
39. a-na DAM-ya (assatiya) sa-par LUGALrum (sarrum) 
40. kI-e a•kal-lu-s1 kI-e 
.- . 
41. sum-ma a-na y;-s1 
4 .., , ru ("" 2. sa-par LUGAL sarru ) 
~ _, 
43. su-ku-un G!R (patar) ZABAR (siparri) 
• 
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A , 
45. tt~ (mut) kI-e la-a 
,. 
46. ep-pu-su s1-p!-1r-ti LUGALri (sarri) 
B. Translation: 
1. To the king, my lord and my Sun-god: 
2. "Thus (says) Lab'aya, your servant, 
3. and the dust on which you tread: 
4. 'At the two feet of the king, my lord 
5. and my Sun-god, seven times sevenfold, 
-6. I have fallen. I have heard the words 
7. which the king wrote to me, 
8. and who am I that 
9. the king should lose his land 
lo. because of me? Behold, I am a faithful servant 
11. of the king , and --I have not committed crime 
12. nor am I an offender, nor 
13. do I withhold my trib~te 
14. nor do I refuse 
15. the request of my rab1su (commisioner). 
16. Now, they slander me 
-17. severely, but 
18. the lt1ng, my lord, does not investigate 
19. my of fence. Furthermore, 
20. my crime is 
21. that I entered by f orce (i.e., I invaded) 
22. the city of Gezer 
23. and I said 
24. publicly; 
25. 11Shall the king take 
26. my propertr, but the property of 
27. Milk-ili, where is it?" 
28. I am -aware of the (evil) deeds of 
29. Milk-ili against me. 
30. Furthermore, 
31. the king wrote concerning my son. 
32. I did not know that 
33. my son 
35. has associated (himself) frequently 
34. with the Habiru. 
36. Indeed, have I not given him over 
37. into the hand of Addaya? 
38. Furthermore, even if 
39. the king should write for my wife 
40. how c ould I withhold her? Even if 
4lr42. the king should write to me; 
43. "Thrust a bronze dagger 
44. into your heart and 
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45. die!" How could I not 
46. execute the command of the king?'" 
c. Commentary: Critical and Philological: 
We agr ee with Albright that "in this letter Lab'aya 
protests his innocence of all charges against him and as-
sures the king (Amenhotep III) that he 1~ more loyal than 
the neighbors who compl~in against him. 11185 From lines 25 
.. 
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and following we pr esume that Milkilu, prince of Gezer, had 
accused Lab'aya of disloyalty to the Pharaoh. But from 
other passages it seems that both Milkilu and Lab'aya were 
involved with the Habiru. 
In my transliteration I differ very little with 
Knudtzon. In line 26 Knudtzon apparently reads the m1m sign 
as a logogram with a mi determinative. I don't see that 
this is required by the text. In line 28 Knudtzon f ails to 
¥ y ' reai the last two signs -_fil! fil!:.• SchroedeT s copy clearly 
has these two signs. A possible explanation would be an er-
ror of homoeoteleuton where Knudtzon inadvertently skipped 
from the last syllable of line 27, confusing that with the 
-et sign of line 28 (which is very similar) and continuing 
with line 29. It is interesting to see that Mercer does not 
follow him in this mistake. Finally, in l ! nes 31 and 33 I 
follow Albright's view regarding the logogram DUMU that, 
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contrary to Knudtzon's thesis that this is a personal name, 
Albright considers it a logogram to be translated "son." 
Finally, in line 38 following sanitam there 1s no question 
that the scribe has written ki-a! rather than~- This no 
doubt is an accidental omission of two horizontal wedges dis-
tinguishing thee from the~• It is possible that this 1s 
Schroeder's error of transcription rather than of the scribe. 
Line 40 makes. it very clear that the scribe knew what he was 
writing, for there he uses the word twice. 
Line 8. miyati anaku This clearly is a Stative form 
typical of the Canaanism of the Amarna corpus. Here we have 
a mixture of the Canaanite !!u), the interrogative pronoun 
"who?" plus the Stati:v:al ending or perhaps the Hebrew Perfect 
ending -ati. The word anaku is not necessary but -redundant, 
although it may be used to give emphasis. This is very 
similar to the cognate expressions in Ugar. !.Y. and the Hebr. 
idiom mI anokI "who am I?" literally meaning, "what value 
do I have? 11186 The normal Akkadian interrogative personal 
pronoun is mannu(m) "who?" ~hereas m!nu(m) or m1nu means 
"which, what?" Somehow Hebrew and Ugaritic have rejected the 
n.187 In any case ther e are at least fifteen instances 1n 
the Amarna corpus of the use of miyam1 and three other in-
stances of our expression miya.t1 anaku as in EA 220.11,12 
m!y,ati anaku u la 1etimu and rabis sarri beli "who am I 
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that I should not listen to the ·commissioner of the king, my 
lord ?11188 
Line 9. yihliqu. Actually one expects ~ahliqu 
since this is a Canaanism from the Akk. halagu "to lose, to 
disappear, to vanish, to become missing or lost, to perish," 
etc. It is specifically used in Akkadian of losing property 
or goods, as in CH 126:12 summa ••• mimmua haliq iqtabi 11if 
..... . 
he says: 'My property is missing '" but never used of losing 
a country. However, in peripher al Akkadian where there is a 
strong West Semitic inf luence, we do find this expression, 
as in Mari alanu annutum ul 1hliqu "these towns were not 
lost" (ARM I.1.7). From Abdi-Heba's letter 288.52 and 53 
-
ina satti ann!ti halqat // abadat -- gabbi matati sarri 
~ 
beliya 11 in this year, all the lands of the king , my lord, 
will be lost." It is clear that the scribe is using halagu 
in Akkadian for Canaanite 'abad which is here used as a 
gloss meaning "to perish, die; vanish; be lost" (~f. Dt. 
22 :3). 
Line 13. akalli bilatiya "(nor do) I withhold my 
·tribute." Akk . kalu (a,a) is a transitive verb meaning 
- . 
(l) "to prevent, hinder, 11 (2) "to lock up, confine. 11 Two 
excellent examples may be given f or the second definition: 
the first, seressu nasu kalu kisukkis nh1s wrath they bore; 
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they wer e reta ined in prison" : (En. el IV.114); second, 
da''ana salpa mesira tukallam "the wicked · judge you lock up 
• 
in prison" (Schollm. No. 16. III, line 49, Hymn to ~amas). 
However, this very s ame tablet, line 40, gives an excellent 
example of our first definition: "Furthermore, even if the 
king should write for my wife k! akallus1 how could I 
withhold her?" It has the same meaning as Hebr. kala' 
"to shut up, to restrain, to withhold," often used 1n the 
Scriptures as withholding rain from heaven, etc. It is used 
by the Canaanites when Abraham seeks to purchase a burial 
site for Sarah, in Gen. 23:6 11Hear us, my lord: thou art 
a mighty prince among us: in the choice of our sepulchres 
bury thy dead 'Ish mimmennu 'eth qibro lo' y1kleh (for 
Yikla') mimmek~ · none of us shall withho1d from thee his 
sepulchre, but that thou mayest bury thy dead" (cf. Aram. 
k8 la'). The Akkadian word for "tribute" is biltu from 
(w )abalu "to carry. 11 This i s clearly a nominal f orm'. with 
feminine 0 t." The morphology is normal, the construct being 
formed by the anaptyct-ic vowel 11a" inserted before the femi-
nine "t. 11 As to the semantics, the literal idea is "that 
which is carried or borne," ther efore, "burden or load, tax 
or tribute or duty, produce or yield. 11 A good example of 
withholding tribute is found in AKA 37 i 90 sa bilta u 
maddatta ana Assur beliya iklu 11who held back the tribute 
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and gifts due my lord Assur. 11 Here we have biltu mentioned 
with ma(n)dattu, which is parallel to the Biblical expres-
sion umiddah belo in Ezra 4:20 where undoubtedly we have the 
Aramaic influence. However, the semantic equivalent in 
Hebrew to biltu (from (w)abalu) is Hebr. massa' (from nasa') 
mea:ping "load, burden, lifting, bearing , tribute" from the 
word meaning "to lift, carry or take." Specifically, it is 
used in II Chronicles 17:11 where the expression koseph 
massa' "silver as · tribute" or "tribute silver" is used of 
the tribute brought by the Philistines to Jehoshaphat. 
Another good example comes from Taanach where we find u 
usserammi sise bil taka u tamarati. ·; "and send me the horses 
a s thy tribute and special gifts (for me). 11189 
Line 15. eriste standing for Canaanite ,areseth 
-. 
(n.f.) meaning 11desire, request" found in Hebrew only in 
Psalm 21:3 "Thou hast given him his heart's desire 
wa'areseth ~8 phathay and the request of his lips thou hast 
-· 
not withheld" · (cf. Psalm 61: 6). The Akkadian word is de-
rived from eresu "to request, ask 11 and its cognate in Hebr. 
'arash and Ugar. 'rs.190 The Amarna corpus is filled with 
.. 
examples, as rabis sarri arasu bissunu 11 the royal commis-
. 
. , l 1 · 
sioner desires their house." 9 A classic example of this 
word eristu-· is found in t he Descent of Istar into the 
netherworld tetersanni eristu{m) (sa) la eresi 11you have 
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made a request of me that must not be made'' (CT 15.47 r.22). 
Line 16. For the idiom karsI akalum, see 252, line 
14. 
Line 17. habaluma, an infinitive u sed as a noun 
meaning "violence, brutality, o~press ion" from the verb 
habalu 1) "to oppres s , wrong (a person), to ravage, to take 
d II away, to un 9, 2) hubbulu "to damage, to destroy" (LB 
only), to do wrong (to a person)," etc., etc. There is a 
noun habalu meaning "lawlessness, oppression, violence," 
according to CAD:. The express ion mut habal1m 11 (he shall 
die) a violent death" (KAR 395 I.9), as well as Rib Addi's 
comment (EA 82.33) gabbu habaliya elika 11all (this) vio-
·-
1 enc e (directed against) me is your fault," shows the use of 
the infinitive as a noun. An example from Mari shows the use 
of the verb with the meani:ng ''to do injusticeu: mimma awilu 
sunu ul hablu 11no injustice has been done to these men 11 
(ARM 2.60:10). One further significant examp]:-emay be given 
from EA 151.64 atamur habal1 Zimrida 11 I witnessed (with 
my eyes) the brutality of Zimreda. 11192 
Line 18. yusann1qu, a D-Present ~ sanagu (1,1) 
1) "to draw near" (which is equivalent to ~ehu and garabu) 
2)_ "to tie (up a ship), 11 sunnugu 11 to examine, tnvest1gate, 
to watch closely." The Hebrew cognate is sha'al m$aning 
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(Qa.l) "to ask, inquire," but in the Piel "to inquire care-
fully.11193 Professor Held194 agrees with von Soden (ZA 49) 
by giving numerous passages attesting to both G and D having 
the meaning of 11 to examine, investigate." The following 
examples will suffice: 1) tup-sarru marasu isanniq 11 the 
• 
. -· 
scribe is going to examine his student" (KAR III.l). 
2) assatam sudbubu // assatam sunnuqa // assatam sa .edulla 
,.. ~-
TU-ma mimma -mala tasallusu 1gabbakka "to get a woman to 
-· 
talk// to press a woman (with questions)// a woman who 
.. 
• • • and she will tell whatever you ask her" (BRM 4.20:60). 
) - ~ y ~ ' y 1-3 ina ma tika. hummu ~aku, sunni g sunuma ~- ~a spa sa i tba u. 
sullimsu "in your country I have been robbed,.1nvestigate 
them! so that the money they have snatched away may be re-
turnedu (EA 8.26-27). 4) Finally, alapsu la usannig 11 (the 
owner of the ox) did not keep an eye on his ox. 11195 
Line 24. .... puhrismi 11 publicly," i.e., lit. 11in the 
assembly" with the adverbial -is ending. The -mi particle 
is the quotation mark which appears here before the part 
being quoted rather than as usually wlthin the sentence 1 t-
self. Knudtzon wrongly translates pu.hrismi as being within 
the quotation. It has been pointed out that the meaning of 
this w.ord was compl etely misunderstood by former transla-
_tors, but in connection with the letter from Lachish Pa'apu 
I 
says, lu tidi inuma tusatuna 1S1pt1-Ba'lu u Zimreda puhris 
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••• 
11 you should know that Shipti-Ba'lu and Zimreda speak 
disloyally in public. 11196 
Line 27. ayyakam "where, 11 the Assyrian adverb re-
placing Babylonian ali. The Hebr~w cognate if 'ayyeh. This 
,word is found sometimes in Amarna, as u yanu mu, yanu isu ana 
yasinu u yanu a_(y)yakam1 niskan Lt1.m!ta "and we have no 
water, nor wood, nor a place where to lay tbe dead" (EA 149. 
51). However, more commonly the word ayyami is used in 
Amarna, as ayyami telqu awiluta ana asabi ana ali? "Where 
will you get people to live . in the city? 11197 
Line 28. epsetsu llhis deeds." This expression has 
~· .. I a,_ II 
the same connota. tion a,:i: Hebr. ma seh, implying evil 
deeds. 11 As mentioned above, Knudtzon did not read the last 
two syllables -su .... sa. It is indeed surpris1ng that Mercer 
does insert them. Normally Akkadian would expect *epsessu 
~ .., for epsetsu. However, · this is a peculiarity of the Amarna 
.,, 
corpus, even as we have transliterated IMIN8 u with sibitsu 
rather than with *sibissu or *sebessu. 
Line 30. sanitam introduces a new paragraph (11. 30-
--· 
37) regarding his sons who reportedly had joined the merce-
nary Habirus. Perhaps the general accusation of desertion 
by Belet-Nesi ( 11 Lady of the Lions") to the king (EA 273 and 
274) might include Lab'aya's sons, though they are not named, 
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although she mentions that two sons of Milkili were nearly 
killed. From Shuwardata's letter198 and Abdi-Heba's letter 
(EA 286) one might surmise that the latter two, Shuwardata 
and Abdi-Heba, were fighting against the Habiru., who had 
possibly been joined by Milkilu and Lab'aya, and perhaps 
their sons as well. 199 
Line 31. "' sapar This is a clear Canaanite Perfect 
used in place of the Akkadian Preterite ispur. Here it is 
a conflate r eading of the Canaanite vowel of the Perfect, in-
fluencing .the change of the Akkadian Sta tive sapir, which 
here as el sewhere is used for the Preterite (see sub 252.5). 
The logogram DUMU-ya I read with Albright, who takes 
this as · the logogram for "son." Mercer has followed 
Knud~zon in taking this as a personal noun (c f . also CAD 1. 
25) which would then account for the DIS determinative as 
well as for the final mu determinative which usually shows 
how the logogram is to be pronounced. 
Line 35. ittana(l)lalra 11he has associated himself 
frequently.'' The -tan-form has the frequenta tive force 
which I seek to bring out in the translation. The f inal -u 
arises because it is Subjunctive, being governed by iniima, 
or it may reflect an old Canaanite ending . With this word, 
compare Hebr. hithhalak-'eth. 
Line 36. all{l an interroga tive particle 11 is it 
not? is it not that?" However, in EA 256.15-18 allu 
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1 i Y~ I ,. . 1 "'~ ' " 1 .., ..,~ ' Ben-il ma sal. allu Taduwa sal. allu Yasuya sal. 11 in-
deed, ask Ben-ilima ! indeed, interroga te Taduwa! indeed, 
ask Yasuya !" It seems to have the force of an asseverative 
~· 
particle "indeed, behold." Therefore, an equal l y ood 
translation here could be, "Indeed, I have given him over 
into the hand of Addaya !" There i s no que s tion about the 
a ~ 2 00 ,a ~ cognates which a re a s follows: Hebr. h lo', Aram. lu 
,a~ 
or~• and Ugar. hl. 
The i dioma tic express ion nadanu ina gati has the 
meaning "to hand over, deliver to, surrender to, release in 
.. 
custody of. 11 Perha ps a better tran slation would be: "In-
deed, have I not handed him over to A.ddaya ? 11 The Akk. word 
qatu 11 hand 11 is the f i gura tive hand. in cont r as t to rettum, 
"the phys ica l hand. 11 Thi s i s clearly di s cerned from Uga-
ritic wher e rht is used poetical ly f or~. Akkadian i s the 
• 
only 'Semitic l anguage which doe s not have~ for 11 hand. 11 
This is abundantly clea r from CH 35 where our idiom nadanu 
ina qati is used a s fo l lows : summa awilum sugullati u 
senI s a sarrum ana redim iddinu ina qatI redim istam ina 
• 
kasp!su itelli 11 if a man from a soldier has bought herds 
and floc k s which the king gave (lit., gave into the two 
hands ) over to the s oldier, he shal l for f eit hi s money." 
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Line 38. kt summa certainly is equivalent to Hebr. 
. -. 
k! 'im "sure if, even i f , 11 a s in Deut. 11:22 and Ex. 8:17. 
See di s cussion sub 252.8. 
Line 39. For di s cuss ion of saparu 11 to send, dis-
patch, 11 or ''to write, 11 see under 252.5. Cf. also notes 
-
under line 31. 
assatiya 11 my wife. 11 This section i mmediately brings 
to mind EA 270.17-21 where Milkilu accuses Yanhamu 0f extor-
.. 
tion u yiqbu ana -yasi idnani assataka u mareka ~ lu 
ima(h}hasa "and he said to me: ' Give me your wife and your 
• 
sons, or I will strike (you)!, n From the letter of the 
Phara oh to Milkilu of Gezer, 201 it is clear that the Pharaoh 
is sending "to procure . f ine concubines," and Albright adds 1n 
parentheses, "i.e., weaving women," which sou~ds very much 
like a euphemi sm, for in line 15 the Pharaoh continues: 11 So 
send very fine concubines in whom ther e is no blemish." 
Albright adds a very interes ting footnote concerning the 
light that this let t er throws on 11 the role of the Canaanite 
princes in organizing royal commerce in Asia: Egyptian 
products and manufactured articles are to be exchanged f or 
the best qual 1'ty of slave girls" (ANET 487, n. 14,. We 
might add: Was this merely the concept of slave girls, or 
was there al s o the concept of a harem for the Pharaoh? The 
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seman.tic distribution for the word "wife" in the Semi tic 
languages would be as follows: ¥¥ . ' YY . Akk. assatum, Hebr. issah, 
Phon. 'st, Ugar. 'att, and Arab. forming an isogloss 
--uii 
zawjat • However, cf. Arab. 'unthay meaning "feminine." 
The root word or the proto-Semitic, therefore, would be 'nt. 
-
. ' 
Line 40. Fer discussion of akallusi from kalu (a,a), 
see line 13 in the discussion of akalli bilatiya. 
Line 43. pa~l'1! "dagger, knife." The logogram here 
is clearly G!R. Albright gives us an interesting example: 
idnanimi 6(?) GI~.BAN tJ. 3 G!R.TUR u 3 namsaruta 11give me 
. 
six bows· and three daggers and -three swords. 11202 He then 
points out that G!R.TUR means literally "small dagger," i.e., 
ndagger, 11 in opposition to G!R.G.AL "sword. 11203 The Hebrew 
. 
semantic cognate is hereb 11dagger, sword, knife.n It is 
. 
used in Deut. 32:41 of "glittering sword," in Josh. 5:2 of 
"sharp knives,t• and then in Judg. 3:16,21,22 of Ehud's 
"dagger." (Cf. also Judg. 9:54; I Sam. 31:4.) 
The word ZABAR, Akk. siparru "bronze." This is 
semantically equivalent to Hebr. nahush and its derivations 
• 
as well as .to Aram. nehash often translated "brass." An 11-
lwninating example of this expression is found in Rib-Addi's 
letter EA 82.37-39 u igbi ana awili u izziz patar siparri 
. 
muhhiya u ammahhasni tisitan 11 then he (Abdi-Ashirta) com-
• 
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manded a man, and he drew a bronze dagger against me, and I 1 
was stabbed nine times." 
Line 46. The expres sion epesu sipirti means "to exe-
cute an order, specifically a written command." Note that 
Knudtzon and Mercer read si-b1-ir-ti. This is obvious from 
-· 
. y V ~ 
the fact that sip1rtu comes from the verb saparu. Perhaps a 
more colloquial English translation would be: 11 How could I 
refuse to execute the command of the king?" The verb epesu 
111) to act ~) to build, construct" often is used as an auxil-
iary verb in various idiomatic expressions. See discussion 
.., ..., 
on saprata sub 252.5. 
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The ~~inent Egyptologtst J. A. Wilson give s 1398-1361 B.C. 
which would include an eight-year coregency (ANET, second 
edition). · 
4w. F. Albright, "An Archaic Hebrew Proverb in an 
Amarna Letter From Centra_l Pa!estine,11 BASOR 89, p. 29. 
~See Horace .D. Hummel, - 11 Enclit:1.c MEM in Early North-
west Semitic, Especially Hebrew, 11 JBL.LXXVI (June '57),. -
pp. 85-107. . 
6wolfram von Soden, Grundriss der akkad1schen 
Grammatik, Analecta Orientalia 33, Rome, 1952, P• 177, 
sect. 123. 
7 Ibid,, p. 80, sect. 63c. 
8rbid., pp. 40-44. 
9Benno Landsbe~ger, "Der 'Ventive' des Akkadischen, 11 
ZA, XXXV {1923), PP• 113-123. See also von Soden, .2.E• £it., 
P• 107, sect. 82. 
10 See Tarbiz, IV (1932), pp. 380-390 , and Tarbiz, V 
(1933), pp. 75-96. 
11 Hummel, .2.E• cit., p. 89, no t e 28. 
12In 253, the particular portion is erased. 
_
13Letters written after Lab'aya's death portray 
Lab'aya as an enemy of Pharaoh, EA 250.5,9-14,39-42, and 
EA 280.30-35. 
14VAB, 2, pp . 1457-58. 
151. J. Gelb, Glos sary of Old Akkadian, Materials for 
the Assyrian Dictionary, No. 3, p. 47. 
16un1ess his translation in ANET, p. 486, reflects a 
change in his -- views from BASOR, 89, -p. 16, note Sla. 
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17In class discussion, Youngblood questioned the 
reading of the PI sign as "l2:. although it certainly has the 
reading ~• . 
18 · · EA 32.1,4,10. 
19cf. Ps. 57:5 "My s oul is among lions ( lb'm). '.' . 
20cr . I*AB.I,14; and PN 'bd-lbit discussed in 
BASOR 134. 
21see Albright, JBL, 1935, pp. 186 f. 
22 -Otto Weber in EA, p. 1312, correctly analyzes . the 
situation ·when he says: 11Labaja 1st in allem der Abdi-
Asirta oder Aziru des Sudens, wie Aziru wird er als ,,F.revler 
des Konigs 11 bezeichnet (.250,5).-11 
, 23 · 
. Cf. EA 287.29-31 where Milkilu 1s associated 
shortly after the death of Lab'aya with his two sons who 
continue the pol·icy of their father in plunderi ng and ravag-
ing the land of the king . 
24EA 280.31.;..33. 
25 cf • . 11nes 9-12, . and the now famous Canaanite prov-
erb in lines 16-19. 
26ANET, p. 486, n~ 9 • . 
· 27 · Moshe Greenberg, The Hab/piru, AOS, 39, p. 45, 
n. 15. 
·
28s : A.B~ M~rcer, The Tell El-Amarna Tablets, The 
Macmillan Co., Toronto, 1939, Vol. II, p • . 656, - note on line 6. 
29BASOR 89, p. 30, n. 12. 
3°Knudtzon, Mercer, and Albright all read arduka • 
. 
31vonSoden, GAG 64.f (p. 83) and Paradigm 3.a.. (p.5*,)'. 
32cr. BDB, p. 712. _ 
33 C~D • . a. 51. 
34VAB 2. 1378 f. 
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35 PRU III, pp. 240 f. Jean Nougayrol incorrectly 
uses ARAD in PRU III. 269. 
36one should note here the root to be qll or qwl not 
37kr; "to kneel, bow down" or hbr "to fall down, bow 
down, do homage. 11 
38cML, pp. 96 f. This same expression appears in full 
but with different subject and object of homage in II AB vii 
26-29, also in V AB F 18-_~0 and V AB C 6, 7. 
39 -Ibid., p. 81, and its parallel in 11. 12 r. See EA 
329.12. -
40cf. the Christian theological expression "to fall at 
the foot of the Cros$, 11 meaning "full surrender and utter 
subjection to the sovereign Christ." Rev. 5:8,14; 1-:17; 
19:10. 
41 cr. I*AB vi 8 f. 1 b 11 nfl lars "Verily, Baal 
- fell to the ground" and III ~!+,-B.B ~ mt lipln. 
42 Also 4 other times: 11. 3; 9 f.; 23 f.; 37 f. 
43 see below. 
44
.QE. cit., p. 807, note c. 
45The Qther extant letters of Lab'aya (EA 253,254) 
both show clearly the use of LUGAL in the same phrase. 
46 cAD I/J. 159. The secondary meaning is found main-
ly in peripheral Akkadian. 
47 -Cf. also kima. 
48BASOR 89. p. 30, n. 7, where mention is made to 
F. A. Bae pl er, "The Particles- inuma and kt in the Amarna. 
Tablets," unpublished dissertation (Johns.Hopkins). 
49BASOR 86. p. 3L, Shechem letters published by F. M. 
Th. Bohl, in ZDPV 49 (1926), pp. 321-27, and plates 44-46. 
SORA 19 106:12 quoted in CAD I/J, p. 161. Cf. also 
EA 254.19-27. -
51sydney Smith, Idri-mi 25. 
\ 
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52see similar case in EA 254.31 and 39. 
53 sataru (a,u) 11 to write (a document)" is much older, 
appearing::ri\ QAkk. (see GOA, p. 291), and exclusively in 
Babylonian laws (see Driver and Miles, The Babylonian Laws, 
II, p. 403) whereas saparum has the concept "to send a mes-
sage, to write" in OAkk., with the participial form sap!rum 
meaning "commander" and the· nominal f orm siprum mean·1-ng 
"message, command, mes senger" (see GOA, p. 281), whereas 
siprum the only f orm attested in the Babylonian Laws has the 
meaning of "work, 11 (_2E. cit., p. 406). 
54cf . nqmd mlk u§rt ktb spr 11Niqmad, King of Ugarit, 
ha s written the letter, - (in Virolleaud, CRAIBL, 1952, 231, 
n. 2., quoted in Gordon UM, p. ?81) and s12r ~lmlk -sbny ''the 
scribe 1s .Elmelek, the elder (?J" (I AB vi 16). Al s o spr 
has the meaning of "number" (I K II.37) related to the verb 
"to count." -
55cf. 
'iggerah the 
Ezr• 4:8 "And Shimshai, saphra' kethabhu 
scribe, wrote a letter against Jerusalem~ . . . 
56cr . Jer. 36:18. Certainly one who was able to read 
and write, a "man of learning " as would be expected. Cf . 
I Chron. 27:32. 
57see :EA 286.61; all oecurrences in Amarna are found 
in the Abdi-heba corpus. 
58cf . ~ 288.34 ~t // zuruh sarri dannatu "the arm 
of the mi6hty/powerful kin§ ••• " and EA 318.8.9 sezibann1 
istu nakruti dan(n)[uti] Rescue me from strong/powerful 
enemies. 11 - ·· 
59EA 299.17-19 Letter of Yapahu of Gezer. 
60EA 145.14 Letter of Zimreda of Lachish. 
61 .. 
See Goetze JAOS 62, 5. 
62see von Soden, GAG, 77 d., p. 101. 
63 Cf. EA 253.23; 254.24. 
64cf . encl1tic ma in line 2 above. 
6511Adapa and The South Wind Legend." 
II 
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66cf. EA 12.5; 20:..76; 21.30; 29.31; 356-57, and possi-
bly 289.26. 
67so Knudtzon, Ebeling , and Mercer who often blindly 
follows the former. 
68cAD lists 13 different meanings in 35 pages. 
69BDB p. 543, where 10 meanings are u sed, and the 8th 
is apropos here. 
70 cf. I Sam. 7:14, II Sam. 8:1, esp. Josh. 11:19 
where the' cities were taken by battle. 
71Theo Bauer, .QE• cit. 3.16 where these first 3 are 
listed. 
72Albright, BASOR 89. p. 11, n. 19. 
73Bauer, 2.E• cit. 1. 75; BWL p. 46. 
74Blo.ch Orientalia, 1940, p. 345,, quoted by Albright, 
£3~SOR 89, p. 11. 
75BDB p. 474. 
76LXX renders it as a quotat1Qn, without using ~r, 
"because' -that' since. II 
has 
77KJV, ASV, RSV, and other translations use "for He 
triumphed gloriously." 
78 . 
X-um ik-ki-lum e-sir Nabnitu Fa 15-16; 
e-se-rum sa MU~EN Antagal B 220; = 
pa.:ag HU = 
~5-...illl = 
-[ ••• ].a.x = 
i-zi-1r-ma 
• 
---------
e-se-ru Sa Voe·. D 3, also Ea II 284; 
. 
e-ze-ru - Sa Voe. D 6; 
MIJ~EN e-sir Nabn1tu Fa 
Y0S 10 18:67 (OB ext); 
14; 
i-is-z1-1r 'HSS.9 24:9 (Nuzi); sa ... aheja wz-zi-ru 
(variant u-si-lu) RA 26 41:2, var. from KAR 80 r. 28. 
- --:y----
79BASOR 89. p. 30, n. S. All of the II1-forms listed 
in VAB 2, 1484 ; should be re-examined. 
80cr . von Soden, AHw, p. 92. 
81 cAD. h. 166 attests only these two examples. 
82see note 78 above. 
83oIP 2 33 111 29. 
84En. el. IV 
85En. • 1 I e • 
86Yos 10 54 
110 f. 
10. 
Po 30. 
87Af0 X 144. Cf. Ludlul 54 and ~amas 49. 
88yos .io ·l8:67 (OB ext.). 
B9yos 10 24:29 (OB ext.). 
90· CT 20 26:16 (SB ext.). 
105 
91RA 26 41:2 (SB inc.), var. from KAR 80 p. 28 from 
ussulu ''to lame, paralyze, immobilize. 11 
92TCL 9 83:22. 
93cr. Jer. 33:1; 39:15. 
94cr. Hebr. khul. See also use in En. el. I. 72, 
IV 61,72, and Desce~f Istar, line 27. 
9Ssee von Soden, GAG. 104 m,n; 105 1. 
96Ib1d., 77 d. 
97cr. line 28 below. 
98Gordon UM, p. 304. 
99cr. further Psa. 37:24 and correct the usage in 
Jer. 14:12, Micah 7:8, Prov. 6:3-5, etc., where kI is trans-
lated by the adverb of -time "when. 0 
lOOBoth combine the kI with etme to make one word, 
but Knudtzon translates tentatively with italics. 
101Parallel to nis ilI "oath of/by the gods." Cf. 
Desc. Istar, 97, and CAD i/j, p. 94. 
102 · As Albright BASOR 89, p. 30, n. 10. 
l03From MA in KAV 6:6. 
104MDP 24 337:12 from Elam. 
105 .., Desc. Istar. 97. 
106 e e Cf. Aram. y ma' and mom tha'. 
lO?BASOR 82, p. 45, lines 21~22. 
106 
l08cr. CH. 2 summa awilam suati narum utebbibassuma 
istalmam .•. 11 1.f, as for that man, ··the river proves him .. clean/ 
pure and he saves himself ••• " and CH.149 seriktasa sa 
. . 
1stu b!t abisa ublam usa (1 )lams1mma 1 ttallak 11 • • • he -· 
-
sfia.11 restore to her her dowry·'which she brought from her 
father's house, so she may go away. 11 Furthermore, 1ttik1 
m1numme sulmanu "how are you? 11 1s used in MRS 6 13 RS 16. 
111 :8. · Clearly cognate with Hebr. shalom "hello, greetings," 
etc. 
109vAB 2, 1499, 1501 - 11bundesgenossenschaft 11 for EA 
11 rev. 22, 29.60, and 42.19. -
llOThe relation of the name alrt-ru-sa-lim to this 
word will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter III on 
Abdi-Reba's correspondence where this name appeRrs exclusive-
ly in the Amarna. letters. 
111It 1s used twice in En. el. IV: (1) line 69 u 1lu 
resisu al1ku idisu "Moreover, as for the gods, his helpers/ 
. 
allies, those marching beside him ••• 11 And (2) line 107 
which is similar except for fem. pron. referring to Tiamat. 
Furthermore, (3) it appears in an Old Babylonian extispicy 
text: resua itti DINGIR-11m a.na dakim tardu "my allies are 
. . 
driven off for a defeat with the consent of the god. 11 (YOS 
10 46 11 42). 
112 Cf. the old alphabetic Psalms, especially 119:161-
168 where these two letters are used to represent the one 
character. 
107 
113BDB 136 and 989 re~pectively. 
114cr. 11. 29 f. where more detail is given. For 
di s cus s ion of the patron deity, see further JBL, 1935, pp. 
189-191. 
115Moshe Held, 11A Faithful Lover in an Old Babylonian 
Dialogue," JCS XY 1 (April, 1961), p. 12, after which 
several examples are given. 
116E. g., (i) Dan. 3:8 wa'akalu ~arsehon (2) Dan. 6: 
25 dI-'akalu qar~oh!. 
li7 G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of North Semitic Inscrip-
tions (Oxford, 1903), p. 205, No. 75:2. 
118 BASOR 89, p. 30, n. 13. 
119·-As verb denominative Psa. 101:5 uses the Po'el (or 
pos sibly p1·1 el) participle discussed in Gesenius' Hebrew 
Grammar (2nd Ed_.) Oxford, 1910·, in sect--. 90.3, and Prov. 30: 
10. 
120As in II 
hero Aqhat." 
D VI 50 tlsn.aqht. gzr "[ Anat] accused the 
121Job 33:6 
of f." 
mehomer qorastI "from clay I was nipped 
. . 
122rr KV 29 n'm. rt. rs 11 he pinch of f a good piece - of clay [ -w..,.i_t,,_h_.,..h..,..1_s ________ _ 
123 . For further study of this phenomena see Frederick 
W. Geers, "The Treatment of Emphatics in Akkadian (JNES.IV, 
1945, 65-67). 
124cr. Psa. 5:9, 27:11, 59:11, 92:12, and Jer. 25:26. 
125cr. Psa. 35:19, Prov. 10:10, and 6:13. 
~
26Albright is wrong in using zirbabu in BASOR]89, 
P• 31, n. 14. See further B. Landsberger Fauna [ 1934 , p. 
136. 
127JAO.S 7 3 ~ 6 76 9. , PP • l 9-1 • 
1-2s · 
. Gesen1us, Kantzsch, Cowley, Hebrew Grammar, 
Oxford, 2,nd Ed. (1910), p. 462. 
108 
129 BASOR 89, p. 31, n. 15, where he presents an array 
of authorities. 
130cf. 3mpl-t in EA 117.32; 132.50; 138.43. 
131cf. also II.AB 4-5:77 tblk; I.AB.3:12 tmtrn//tlk. 
. . 
132other Hophal or Pu'al forms may be found in Ugar. 
and Amarna: cf. ss.52 r~ 111 ybl (yubalu); V.AB.E.11 
ytn bt lb-~l (yutan); EA 3.16 yu-uq-ba; EA 126.-19 yu-sa-ru; 
EA 126.28 yu-da-nu; EA 137.96 yu-pa-as; EA 138.74 yu-pa-su. 
133cf. Josh. 19:10. 
134see z. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenic.ian Lan-
guage, pp. 40 f., where he says: "In the indicative, after 
forms ending -in a long vowel, a final nun may be added. 
This form 1s particularly frequent in the language of Ras 
Shamra, and is common throughout Semitic, in Akkadian, in 
Aramaic and in Arabic. In Hebrew and in South Arabic the 
distinction in mood is not always observed, but the addition 
of the nun is quite frequent. Thus, in .. Phoenician: Jussive 
'lykbd 1may they not honor,' but indicative ytlwn 'the~ 
would grovel' (both Zenjirli 9th century). Cf. also ys'n 
'they shall bring' (Attica 1st century B.C.) After the loss 
of final short vowels Indicative and Jussive became for the 
the most part, as in Hebrew, indistinguishable in form." 
For discussion of the Ugaritic, see Gordon UM, 
p. 57, section 9.7. 
135Langdon reads istahat. 
136 -· Cf. ~urpu VIII.89, Maqlu VII.81. 
137 .. Ungnad also recognizes this, Grammatik des Akka-
dischen, p. 199. Furthermore, the same idea is expressed by 
hamasu as in Gilg .X.1v.10 and b~ the hendiadys mutassu 
tabalu in. Desc. of Istar, 1. 42, · and Gilg. I.iv.12:• . see 
ANET p. 107, n. 14. 
138cr. En. el. II.26, III.30,80 where listahhitam is 
used 3 times in the parallels~ 
139 GOA, p. 226. 
140cr. VAB 4.220.1.36 akkud aplah. 
141cf. EA 125.19-22. 
109 
142Also in verses 25, 35, and 42. For further -exam-
pl~s, cf. Gen. 6:12, Ex. 8:20, I Sam. 13:17, I Sam. 14:15, 
Prov. 18:9, Dt. 20:19,20, Mal. ~:11. -
1
~
3 Cf . G,PN, · p. 43, on the phonetics of Ift~al. 
144Labat, L'Accadien de Boghaz-ko1, p. 103, cite-a. by 
Albright. 
145cr. magatu in discussion on line 4. 
146cf. Num. 16:31 tahtehem "under them." The sg . is 
-amo (as in Ex. 15:5,7,9,10;12,17) and dual/pl. is -emo 
(asin Dt. 33:28,29). 
147 --
. Cf. BASOR 89, p. 32, n. 26. 
148see line 8 for philological analysis. 
149von Soden speaks of the doubling of the final con-
sonant in media-weak verbs (GAG 104, m,n) arrd in doubly-weak 
verbs (GAG -105, 1). It may be that here we merely have a 
defectively written verb. -
l5oE.g., Num. 20:10, Judg . 13:4; 16:6,10,28; 18:5, 
Isa. 1:18; 5:3, and Amos 7:2,5, etc. 
151 Cf. II Kngs. 3: 4 'eylim same_r _,'rams of wool 11 
(where BDB notes that the construct'is difficult), and Ugar. 
bn-m 11 "son of 'El." As Albright points out, it was H. L. 
Ginsberg that has pointed this out in Ugar1t1c and has shown 
a number of illustrations in Hebrew poetry. Cf. Gordon_ UM, 
p. 85, 11.7. 
152Albright, BASOR 89, 32, n. 27. 
153 · Schroeder, p. 151, 11. 1-7. 
154cr . EA 254.3 where clearly it is ka-PA-si-ka. 
155Wilson, ''Cultur e of Ancient Egypt, 11 p. 88. 
. . 
156cr . ANET, pp. 365-378, "Egyptian Hymns and Prayers," 
translated oy Wilson. 
~
57Gordon UM, text 118:11 and 25. 
158Gordon, 11Ugari tic Literature, 11 pp. 120 f. 
110 
159EA 16.14; 26.42; 19.16; 20.52; 29.146,164; 27.106. 
160 EA 100.36, cf. Winckler A0F, 1, 291. One readily 
remembers God's judgment upon the Serpent in the Garden of 
Eden in Gen. 3:14, with which also cf. Descent of !star 
(CT 15.45:8) asar SAHAR.HI.A (eperu) bubus sunu "(iii the 
netherworld) where their sustenance is dust (and clay their 
food)," and AfO 8:25, r. iv. 14, a treaty of A~~ur-nirari VI, 
SAHAR.ME~ (eperii) ana akalisunu giru ana pasasisunu sinat 
1mmeri ana sa t!sunu "dust should be their f ood;· pitch their 
ointment, sfieep•·s urine their drink. 11 
161Many other examples could be cited, as EA 185.4; 
304.5; 61.2-4; 298.6, as well as 254.3. · 
162 Labat, Manuel, No. 212. 
163cf . rahisu "trampler" a study bl B. Landsberger, 
ZA XLIII, 75, and JNES VIII.249.8 for rahasu "to trample 
underfoot, to lay waste." 
164cr. Ex. 19:10,14; II Sam. 19:25; Lev. 6:20; 11:25, 
28, etc., and in Lev. 14:8,9, etc., it is parallel to rahas 
"to wash a person." Cf. also ·Ps. 51:4,9. 
165GAG, 113g , 119h. 
166Dt. 2:lQ,12,20; Judg . 1:10,11,23, plus several 
other timeB, and once later in Isa. 41:26. 
167 Schollm_Jto.28, p. 10. 
168G-irdlestone,- Synonymns of the Old Testament, p.83 f . 
169see Driver and Miles, The Babylonian Laws, Vol. I, 
pp. 67-8. 
170Further cf. EA 180.14; 149.19; 286.43; 295.r.9. 
171cr. CAL, p. 134, and see Chapter III of this dis-
sertation. 
172Albr1ght in ANET, 486, n. 11. 
111 
173Amarna Letters 292-295 and 297-300 respectively. 
174see GAG 121.b, 123.c. 
l 75For RS, see Syria 28 55:4. 
l 76Cf. CAD 1, 144; GAG 80b, 119c, 121a. 
177 CAD 1, 323 f. 
178cf. Prov. 1:20, Judg._5:26; and the energic -~ 
nelated to Hebr. cohortative -na', and Ugar. energic n. 
179E.g., {l) AOB 1 26 r. vi 22 (~am~1 Adad I) dS1n 11 
risiya lu rabis lemuttiju ana daretim ttmay Sin, the god 
• (standing) at my head, forever suinmon him for an evil fate." 
(2) RA 33 52 111 26 (Jahdunlim) 11 If somebody blots out my 
inscription ••• dAnu u dEnlil lu rapis lemuttisu. ana dariatim 
• 
may Anu and Enlil be inspector of his evil forever." (3) 
AfO 12 365:37 (OB Malgium) lu rabis lemuttisu sa la nakarim 
ana dariatim. 
180 11 In Isa. 22:15 ·the Qal Part. is transla ted servitor, 
steward" derived from a ·verb meaning 11be of use, service, ;· 
- bene:tit. 11 However, in Hiram's (II) Inser~ption skn Qrt 
hdst 'bd Hrm mlk Sdnm "care taker of Carthage, servant of 
.. . . 
Hiram, king of Sidon." 
181Gordon cites dt.bd.skn "(fields) which (are as-
signed) through the headman" or "steward. 11 UM 146.2. 
182In Biblical Aramaic it is translated "prefect/ 
governor" in Dan. 2:48; 3:2,3,27; atid 6:8. 
183Meaning ".governor" and derive·d from sakanu "to set, 
place," cf. sak{k)anakku (Sumeriap. loan word)~· "minister, 
prefect, statthalter. 11 
184cf. EA 285.26; 286.34,35,38; 287.13,17,40; 288.48 
and 290.29. 
185 ANET, p. 486, n. 10. 
186cf. Ex. 3:11, Judg. 9:28, I Sam. 17:26; 25:10. 
187cf. BDB sub m!(y), p. 566. 
112 
188cf. 197.5, 255.12,13, as well as 108.25,26, etc. 
189BASOR 94.23 in Taanach Letter No. 5:6-8. 
19 . 0Gordon UM, p. 243, sub 265, where he makes the 
same semantic equivalence. 
191 EA , 285.25 and cf. 82.17; 158.17 ff.; 289.27. 
192cr. also ZA 40 256.8, ABL S7lr8; CT 15 46r57; as 
well as EA 60.16. 
193cf. Hebr. sher shorer. 
194 · Jcs .• xv_, p. 1 To. 
195cH 151.59. Cf. Ex. 21:29. Especially see comments 
for Hebr. philology in JCS X.V.17. 
196see BASOR 87 pp. 33 f. on EA 333 frcxn Tell-el-Hes! . 
• 
197 4 4 EA 138. 1 f., cf. also 124.15-16, 131. 3, etc. 
l98RA xix, 106, in ANET, P• 487. 
l99see Albright, ANET, p. 487, n. 15-17. 
200 cf. Job 21:29 halo' she'elthem and EA 114.51 f. 
201see RA xxxi (125-136) in ANET 487. 
202BASOR 87, quoting EA 333.12-14. 
203rbid., n. 13. In his footnote there is an error 
of transcription GIR (sic!) for G!R. GIR is the logogram 
f .or sepU 11 feet. II 
CHAPTER III 
THE LETTERS OF MILKILU OF GEZER 
There are five letters of Milkilu (267 to 271) which 
we will translate. There is a letter written to Milkilu by 
Amenophis III, since, as Dossin has rightly suggested, 
Akhenaten would not likely invoke Amun.1 In his letters 270 
and 271 he mentions Yanhamu as a contemporary who. we know 
• 
held a position at the end of Amenhophis III's reign. 
Campbell's conclusions are that letter 271 is the earliest, 
presumably 1374 or 1373 B.C. Then c. 1370 or 1368 B.C. 
Milkilu must have written letters 267 through 270, therefore 
written at the very end of Amenophis III's reign. 2 Milkilu 
is then mentioned in EA 250 by Ba'lu-UR.SAG where he speaks 
of the rebellion of the two sons of Lab'aya, and then in 
lines 35 and following he speaks of Milkilu and Lab'aya as 
being dead. He is further mentioned in the Abdi-Heba let-
ters 287, 289, and 290, and perhaps by transposition in 
letter 286 as "causing the ·1oss of all the king's land." 
These letters of Abdi-Heba may be dated prior to 1365 B.C. 
and possibly not earlier than 1368 B.C., showing , therefore, 
that Milkilu was prince of Gezer for the first decade of the 
Amarna Period. He was then followed by Ba'lu-Shipti who 
wrote letters 292 through 295 from Gezer, apparently taking 
114 
over the government of the city-sta te following the death of 
Milkilu. 
The name Milkilu is precisely comparable to Hebr. 
MalkI-el 11El is my King." This is the same name which ap-
pears in Gen. 46:17, I Chron. 7:31, and Num. 26:4. However, 
the name Ili-millru. in 286.36 would be equivalent to the 
Hebr. Elimelech in Ruth 1:2, with the meaning "My El is 
King ." Albright in his footnote, however, says that, "It is 
uncertain whe.ther the Ili-milku of lines 35 ff. was an 
'Apiru chieftain, was one of the sons of Lab'ayu, or was 
even Milkilu of Gezer (whose name mi ght have been transposed 
accidentally by the scribe). 113 However, Campbell says, 
"This Ili-milki is doubtless Milkilu of Gezer: Abdu-Heba's 
scribe has straightened out the spelling of his name by the 
time he writes 289 and 290, although Milkilu still is cast 
in the role of villain. 114 
Milkilu is referred to by Ba'lu-UR.SAG in 249.8 and 9 
as being rela ted to Tagu, his father-in-law. They are men-
tioned together by Abdi-Heba in 289.12, as well as 1n 287.4, 
where they are excoriated for their aggression against Rubutu, 
an area which lay somewhere in the region southwe s t of 
Megiddo and Taanach. Apparently Tagu came from the northern 
coastal plain of Palestine. Apparently from the references 
to him in seven Amarna letters5 other than his own, he is. to 
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be considered a scoundrel and a rebel against th~ Phara oh. 
Of course, these wild charges he denies in his own letters, 
for he considers himself a most faithful servant of the 
Pharaoh. Undoubtedly, Phara oh's letter to him, No. 369, re-
flects the court' s attitude that as long as the prince of 
Gezer supplies him with the necessary goods the Pharaoh will 
not question the intrigues of this Milkilu renegade. 
Milkilu is clearly identified in EA 369 as the prince 
of Gezer, having ess entially the s ame position that Lab'aya 
had, presumably, in Shechem and that Abdi-Heba had as prince 
of Jerusalem. The Can. Gazri is to be identified with Hebr. 
Gezer, which wa s one of the mos t i mportant city-sta tes lo-
cated in the northern part of the Shepha lah plain at the 
crossroads of the north and south. The two towns mentioned 
in 273, Ayalon and Zora h (Amarna A-ya-lu-na and Za-ar-ha), 
are both to be identified with the towns which existed 
within the boundaries of the tribe of Dan. 6 These two towns 
undoubtedly were governed by Gazri, the -capital city of the 
area. Gezer is mentioned several times in the Scriptures, 
and particul arly it is mentioned in Josh. 10:33 and Judg . 
1:29 as one of the cities tha t Joshua did not conquer. Fur-
thermore, it is mentioned in the Israelite Stela of Mer-ne-
Ptah (c. 1250 B.C.). 7 
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EA 267 -- C 4771; WA 109; W 169 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. [ a]-na 1LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
2. ( DI]NGIR. ME§-ya -·(ilaniya ) dUTU-ya (dSamsiya) 
-
3. q!-b!-ma 
l 4. um-ma Mil-ki-li lR-ka-ma (waradkama) 
5. ep-ri sa GIR.ME~-ka {sepeka) 
.... , .- , ... . 
6. a-na GIR. ME~ (sepe) LUGAL (sarri) EN~ya (beliya) 
.. -· d •· d 
7. DINGIR.MES-ya {ilaniya) UTU-ya ( ~am~iya) 
Sr. IMINSU IMINta-a-an (sib1tsu s1b1ta~) ; m-qu-ut 
9. a-wa-at ul-te-bi-la 
10. LUGAL (sarru) EN-ya (beliya) DINGIR.MES-ya (1laniya) 
d - d-
11. UTU-ya ( ~amsiya) a[ -n]a ya-s1 
~ ... . . 
... ... ... 12. a-nu-um-ma i-su-s1-ru-su 
~· -· ~ , 
13. a-na ( LU]GAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
d - d · •· an·- ,., 14. UTU ( Samas) i~-tu sa-m~ 
__ , ..... 
15. u lu-u yi-I-dl 
16. LUGAL (sarru) EN-ya (beliya ) DINGIR. MES-ya (ilaniya) 
17. dUTU-ya - (d~amsiya) 1-nu-ma 
.... . ..... , 
... ... 18. i:,a-lim a-sar 
..,.,, . . 
19. LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) sa 
20. 1 t-te-ya 
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B. Translation: 
1. [T)o the king, my lord, 
2. my [ de)ity, my Sun-god, 
3. speak; 
4. "Thus (says) M1lkilu, your servant, 
5. the dust from (under) your two feet; 
6. 'At the two feet of the king, my lord, 
7. my deity, my Sun-god, 
8. seven times sevenfold I fall. 
9. As to the order which 
10. the king, my lord, my deity, 
11. my Sun-god, has brought to [ m]e, 
12. verily now, I shall prepare it 
13. for the king, my lord, 
14. the Sun-god from heaven. 
15. And let 
16. the king, my lord, my deity, 
17. my Sun-god, know that 
18. the place of 
19. the king, my lord, which 
20. is with me, is safe.'" 
c. Commentary: Critical and Philological: 
This letter is very simple. It is merely stating two 
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things: first, that the order whic h the king has placed is 
now being filled; and, second, that the royal city which is 
under Milkilu's command is safe. Undoubtedly the king had 
placed an order with Milkilu for slave ··girls, concubines, 
etc. (cf. EA 369). 
Line 2. The use of ilaniya "my deity" is not at all 
unusual, for it was first used by Naram-Sin, king of Agade 
or Akkad, 9 in the Old Akkadian Period, and it is used many 
times in Amarna, presumably under the influence of Egyptian 
religious thought that the Pharaoh was God (see sub 253.2). 
The ideogram in this and following texts is DINGIR.ME~ plus 
the lcs pronominal suffix. Although written plural, I can-
not translate it as a plural as Knudtzon and Mercer. Even 
Albright translates it throughout as "my pantheon." I have 
rather tried to expres s the concept of the plural of "majes-
ty," often attributed to gods, even as Hebr. elohim. In 
EA 159.5 it is reproduced as DINGIR-ya as well as in EA 151. 
1, presumably having the same general meaning. 
Line 9. ultebila [for ""ustebila] a III/2 Pret. <::: 
(w)abalu (a,i). Our form here already shows the change that 
takes place and becomes common later on from OB st';::=-- !1 
in Middle/Late Bab. and MAssyr. (see GAG 89a). For this 
phenomenon we can briefly compare the prepositions istu / 
ultu "from" already appearing side by side in the Amarna 
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corpus. The final -a in our f'orm reflects the unusual phe-
nomena of Akkadian known as the Ventive. Von Soden says 
that, 11with endingless verbal forms in the Indicative the 
Ventive ending is-~ (later -~) 11 (GAG 82d). Originally the 
Ventive expres sed only a motion towards ''me, 11 but very early 
it was used also for the corresponding motion towards others 
if these were viewed from the standpoint of their destina-
tion. In this case it has the force of changing the mean-
ing , e. g., il l ik 11he went," but 1111kam "he came." The word 
(w)abalu means "to carry, to ~ead, to conduct, to guide," 
but with the Vent1ve (w)abala(m) "to bring " (GAG 82a). Keep-
ing this in mind the expression in line 11 ana yasi therefore 
is merely redundant, because the expression "to me" is al-
ready involved in the Ventive of our form. One further con-
sideration is that our form is at-form which in Akkadian has 
the force of emphasis, or of sta ting action just completed, 
or perhaps used as an as serta tive form, or as an expression 
of sequence either to introduce a new section, or if the new 
action is a result of the former. I understand our word to 
have the import of action just completed; therefore, I 
would translate it, "As to the order, or word, which the 
king • • • has caused to be brought to me, 11 or more simply 
. , 
expre s sed as in my translation above. 10 
Line 12. Instead of isusirusu we would naturally ex-
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pect ~sesirusu whieh is from siisuru 11 to prepare" which is 
..,, ,., . 
one of the several meanings given to the III-form of eseru 
11 to straighten up, to go straight toward, to charge, to 
thrive, to pro,sper, etc. 11 A good example from Amarna is 
~numma gabbi m!riste sa sarri ••• u-se-es-se-er· u sa 1ttass1 
• i 
-· 
istu pI sarr1 ~ "" ... ¥ ••• u-se-es-se-er "now I have prepared all 
the materials needed by the king , whatever has been ordered 
by the king, I have prepared" (EA 160.10-13). In another 
example the Canaanite Perfect ending is obvious: anumma 
su-sr-ir.:l.t-1 NINDA KA~ ••• ana pani sabe sarr1 11 I have n0w 
_, . 11 
prepared food, beer (etc.) for the troops of the king. 11 
The Hebrew semantic equivalent would be found in the word 
kun used especially in the }!1phil. Hebr. [ kun] means "to be 
firm," and it is found only in the derived stems. The 
Hiphil apparently is more common where it means (1) "estab-
lish, set up" ( 2) "to fix, so as to be ready, make ready, 
prepare." In this last sense it refers to the preparation 
of a gift (Gen. 43:25), of a place (Exod. 23:20). It is 
used often of preparing food, as in Joshua 1:11. It is used 
of preparing a road, as in Deut. 19:3. It is used of .pre-
paring materials for the temple (I Chron. 22:3,14) and 
storerooms (II Chron. 31:11).12 
Line 14. The expression istu ansame is precisely 
equivalent to 1stu same found so often through the Amarna 
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correspondence. It is a well-established fact that the 
Amarna scribes were not precise in the use of the sibilants, 
so tb.at there is no reason why Ebeling should have entered a 
word samu "Himmel II and samu I 11 H.1mmel' 1113 1. e.' "heaven, II as 
two separate entries. 
Line 18. salim here is a very good Akkadian Sta tive. 
-
It is to be associated with Can. 
,,,, 
"well-being, II salmu peace, 
~ 
which 1s equivalent to Akk. sulmu and Hebr. shalom. The 
concept here 1s not one of peace and well-being as such, ex-
-
cept as the semantic progression leads to the concept of 
"safety. 1114 
EA 268 -- VAT 1532; WA 108; W 168; Sehr 153 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. (a-na] LUG[AL] (~arri) [E]N-ya (beliya) DING[ IR.ME~-y]a 
(ilaniya) 
2. [ dUT] U-ya (d~amsiya) q:!-b:!-ma 
- l . , . , . 
3. [um]-ma Mil-ki-11 lR-ka (waradka) 
" 
4. [ e]p-[r]i ~a GlR.ME~-ka (sepeka) 
... ,-J • ,,. . • 
5. a-na GIR.MES (sepe) LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
6. DINGIR.MEa--ia ,·11aniya) d.UTU-ya (d$amsiya) 
- ... _ , " - . -· 
7. ··rMIN=u IMINta-a-an (:~ibi tsu sibi tan) am-qu-ut 
8. yI-di l[ UGAL ( sarru) be] -11 1-nu-ma 
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9. ijal-ma( -at URU (al)j LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
~ -
10. ~a [ ip-q!-id] i-n[ a] 
~ ~ ~ 
11. qa[-ti-ya is-te-mi] a-w(a-]at 
12. [ LUGALri (~;rri) EN-ya (beliya) sa-ni-Jtam 
13. [ . • • • . • • . t] i 
14. (2 lines badly erased from u se at the 
bottom of tablet from obverse to reverse) 
15. [ . • • • ti a-nu- (m )ma] 
-
16. ( us-si-ir-t]i [i-na] 
. -· 1 ' 
17. [ qa-a]t Ha-ya 
- .., .., .., SAL ] 18. LIMMU.AS (erba ~essu) ar-d[ i ••• 
" ' 
19. tl I.((ham~u) L11.MES (awil!) TUR. [ MES] (sihruti) 
• 
,.. , -· 
21. a-na LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
B. Translation: 
1. [ To] the king , my [ lo]rd, m( y de]ity, 
2. my Su[ n-god], speak: 
-
--
3. [_"Th] us (says) Milkilu, your servant, 
4. the [ du]st from (under) your two fe et; 
5. 'At the two feet of the king , my lord, 
6. my deity, my Sun_- god, 
7. seven times sevenfold I fall. 
8. The k[ ing , my lo]rd, knows that 
. 
9. [ the city of] the king, my lord, 
10~ which is under my [supervision] is safe. 
11~ [ I have just now heardj the wo[rd] 
12~ [of the king , my lord. Furthe]rmore, 
13. • • • • • • • 
14 •• . . . . . 
15. [ ••• and now] 
16. [I have sent a]way [ by] 
17. [ the ha] nd of Hay[ a] 
18. Forty-six maid[ens] 
19. and five young men 
20. and five prisoners 
21. to the king, my lord. 111 
C. ~ommentary: Critical and Philological: 
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Ih this letter Milkilu again assures the king that 
the district of Gezer is safe, and he itemizes the "trade" 
which he is sending to the Pharaoh. The bottom of the tab-
- --
let itself is badly erased, perhaps from the use that the 
tablet had, and from Schroeder's copy it seems as though 
there are two lines mi s sing , and so I follow Schroeder's 
numbering of the last six lines in contras1t to Knudtzon. 
Furthermore, I have made some suggested restorations which 
I _shall justify as they come up in the commentary. Finally, 
I have tried to express in my transliteration the numbers as 
they probably were read by the Akkadian scribes of those 
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days. For the restoration of the first eight line_s, there 
is no question whatever because of the stereotyped phrases 
that are involved. 
Line 8. yidi I translate as a Present rather than 
as a Precative. The impression that I receive from this 
letter is that the author considers himself very much in 
control of the situation. He is full of pride and ambition, 
and here he merely whitewashes the conditions in the periph-
eral countries under the domination of the Pharaoh of 
Egypt. There is no lu Precative which would demand the 
Precative force of the verb. 
Line 9. For the restoration practically the same 
sentence occurs in Shipti-Ba'lu's letter 330.17-21 sanitam 
yidimi sarru beliya inuma sul-ma-at URUki (al) LUGALri 
~ (sarri) sa ittiya 11 F\lrthe-rmore, the king, my lord, knows 
that the city of the king which is in my care is safe." 
Line 10. The restoration given follows Knudtzon and 
is based on 151.7 il ;arri sa ip-q!-id ina qitiya ~the 
city of the king which he has entrusted to my hand, 11 and 
in a similar vein, ali sa ipqid rabu beliya ina qatiya 
.. . ~ 
"cities which the chief, my lord, has entrusted into my 
hand" (EA 238.4 f.). Clearly the idea is that of having 
oversight or supervision of a city according to the meaning 
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of paqadu (1,1) "to supervise, oversee, inspect, be in 
charge of, or take care of. 1115 Two further examples of this 
idiom paqadu ina qati are as follows: ana qat(I) damqati 
sa ilisu lippaqid "may be be entrusted into the good hand 
of his god 11 (Surpu 5.170 f.); secondly, bul seri nammasse 
qatukka ipqid "animals of the plain always running about, 
- · 16 he entrusted into your hands." There is one intriguing 
possibility, however, and that is to restore on the basis of 
EA 144.11,12 where we find the expression, salmat al Siduna 
. 
amti sarri bel1ya sa i(d)din ina gatiya "the city of Sidon 
1s safe, the handmaid of the king , my lord, which he . has 
given over into my hand. 11 Essentially we have the same 
thought in our text, and perhaps to supply within the brack-
ets [i-din] would be just as appropriate. The expression 
nadanu 1na qati is used quite frequently in the Amarna 
corpUs. It is used of handing over a city into the hand of 
a regent (of. EA 144.24,25). It is used of turning a . pris-
oner over to responsible authorities (EA 191.20,21) as well 
as being used of handing over merchandise or trade to some-
one else (EA 288.18-21), often used in the Code of Hammurabi. 
Line 11. One is t antalized to restore lines 11 and 12 
as follows: 
11. qa[-ti-ya is-te-mi] a-w[a-]at 
-· 
12. [LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) sa-nI]-tam 
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·c ] ... .. ri on the basis of EA 330.11-131 stemi gabbi awat sarri 
beliya sanitam • • • "I have well heard every word of the 
king , my lord. Furthermore ••• 1117 
Line 16. I should like to restore lines 15 through 
17 as follows : 
15. [ ••• u_ a-nu-( m)ma] 
. 
16. [ us-si-ir-t] i [ i-na] 
~ -· ~- 1 . 
1 7. l qa-a] t Ha-y[ a ••• ] 
translated, 11 and , behold, . I have sent by the hand of Haya. 11 
Line 15 may be pure conjecture. However, it is based on 
passages such a s EA 187.22 where we find u a-nu-(m)ma us-si-
ir-ti clearly spelled out. Line 16, however, is more cer-
tain because of the oft-repeated expres s ion ussirti ana 
sarri beliya 11 I have sent away to the king , m~ -lord. 1118 
Although I have not come acros s the express ion ussirti ina 
gat in the Amar na collection, we have the most interesting 
example of this express ion from Taanach Letter No. 2, lines 
11 and 12, tl issirassi ina gat PN "send it to me by PN" 
(BASQR 94.22). Our word has the Can. lcs Perfect ending 
from (w)asaru "to be humble, meek, 11 but in the II-stem "to 
leave, relea se, to set free ," but in Amarna "to send away 
(people or troops)." In this sense the Hebrew cognate seman-
tically would be shalah. The restora tion of line 17 is 
almost certa in, s ince the syllabic markings ·according to 
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Schroeder are exactly the same a s in the autogr a phs of EA 
-
289.30,31. It is significant that there the sentence reads, 
sa tumasir ina qat 1Haya mar Miyarl "which you have sent 
through the hand ·of Haya the son of Miyarl. 11 Finally, before 
closing this particular section, I must say that on the basis 
of EA 301.18 it may be possible to restore this passage 
u a-nu-(m)ma na-ad-na-ti "and now I have given over to the 
-hand of Haya. 11 However, I am not as lteen on· this particular 
restoration as I am on the one above which seems more 
natural (cf. EA 288.21,22). 
Line 18. The restora tion at the close of the line 
eludes me as it has other translators. There are traces of 
the di sign similar to the second syl lable in line 8. There 
is no question that the scribe had some female in mind be-
cause of the SAL determinative immediately preceding. The 
word (w)arda tu means "maiden (of marriageable age), wife" 
but does not mean "slave girl" even though it is the feminine 
of (w)ardu "slave, -servant. 11 This is clear from the synop-
<, 
tic analysis of males and females in Akkadian philology, as 
follows: 
(1) lR: (w)ardu "slave" II GEMt: amtu "maid servant, 
- slave girl" 
(2) TUR: sihru "boy, 
• 
child 11 II TUR: sihirtu 11 11 ttle girl 11 
(3) GURUS. TUR: batulu 11lad, II SAL.GURU~.TUR: batultu 
adolescent" II adolescent" young woman, 
(4) GURU~: etlu "young man, 
-· -.- hero" 
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II SAL.KI.SIKIL: (w)ard.a tu 
"young woman, ma iden, wife" 
(5) NITA: zikaru "man (male II Mt: sinnistu "woman, female" 
adult) 11 
(6) NITA.DAM: ha'iru "hus-
band, 1 over 11 
(7) DAM: mutu "husband" 
II MUNUS.NITA.DAM: hirtu 
"wife (of e~ual status), 
first wife' 
II DAM: assatu "(plain) wife" 
Three other designations may well be given with respect to 
the female sta tus: First, SAL.esirtu "concubine" (in con-
tra st to assatu 11w1fe 11 ) used in MA., Bogh., and Nuzi. In 
Nuzi it has been translated, "ladies of the royal harem. 1119 
Second, DAM.TAB.BA: serretu "concubine, second wife, or 
• 
riva1. 1120 Third, NITUM: sekertu "wife of the harem. 1121 
From the last clearly discernible syllable of line 18 
one might expect *ardati,as the following example would il-
lustrate, sibI 1na t akkanni tustamit ardati sa-har-a-ti 
-· (var. TUR. ME~) ina ursisina tustamit "you have killed the 
old men in (their) chambers, you have killed the young maid-
ens in their beds (Gossmann Era IV 111). One is sorry that 
he cannot check into RA xxxi, pp. 125-136 (EA 369) where in 
line 8 as well as lines 12 through 14 we find three times 
the word "concubine." Just what Akkadian word i s so trans-
lated I cannot tell. 
Line 19. I have restored and translated awilI 
sihruti. From the autogr a ph there is no ques tion that we 
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have Lct.ME~ TUR with space which apparently has been erased. 
The ideogram TUR is used to express the Akk. adjective 
sihru "small, young , sec.end in r ank, child, s ervant, few." 
In EA 298.22 we have the express i on Lct.~ES-ya TUR. [ TU]R 
meaning "my youngest brother." In EA 25 iii 63 we find the 
expression sa 10 Lct.TUR.ME~ "for ten children." In EA 137. 
...... _, 
16 we have ahiya TUR istu yati "my brother who is younger 
than I. 11 22 A parallel expression helps us to fix the pat-
tern as in t he following sentence, ina LUGAL.ME~ TUR.ME~ 
"f or the young kings" (ABL 870 r.2). From these examples, 
therefore, I have restored the ME~ sign after TUR. Now 
the question is: What does thfs mean? The word sihru is 
definitely an adjective which means "young , sma"il, little," 
as we have seen. It is sometimes used of an errand boy or 
a messenger boy. In Mari it is used in ration lists to 
refer to young workers receiving sm~ller rations. 23 
interes ting illustra tion comes from Mari as follows, 
An 
...... 
assum 
sablim sa halsija TUR u SAL.TUR ana dannatim kamasim belI 
• 
ispuram "my lord ordere·d me to . assemble in the fortre sses 
the corvee party of youths and girls from my district"(ARM 
3 ·38:6). There is no que s tion tha t our text refers to 
young men, whether they would be boys or teen-agers we can-
not be sure. Perhaps from the illustra tions in Mari it may 
well be that t hes e young l ads wer e being- sent to Egypt for 
corvee work. 
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Line 20. Knudtzon did not understand this word 
asiruma [for *as!rima which is what is expected here]. It 
. 24 is used thr ee times elsewhere in Amarna. It is found in 
Taanach No. 5, lines 9 through 12, u kali Lrt.ME~ asir! sa 
ibassu ittika 11 as for all the captives who are there with 
you, etc." It is attested several times in the Akkadian 
from Ugarit as Lrt.a-s!-ri/ru or Lrt.ME~.a-si-ru/ri-ma. 25 
It is also attested in Mari (ARM 4, 53.6). The word is 
derived from eseru B meaning "to shut in, to enclose, to 
confine" and ussuru -"to enclose, to t ake captive" (cf. 252. 
8,28,31). The Hebrew cognate is precisely the same, 'asir 
"bondman, prisoner. 11 It is used in ··Gen. 39: 20, 22 'of Joseph 
being put into prison and becoming a prisoner. Furthermore, 
it is used in the Samson episodes of Judges 15 and 16. It 
is further used in Zech. 9:11 of the liberated exiles of 
Israel who were called "captives of hope. 11 Furthermore, it 
is used in Psalm 68:7 regarding those whom the Lord ha s 
compassion upon. As everyone knows, Psalm 68 is borrowed 
from Ugaritic, and indeed we find the same word in Ugaritic 
where the passive participle asr 1s used of a prisoner, 
slave, derived from the verb 'sr "to bind. 1126 
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EA 269 -- L 29846; BB 63; W 172 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. a-na LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
2. DINGIR.ME~-y; (ilaniya) dUTU-ya (dSam~iya) 
3. q!-b!-ma 
4. um-ma 1Mil-ki-11 lR-ka (waradka) 
5. ep-ri sa GIR.ME§-ka (sepeka) 
...... . . .... . 
6. a-na GIR.ME~ (s·epe) LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
. . 
,. . . d . . d 
7. DINGIR.MES-ya (ilaniya) UTU-ya ( ~amsiya) 
8 • .IMIN.su IMINta-a-an (sibitsu sibita~) ~m-qut 
" " , 9. 1s-te-mi sa-par 
-• r • 
10. LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) a-na ya-si 
. , 
~ ,.. .... 11. u yu-us-si-ra 
12. LUGAL (sarru) be-11 ER!N.ME~ (~abI) p!-ta-ta 
• 
.. 
13. a-na lR.ME~-su (wardisu) .. u 
i4. " ... yu-us-s1-ra 
15. LUGAL (sarru) be-11 
~ 
16. I~.BI. ZAR.ME~ II mu-ur-ra 
17. a-na ri-pu-u-d! 
B. Translation: 
1. To the king , my lord, 
2. my deity, my Sun-god, 
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3. speak; 
4. "Thus (says) Milkilu, your servant, 
5. the dust from under your two f eet·, 
6. 'At the two feet of the king, my lord, 
7. my deity, my Sun-god, 
8. seven times sevenfold I fall. 
9. I have listened to the writing of 
10. the king, my lord, to me. 
11. And may it pl ea se the king , my lord, to send 
12. archers 
13. to his servants, and 
14. may it please 
15. the king , my lord, to send 
16. myrrh 
17. for medicine. 
c. Commentary: Critica l and Philological: 
In this brief letter Milkilu advises the Pharaoh that 
he has heard the message which the king had sent to him and 
then adds a re que s t both for archers a s wel l a s for myrrh. 
Line 11. yy The f orm yussira I analyze as a 3ms III-
form with the Ventive ending -a from eseru "to straighten 
up;· u etc. 27 I understand this word to have the force of the 
Jussive, and thus I have translated it, umay it please the 
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king to send." Normally, susuru means "to prepare" and 
sutesuru "to send, dispatch" (especially in Amarna) (cf. 
CAD e 358 and 359). Two examples will suffice to establish 
the usage of sutesuru in Amarna meaning "to send or dis-
M 
patch": (1) [istem]e awate tuppi sa us-te-sir-su ••• sarri 
• 
"I have heard the words ·of the tablet that the king has sent 11 
(EA 142.6 from Beirut). (2) u eninna ahI [mar siprija] 
hamutta 11-is-t[e-s]i-ra-a[m-m]a sulm~na s~ ahiya lus'al 
"and now may my brother send me my messenger quickly so that 
.. 
I may learn about the health of my brother" (EA 37.14 from 
Cyprus). The word is used, however, without the infix tin 
EA 99.10 su-si~ir maratka ana sarri belika 
---.. 
"send your 
daughter to the king, your lord." However, one wonders 
whether the scribe really made a mistake here using the 
III/1 form in place of the III/2 form, for 1n each case in 
which yussira is ased, one could well understand the scribe 
to express the concept "prepare," as in this case, "And may 
it please the king, my lord, to prepare archers for his 
servants, and may it please the king, my lord, to prepare 
myrrh" with the implication that the king will fulfill this 
request, since the force of the lexical Ventive would imply 
that these items were requested for use in Gezer. We would 
note in passing that the Hebrew semantic equivalent to this 
expression would be shalah in the Piel or shub in the Hiphil. 
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Line 12. The word pitata [expect *petati] is defi-
• . 
nitely an Egyptian loan word from ,E9! meaning 11bow," and 
hence the "troops" (Akk. sabI) are specifically designated as 
-.-
troops that have to do with the bow, in short, "archers." 
--
Ebeling lists all of the occurrences under the word ~pidati 
and understandably so, :... for most occurrences did use the 
da/:a syllable, but he did not realize that Eg . £ > Sem. "t" 
as, for example, Eg. 9:b I t ;::::=- Hebr. ~ meaning "ring II and 
also Eg. g,n' ;:::::::- Hebr. tn' meaning "basket. 11 The word sabu 
. -;---
is not always feminine in Babylonian as Albright has stated,28 
but it is used mostly as a collective referring to "groups 
of soldiers, a group of people, contingent of workers, army, 
people, population." In peripheral Akkadian, as in Mari, 
Ras .Shamra, and Alalakh, it is used primarily of soldiers. 
In Hebrew the cognate saba' is an abstract noun referring 
. 
primarily to an army of soldiers. The following are exam-
ples of the use of sabu in peripheral Akkadian: (1) assum 4 
-.-
ME sa-bi-1m sa ah Purattim "on account of the contingent of 
• 
.. 
400 soldiers (sta tioned along ) the bank of the Euphrates" 
(ARM l 25.10) (2) ER!N.MES GI~.IGI.DtJ UD.R;A.BAR "the men 
equipped with bronze lances" (Wiseman, Alalakh 55:8), and, 
(3) ana kasa lu sulmu ana bitika assatika mareka ERtN.MES-ka 
siseka [u] narkabatika ••• dannis lu sulmu "much peace be 
with you, your family, wives, sons, soldiers, horses and 
\ 
chariots. 1129 The special designation which we find in 
Amarna as sabu petatu would correspond most accurately to 
• • 
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the special type of soldier designated by sab qasti "archer." 
. 
Line 16. The logogram IS.BI.ZAR.ME~ is mighty hard, 
even to this day, to analyze. Because of the gloss murra 
there isno question as to its meaning , i.e., "myrrh." To 
analyze the logogram is sufficient to realize that the IS 
sign can be read SAHAR: epru "dust"; the BI sign meaning 
KAS: sikaru 11beer"; the ZAR sign stands for Akk. sararu 
• 
which means "to pour, or to libate. 11 Perhaps the only con-
clusion that we can really come to is that the substance is 
liquid and is perhaps used f or ceremonial purposes. There 
is another logogram used for myrrh according to Labat: 
(GIS)~EM.~ES: murru. This helps us, f or it yields the fol-
lowing facts: (1) GI~, it is a plant (2) ~EM riqu, aromat-
_ , 
ic plant, and (3) SES, a plant which has to be hoed and 
cultivated. But this does not help us in our present text. 
Suffice it to say that the word murru appears in its cognate 
forms in Ugaritic as mr I where it is used in the expression 
smn.mr 11 011 of myrrh ,,3o where it may be used as an ointment 
either for ceremonial or medicinal purposes, in contrast to 
smn.rqh meaning 11 perfumer 1 s 011. 1131 Hebr. mor and Arab • 
• 
murr are again cognates to this same word. Its value is 
primarily in its usefulness as perfume, 32 and biblically it 
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1s one of the constituents of the holy incense (Ex. 30:23). 
It has, however, a further use as an anesthetic as exempli-
fied in Mark 15:23 where it is offered mingled with wine as 
an anesthetic to the dying Jesus Christ. The New Testament, 
furthermore, gives us one more use of myrrh as when the apos-
tle John records that a mixture of myrrh and aloes 1s brought 
by Nicodemus in order to embalm the sacred body (John 19:39). 
Masterman tells us that mor is generally identified with the 
myrrh of commerce, the dried gum of a species of balsam 
(Balsamodendron myrrha) (ISBE 111 2102). These facts may 
assist us in establishiµg the meaning of the last line of 
our text, but before we move on we must mention that the 
word murru is used only two other times in Amarna, one in a 
list of presents from Tusratta to Amenophis III in EA 22. 
111. 29 DI~ abantapa te sa murri '"one stone box with myrrh. 11 
The second example again is found in a list of presents from 
Tu~ratta but this time to Amenophis IV DI~ abantapatum 
saman murri "one stone box of the oil of myrrh" (EA 25.iv. 
51). 
Line 17. Both Ebeling and Knudtzon have given the 
tentative meaning to ana riputi as 11 for medication." This 
is a hapax legomena, and indeed it is very difficult to es-
tabli~h the m~aning of this word. We are sorry that we do 
not have access to the f iles of the Chi~ago Assyrian Die-
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tionary to assist us in establishing the meaning. Neverthe-
less from further research it seems po s sible to establish 
this concept which was uncertain in the days of Knudtzon. 
There is a word rapadu which Theo Bauer defines as Ila :(.1a1:11-
ing or paralyzing ) disease." Lambert, however, says that it 
is perhaps a fever which brings delirium. 33 He considers 
the root to be~ which has to do with menta l wandering, as 
in ripitta nakla surl'.'aka tusarsa "you have let your settled 
• 
mind go astray. 1134 In omen texts the II-form urappad is 
used of the result of a complaint as causing a person to 
wander. 35 The III-form is found in Ludlul Bel Nemeqi III.?, 
6 where in a broken text we find mursa kabta r amani la ... 
x-ruti masaku usarpaduni xx 11 ••• the severe illness does 
not ••• my person, I forget ••• makes my mind stray" 
(BWL 48). Whatever the precise meaning of this word might 
be, it is clearly used within the context of severe sickness. 
The conclusion thus far seems unavoidable that we need to 
connect our word ripudi with this word of a disease rapadu. 
Therefore the purpose which is envisioned in our t ext is 
medicinal, for how could Milkilu indeed afford this precious 
oil or ointment for its perfume. Much less do we envision 
his need of it for religious purposes, judging f rom the kind 
of obstinate man and renegade that he was, and little is told 
us from archeology concerning the possibilities of embalming 
in these Canaanite towns. One f urther question, then, needs 
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to be raised: Are there any cognates to this word? Both 
Hebrew and Phoenician nave the root~ meaning "to heal." 
Also, Hebr. [ raphaph] "to shake, tremble II is used in 
... 
Job 26:11 'ammudey samayim yerophaphU "the pillars of 
heaven tremble." However, as Profes s or Zimmermann ha s 
pointed out, it is used in post-biblical Hebrew of mental 
disorder, much in keeping with Lambert's definition of 
rapadu {above, p. 137). Further stu~y would be required to 
establis6 the precise relationship of this Polel form to 
either Hebr. ~ 11 to heal II or to a media infirmae 1-~p. 
We have already establi shed that our word has the root rpd 
meaning "disease" or somet hing similar. If the diconsonantal 
tneory were an established fact, we could well say that be-
_., 
cause of the appear ance of the "r" and 11 p 11 in these words 
that they all stem from the same root. We must conclude then 
that these are not etymological cognates but rather words 
which are semantically related. Undoubtedly our scribe was 
aware of the AYJc. word rapadu, but he also had in mind the 
Can. word rephuoth, a plural abstract meaning "remedies or 
medicine" fo:i,ind only three times in Biblical Hebrew 
{Ezek. 30:21; Jer. 30:31; and 46:11). Similarly there is 
the Hebr. riph'oth meaning "healing " used once in Prov. 3:8 
"It shall be health {or healing) to thy navel, and marrow to 
thy bones." Perhaps this last word gives rise to the vocal-
ization in our present text. Though these examples in 
,· 
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Biblica l Hebrew are found in l a te Hebrew, nevertheless the 
word as a participle is u s ed in Gen. 50:2 of a phys ician, as 
well as in Moses's Song of Victory in Ex. 15:26. Harris, 
furthermore, lists several examples in which~ "to heal" 
( 
is used in Phoenician. Furthermore, he refers to the parti-
cipial form as having the meaning "healer, physician. 1136 
. 
. 
" 
EA 270 -- L 29845; BB 62; W 171 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. a-na 1LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
2. DINGIR.ME~-ya (1laniya) dUTU-ya (d~amsiya) 
3. q:! b:! ma 
4-. um-ma 1 ... Mil-ki-11 IR-ka (waradka) 
5. ep-ri sa GlR.ME~-ka (sepeka) 
... . -· ...... 
6. a-na G!R.ME~ (sepe) LUGAL (~arr1) EN-ya (bel1ya) 
. . -- d . . d 
7. DINGIR.ME~-ya (1lan1ya) UTU-ya ( ~amsiya) 
8. IMIN8u IMINta-a-an (s1b1tsu sibita~) am-qut 
-' 
9. y!-di LUGAL (sarri) be-li 
10. 1p-si ~a yi-pu-su-ni 
1 -· ~ 
11. Ya-an-ha-mu 
12. is-tu a-s:!-ya 
• 
~ 
13. is-tu mu-(h)hi LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
14. [ ;]-nu-(m)ma yu-ba ( 1!] ·· 
-
15. MIN (sina) 11-im KtJ. [ BABBAR] (kasp1) 
Reverse: 
... -16. 1s-tu qa-ti-ya 
17. u yi-iq-bu 
18. a-na ya-si id-na-(n)['ni] 
.. 
19. DAM-ka (assatka) u 
.. ,.. , 
20. DUMU.ME~-ka (mareka) u lu-u 
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( ) ... - ,, 21. i-ma- h ha-sa u lu-u 
. 
22. yI-di LUGAL (sarru) 
... 23. ip-sa an-na-am 
24. u lu-u yu-us~~i-ra 
25. LUGAL (sarru) be-li 
26. GIS.GIGIR.ME~ (narkabati) u lu-u 
27. yi-!1-te-qI-ni 
28. a-na mu-(h)hi-su la-a 
29. ah-la-aq 
B. Translation: 
1. To the king~- my l~rd, 
2. my deity, my Sun-god, 
3. speak; 
4. "Thus (says) Milkilu, your servant, 
5. the dust from under your two feet; 
6. 'At the two feet of the king , my lord, 
7. my deity, my Sun-god, 
8. seven times sevenfold I fall. 
9. The king , my lord, knows 
10. the (evil) deed which 
11. Yanhamu committed against me 
12. a f ter I went out 
13. from the presence of the king, my lord. 
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14. Now he wants 
15. two thousand (shekels) of silver 
16. f rom my hand, 
17. and he says 
18. to me, 11 Gi ve me 
19. your wife and 
20. your children, or I shall surely 
21. smite. II Let 
22. the king know 
23. this deed 
24. and may it please 
25. the king , my lord, to send 
26. chariots, and let 
27. him t ake me 
28. to himself that I not 
29. perish.'" 
C. Commentary: Critical and Philological: 
In this letter Milkilu complains to the king concern-
ing a very wicked deed which Yanhamu has committed a gainst 
. 
him. On top of tha t now Yanhamu is demanding through extor-
• 
tion t he wif e and children of Milkilu; so the prince of 
Gezer asks the Phara oh for protection, if not eva cuation. 
The essential differences that I have with Knudtzon 
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are only minor differences in the syllabic reading, as well 
as noting defective writing. The tablet itself has a very 
clear script. 
Line 10. ... -.,, The expression ,!Esi epesu is an idiom which 
is very common in Amarna but is used as well in Ta'anach and 
Ras Shamra . Indeed the noun form ipsu with the meaning of 
"act, deed" is found only in these three areas of peripheral 
Akkadian. The implica tion is that the se acts that are com-
mitted are evil in nature. Several ill ustra tions will suf-
fice: (1) Rib-Addi complains damiqmi ana pani sarri ••• 
ipis Abdi-Asirti kalbi 11do the acts of Abdi-Ashirti, this 
dog , please the king?" (EA 84.7) (2) Abdi-Heba also is 
embittered, f or he says hazianu sa eppas ipsa annia amm!nim 
sarri la sa'alsu "why has the king not brought to account 
the official who does such a deed?" (EA 289.9) (3) Abdi-
Ashirti, who is considered a foul renegade by Rib-Addi, 
writes to the Pharaoh ana ipsi marsi ann:Q sa yupasmi ana 
i 
matat sarri "the evil act which has been committed against 
the lands of the king " (EA 137.t6). (4) The concept "evil 
act" in Amarna is clearly expressed in the following sen-
tence ipsa sa la api'S istu dariti apis ( for -1:~is] "an 
(evil) deed such as has never been done has been perpe-
trated.1137 (5) An excellent example is given to us from 
Ras Shamra u ipsa silitu ina biti epsuni u qadu mate sil!ta 
. • i 
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ina beruni "they have committed belligerent acts in the 
house -- how long shall there be (such) struggles between 
us? 1138 A related. meaning but certa inly not involved in our 
collection is "to practice witchcraft," as in ipsa epusus 
"they will use -witchcraft against him. 1139 However, in 
peripheral Akkadian it does not always have the evil conno-
--
ta ti on, as in Ta'anach No. 2.14 Eiqid ana alanika u lu 
V .., V II tippusu ipsasunu organize your cities so tha t they do 
•. . . •· 4 
their (corvee) work." o It will be noticed that in my trans-
lation I understand yidi ·in line 9 as a simple Preterite 
without giving it the cohorta tive force that previous trans-
lators have given to it. This I do because there is no 
(u) lu precative introducing this sentence, and because from 
line 14 the scribe implies that what . follows is something 
that the king should be aware of, with the implication that 
he had known about previous aberra tions on the part of 
Yanhamu • 
. 
Line 11. Yanhamu was a high Egyptian official of 
. 
Canaanite origin, or possibly, as Albright suggests, of 
Hebrew origin {ANET 486, n. 11). From the wide geographical 
area where he i s referred to in the Amarna collection, he 
seems to have been the Egyptian governor of Palestine at the 
beginning of t he reign of Akhen-Aton. Rib-Addi, prince of 
Byblos in northern Pales tine, refers to him quite often and 
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at one point describes him as the musallil of the king • 
. 
Campbell suggests that "the term means, in all likelihood, 
the fan-bearer of the king , an honorary title referring to 
one who is very close to the king, presumably sharing in 
councils on affairs of state. 1141 He seems to have been in 
charge of the issuing of supplies from Yarimuta which was 
considered the breadbasket of Egypt. Two of his successors 
as governors of Palestine-Syria were so important in their 
off ice that tombs were found with their names inscribed at 
Tell-el-Amarna, but, unlike Maya and Tutu, Yanhamu has no 
. 
tomb at Amarna among the numerous rock-cut tombs of his ad-
42 
ministrative colleagues. Yanhamu not only was prominent 
• 
in the north, as has been pointed out, but he also had con-
t acts in the central hill country of Palestine as well as in 
the south. From two letters of Mut-Ba'lu, son of Lab'aya 
and prince of Pella on the east side of the Jordan valley, 
he is referred to as taking advantage of his position to 
enrich his own coffers through hi s black market activities.43 
However, from Letter 256 it is clear that he was fulfilling 
his responsibilities of keeping check on the affairs in 
Palestine and keeping tra ck of such troublemakers as Ayyab, 
who is the main subject of that letter. 
The name is definitely Semitic. 44 It is a hypocoris-
ticon where the divine name is either abbreviated or not ex-
pressed, standing therefore f or ~'Yanham-'El or the like, 
. 
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meaning , "May El have mercy, 11 or, "El will have mercy, '' or, 
11 El ha s consoled. 11 Herbert B. Huffmon, in his Amori te Per-
-
sonal Names in the Mari Texts recently publi s hed, suggests 
. -
that there are two possible roots: f irst, ~ll'm "be pleasant, 
gra cious, console 11 (Hebrew, Jewish-Aramaic, Ugari tic, Old 
South Arabic, Arabic), or, second, ~hin 11be compassiona te, 
-.-
have mercy" (Hebrew, Aramaic; cf . Ar ab. "sigh, pant"). 45 
It is to be noted, of course, that Amarna 11 h 11 may stand for 
Hebr. 11 h 11 or 11 1. 11 The name appears in Ala l akh written syl-
labically as Ya- an-ha-mu. 46 It is found in Ugaritic as 
Ynhm 47 and it is well to note t he hieratic t r anscription · 
---,--' 
Ynhm. 48 Profe s s or Held in class discuss ion suggested from 
---,-
the Ugaritic that it would be either Qal or Niphal but not 
Piel , and, f urthermore, since in Hebrew the "n" assimilates 
in the Niphal nihamtI, he would suggest tha t it could not be 
. 
Hebrew or Canaanite, throwing the weight on t he poss ibility 
of its being Amorite. If so, t hen one should r e ad Yanham-
. 
(H)addu "may (H)addu have mercy. 1149 
Line 14. yubau (for ii-yuba''u] i~ a II-form from 
bu''u "to look for, to search for, to examine, to wish, ask, 
intend." The meaning "to wi s h, ask, to intend" is found 
only in peripheral Akkadian of this period and only l a t er 
--
on in New As syrian and New Babylonian. Several examples 
will suf fice: (1) from a let t er of Rib-Addi ul tidi atta 
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Amurru urra musa tuba' 'una sabe petati 11do you not know 
• • 
yourself that the land of Amurra is a sking for archers day 
and night?" (EA 82.49) (2) From Ras Shamra we find sarru 
-· 
uqna dannis uba I 'a '.'the king greatly desires lapis l a zuli II 
(MRS 9 224 RS 17.422:23) (3) rn Nuzi we read urihul sa 
ana 1 AN~E la uba''ami 11 I shall not ask compensation for 
the one donkey. 115° The word is also used with this sense in 
Bogh. and New As syrian and New Babylonian. 
Our word bu''u (trom a Proto-Semitic root iib'w) must 
be distingui s hed from the common Semitic root i~w' with the 
meaning "to enter, to walk along " (cf. AkJc . ba'u and Hebr. 
bo'). Although the n:P!'mal Hebrew word meaning "ask, inquire 11 
is sha'al sometimes with the weakened sense "seek, desire" 
.. ""' ..,,, ~ 
and the u sua l Akkadian word with the same meaning is sa'alu 
(cf. EA 256.10 (), neverthele s s our pre sent word ha s its ety-
mological equivalent both in Hebrew and Arama ic. BDB give s 
us a root [ ba 'ah] "to inquire, caus e to swell or boil up. 11 
In parenthe ses he mentions the Arabic, Arama ic, and Syriac 
cogna te s but f a ils to mention Akk . bu''u. It is used with 
the sense of a rising desire "to seek, to i nquire" in 
Isa. 21:12. In this pa ssage it is very clea rly referring 
to "inquiring of a prophe t." The Bibl ica l Aram. word b'a' 
is used in the P'al stem and f ound only in t he book of 
Daniel. It is used of a s king or requesting , of seeking 
or pra ying , either of God or man, 
u 4Q b M 
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as in Dan. 6:8. The noun form ba'u is used as a cogna te 
Accusative meaning "to ask a petition" or "to seek a peti-
tion" (Dan. 6:8,14). It is precisely this u s e, then, which 
we find so clearly expres s ed in the various passages in 
Amarna. 
Line 18. Our justification for reading *idna(n)ni 
11 give me!" is from two examples, (1) found in Amarna as 
follows: u awilmar ekalli asa id-na-an-ni 11 and a physician 
of the palace give to me!" (EA 49.22,23), and, (2) an exam-
ple from Ta-anach arbaku ina Gurra u id-na-an-ni uma anna 
"I was ambushed in Gurra, so give me this day ( two chario-t 
wheels and an axle .)" (Taanach No. 2.6,7). I analyze 
this form, then, as an impera tive, idin! (from nadanu noting 
that in the impera tive the first "n" is represented by the 
zero element) plus the Ventive ending -am- and the -ni 
suffix.51 
Lines 24 ff. There is a ver y interesting parallel in 
Rib-Addi's Letter 129.50-52 where the same general concept 
of the closing request of our letter is similar in tone and 
uses practically the same key words ussira elippeti tilquni 
qadu ilani balti ana beliya "send boats, they should take 
. 
me together with the gods safely to my lord." For further 
....... discus sion on the use of ussira, see commentary on EA 269. 
12-14, and 268.16. 
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Lines 28 f. Several excellent illustra tions may be 
given to show the a ppropriatenes s of thi s expression, "that 
I no t peris h" la ahlaq. · (1) From Nuzi we have this example: 
annutu. awili sa unussunu sa ina EDIN halqu "these are (the 
names 0 f ) the men whose equipment was los t during the cam-
paign" (HSS 15.3 left edge~. But mor e to the point, (2) 
from an old Assyrian letter we r ead kima ilam u etemme 
tagammiluma la e.halliqu epus "act in such a manner (that) 
you propitiate the god and t he spirits of the dead and 
(that) I do not perish" (BIN 4 96:21,'.), (3) from a neo-
Assyrian text, arhis ina pan sarri lu t aksuda ula halqak 
"may you come quickly to t he king , otherwise I am lost!" 
(ABL 896, r. 18), and, finally, (4) from a Mari letter we 
find the expres sion asa r halagisu ittallak 11 he goes to his 
doom" (RA 33 172:39). In this last example we have an 
interes ting coincidence, f or both halaqu and alaku are used 
idiomatically. alaku is also used in the idiom ana simti 
alaku "to die, perish!' lit., "to go to one's fate." Simi-
- -
larly, in Hebrew the cognate halak 11 go, come, walk" is used 
fi guratively in Josh. 23:14 and I Kngs. 2:2 where 'anokhi 
holek bederek kol-ha'aretz is correctly translated 11 I am 
going the way of all flesh II meaning "I am dying ~• ' (cf. 
Gen. 15:2 and II Sam. 12:23). Aga in, Arab.· halaka has the 
meaning "to perish." However, etymologically alaku should 
148a 
not be confounded with halaqu even t hou h they have similar 
meanings in idioma tic or figura tive l an ua e, s ince the mid-
dle r adic a l is t he only letter common to both , and the pri-
mary meanin of both is so dissimila r. Other nuances of 
t he word b.alaqu and it s s emantic and e tymol o ical equiva-
lents have beeri discussed under 254.9, q .v. 52 
EA 271 -- VAT 1531; WA 110; W 170; Sehr 154 
A. Transliteration and Normaliza tion: 
1. a-na LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya ) 
2. DINGI R. ME~-ya (ilaniya ) dUTU-ya (d~amsiya ) 
3. q!-b!-ma 
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4. um-ma 1Mil ki-11 IR-ka (waradka) 
5. ep-r1 sa GlR.MES-ka (sepe-ka) 
- - ... . -- · ! 
6. a-na- GlR.ME~ (~epe) LUGAL (~a.rri) EN-ya (beliya) 
.. -· d -· , d 
7. DINGIR • .MES-ya (ilaniya) UTU-ya { ~am~iya) 
.., .,... " .... ...... 
8. IMIN~u IMINta-a-an (sib1tsu sibitan) am-qut 
-· 
9. yI-di LUGAL (sarru) be; 1I 
_, 
10. 1-nij~ma da-(n)na-at 
11. nu-kur-tu UGU~ya (muhhiya) 
1 -- --
12. b UGU (muhhi) §u-wa-ar-da-ta 
13. b yi-(k)ki-im 
14. LUGAL (sarru) be-11 KUR-su (mata~u) 
- -
15. is-tu qa-at 
16. Ln.MESsA.GAZ.MES (Habiri) 
. - . 
17. [ ~u]m-ma 1-ya-nu 
...... 18. yu-us-~1-ra 
19. LUGAL (sarru) be-11 GI~.GIGIR.ME~ (narkabati) 
20. a-na la:q!-nu l]a-a 
21. te-ma-{h)ha-s1.1-n[ n] l:R.MES-m1 (wardiinu) 
• 
22. u s[ a-n]I-tam 
23. y[ 1-s] a-al 
- ~ . 
24. LU( GAL] ( sarru) be-lI 
1 : - • w Ya-an-ha-ma lR-su (waradsu) 
- ,, 
26. a-na sa yu-(p)pa-iju 
~ 
27. 1-na KBR-su (matisu) 
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B. Translation: 
1. To the king , my lord, 
2. my deity, my Sun-god , 
3. speak : 
4. 11 Thus (says) Milkilu, your servant, 
5. the dust from under your two feet: 
6. 'At the two feet of the king, my lord, 
7. my deity, my Sun- od, 
8. seven times sevenfold I fall. 
9. The king, my l0rd, knows 
10. that there is a strong 
11. hostility aga inst me 
12. and aga ins·t ~uwardata. 
13. So may it pleas~ 
14. the king, my lord, to rescue his land 
15. from the hand of 
16. the habiru. 
17. If not, 
18. may it pleas e 
19. the king, my lord, to send chariots 
20. to t ake us that 
21. our servants may not smite us. 
22. And furthermore, 
23. may it please 
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24. the king , my lord, to ask 
25. Yanhamu, his servant, 
. 
26. about wha t is done 
27. in his l and. , ,u 
C. Commenta~y: Critical and ·Fhilological: 
In the translitera tion of this letter I do not stray 
,;1 
f a r from what Knudtzon ha s given to us. The differences 
.. 
that I have with his work are primarily in precision of syl-
labic reading and in normalization where the scribe has 
written defectively. 
This letter dates from ab.out three o_r four years be-
f0re the previous letters of Milkilu, perhaps c. 1374 or. 
1373. 53 The episode of the extortion mentioped in the pre-
ceding letter 1s not known; contra riwise, from the closing 
paragraph, it seems tba t Milkilu and Yanhamu are on good 
. . . 
terms. In this letter Milkilu compla ins about a strong ag-
. 
gr e ssion aga inst him and a colleague, Suwardata, who was 
prince of t he Hebron region in the southern hill country 
and frequently appears in a_ssocia tion with Milkilu. The 
-opening ei , ht lines are the stereotyped f' ormula of address 
to the Pharaoh. 
Line 9. I have acc~nted belI to show the lcs pro-
nomina l suf fix represented by the zero element which :mor-
5 
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mally would be expressed by the --~yllable -~. Here I have 
represented it as elsewhere by the accented ultima. 
Line 10. I have shown the defective orthography in 
the media geminatae of the feminine adjective dannatu. Two 
other Amarna examples will show the usage of this expression: 
(1) from Rib-Addi in Byblos nukurtu dannat ana yasi "hos-
tility ls strong aga inst me" (EA 118.21 f.), then (2) from 
.. 
Zimredda of Sidon who complains of a stronger aggression 
u Idl sarru bellya inuma -d~nnat nukurtum dannls muhhlya 
~ 
-
11may the king, my lord, know that very strong is the hos-
tility against me" (EA 144.22· f.). Perhaps a better trans-
lation of these passages would be: "a (very) powerful ag-
gression." 
Line 12. Suwardata has an Indo-Aryan name which is 
" r 4 
beyond my scope for further analysis • .? There is no ques-
tion that he is from southern Palestine, for in Abdi-Heba's 
Letter 280 he shows that Keilah was one of the cities under 
his control, althou h not neces sarily his capitai. 55 How-
ever, as mentioned above, we a ~ree with .Albright that he was 
prince of the Hebron region in the southern hill country. 
Just what the relationship was between Suwardata of Hebron, 
Milkllu of G€zer, and Abdi-Heba of Jerusalem 1s not quite 
clear. In his- letter (RA 19 106) he and Abdi-Reba are allied 
in their fi ht against the chief of the Habiru, but in EA 
Or:== = g 
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280 as we11 as Abdi-Reba's Letter 290 they are f i ghting 
each other. The f0ll0wing reconstruction has been suggested 
by E. Meyer; 50 11A t first ~uwarda t a and Abdi-Heba ., both 
_ , -
loyali~t ~, wer e a l lied aga ins t the insurgent Milkilu (104). 
Then Milkilu tried to bribe the townsmen of Keilah--a city 
cr,f ~uwarda ta--to desert to him (EA 289.25 ff.). Fea ring he 
might succeed, Abdi.:Heba intervened to counter w:1.th a higher 
·1 
offer. Keilah thereupon left ~uwar data to j oin with Abdi-
Heba (EA 280). Suwardata now turned aga inst Abdi-Heba and 
sealed hi s enmity toward him by an alliance with their for-
mer common enemy, Milkilu. This later sta e is reflected 
in the le t ters of Abdi-Heba . 11 In any ea se these episode s 
show the complete lack of control that the Phara oh had over 
the buffer sta te s of Palestine and Syria. Furthermore, it 
shows the utter chaos and an_archy which existed during the 
Amarna A e, a nd, besides this, it shows the frequent identi-
fica tion by all parties of their opponen t s with the Habiru, 
showing tha t a l l rebels were so considered depending on the 
-· 
writer' s viewpoint. 
Line 13. yi{k)kim I understand to be a Present (an 
excellent example of Canaanite Imperfect) from the Akkadian 
word ekemu ''to t ake away (by for ce), to conquer, to deprive 
o.f, II but ·the idiom ekemu istu "to save or re s cue f rom. II 
Ebeling lists seven out of the ei ht occurrences a s Pret-
24 
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erits, but that would not properly explain the doubled mid-
dle radical. 11 k 11 for a primae Alef verb (Prt. tpus/Itiq but 
-
Pres. ippes/i ttiq) ( GAG 20). A most interesting passage 
which demands our attention is found in ~uwardata's Letter 
No. 282 where we have the glos s yi-ki-im-ni // ya-ZI-NI. 
The complete - sentence is as follows: yussira sarri beliya 
sabe pet-a ti mahda- dannis u yi(k)kimni // II ya-ZI-NI "may 
,- . 
it please the king, my lord, to send a large number of 
archers, and so rescue me. 11 Knudtzon translates this last 
section "und rette mich (1azin1)! 11 showing that he did not 
understand the gloss. ~'ven in Mercer's day he could not 
understand the loss. I should like to propose a solution. 
If we read the syllables a s follows: ya-s!-1!, we can read-
. 
ily read this it-ya(s)sil! in Canaanite whtc h i mmediately can 
• • 
be parsed and reco nized a s ,the 3ms Impf. Hiphil from the 
Hebr. root nasal} plus the lcs pronominal suffis *-!(y) 
which i s repre sented here by the accented ultima. The word 
appears in the Piel meaning "to strip, plunder"; in the 
Niphal "to deliver oneself, be delivered"; and in the Hiphil 
"to snatch away, deliver." The first example is from Judges 
11:26 where the context shows that Jephthah was defending 
the land of Isr el from the chilaren of Ammon. In verse 23 
he says t hat the Lord God had dispos ,J:?ssed the Amori tes 
from bef.ore his pe ople Israel. · Should the Ammonites now 
possess the land? Then he asks the very interesting ques-
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tion, "Are you now better than Balak the son of Zipper, king 
of Moab? did he ever strive aga inst Israel, or did he ever 
fi ht against t hem while Israel dwelt in Heshbon and her 
towns, a nd in Aroer and her towns, and in all the cities 
that be along by the coas ts of Amon, three hundred years? 
umaddua' lo' hissaltem ba'eth hahI' why therefore did you 
... 
not recover them within that time?" The second example 
comes from I Samuel 30 where David avenges the destruction 
of Ziklag by the Amalekites. The Amalekites had taken some 
women captive, including David's two wives. In verse 8 
David inquires of the Lord as to whether he should pursue 
after this small contingent, and the Lord answered, "Pur-
sue, for you shall surely overtake them wehas sel tassil 
. . . 
and you shal l surely recover (all). 11 Verse 18 tells us 
1 ~ ~1 av~ 1~ e ~ , ~ e, e wayyasse Dawid co ser aq hu · Amaleq w eth sh ttey 
. . - . 
nashayo hiss!l Dawid "And David recovered al l that the 
• • • 
Amalekites had carried away: and David rescued hi s two 
~ives, 11 and again the same ~xpression is used in verse 22. 
But perhaps what seems more appropriate to our passage is 
the clear semantic parallel where the idiom hissil miyyad 
• • • 
is used of "rescuing or recovering from the hand " of someone 
else. Three illustra tions will suffice: (1) In Gen. 32:12 
Jacob prays as foll~ws: has silenl na' miyyad ahi miyyad 
• • • 
'Esau k:1 yare' anokl 'otho pen yabo' Wehiccant ,-em 'al banlm 
, 
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''Deliver me, I pray thee, from the hand of my brother, from 
the hand of Esau: for I fear him, lest he will c,ome and 
smite me, and the mother with the children." One cannot 
help but recognize that this is almost a verbatim expression 
to what Milkilu writes in our letter. The -eni ending is 
actually used for emphasis, almost of desperation. It could 
just as well have been written without the emphatic form as 
*hassili which is the Hebrew Imperative form. (2) A second 
example comes from Gen. 37:20 ff. where the brothers of 
Joseph are ready to slay him and to east him into some pit 
and through subterfuge declare later on that some terrible 
beast had devoured him, all of this because of jealousy with 
regard to his dreams. Then verse 21 says, "And Reuben heard 
it, wayyassilehu miyyadam and he rescued b.im out of their 
• • 
hands, and said, Let us not kill him. And Reuben said u.nto 
them, Shed no blood, but cast him into this pit that is in 
the wilderness, and lay no hand u pon him; lema'an ha;9sil 
'otho miyyadam lahashtbo 'el 'abiy~ in order that he might 
rescue him out of their hands, that he mi, ht return him to 
his father." (3) A simil ar usa e is found in the episode of 
Reuel's dau hter s in Exodus 2:19, for they had returned home 
early after watering their flock. The rea son they were able 
to do ~o, they said: 'Ish misrI hissilanu miyyad haro'Im 
-· .. 
"an Egyptian ·delivered us out of the hand of the shepherds, 
and also drew water enough for us and watered the flock." 
' [ 
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This very expression is used then something like fifty times 
or more in the Bible. 
It is hard to understand why the As syrian Dictionary 
does not list a single one of the many references to ekemu 
~ 
that are found in Amarna. The only reference that we find 
says, "For the EA Refs., see naqamu," at the very end of the 
article of ekemu. It would seem foolish to assume that they 
consider these Amarna words to come from a root naqamu which 
in Hebrew means "to avenge, take vengeance." To be sure, 
naqamu is a West Semitic term, for it does not appear in 
Akkad-i~n proper. 
Line 15. From the above discussion, one can readily 
see that the Akk. expres s ion istu qati is the semantic 
e~Uivalent to Hebr. ~~in yad assimilating to miyyad. 
Line 26. The word yu(p)pasu is here a normal Qal 
passive in Canaanite which follows the yuqtalu formation, 
in.eluding the Indicative 11-u" ending as in Ugaritie and 
Ana.bid. Thd.s is a similar form as tumhasu in EA 252.17 
(q.v.) and tudanu in EA 138.43. 
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CH.APTER IV 
THE LETTERS OF ZIMREDDA 
-
AND SHIPTI-BA'LU OF LACHISH 
Four letters that concern us in this chapter are EA 
329 written by Zimredda, prince of Lachish, and EA 330 to 
332 written by Shipti-Ba'lu who succeeded him. These 
.. 
letters were written at the beginnin of the independent 
I 
reign of Akhena.ton representing the earlies t writings from 
Laehish during the Amarna Age. From the letter of Pa'~pu 
l (EA 333), which was written during the latter part of the 
rein of Amenophis III or at the very beginning of the reign 
of Akhenaton, which mentions Zimredda and his Number Two in 
command, Shipti-Ba'lu, we conclude that Zimredda was prince 
. ~ 
--
of Lachish duri ng the clos ing years of Amenophis III and into 
the beginning of the reign of Akhenaton. Pa'apu bears an 
E yptian name "and was evidently a minor Egyptian official 
then in char e of Lachi s h. 112 From a letter of Abdi-Heba 
(288.42 f.) which was written at the beginning of the reign 
of Akhenaton, perhaps c. 1365 B.C., we le~rn that Zimredda 
had been as s a s sina t ed, presumably leaving Shipti -Ba'lu to 
. 
become the chief of the city-sta te, f or he addre s ses himself 
to the king in letters 330 to 332 a s ~ipti-Ba'lu awil il 
Lakis, 11 the ' chief of the city of Lac hi sh. 11 These letters 
a re contemporary to Yan~amu, the Egyptian hi h commiss ioner 
a 
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in Palestine. 3 At this juncture we are not concerned with a 
later prince of Lachish by the name of Yabn1-ilu, who was 
contemporary to Maya, the Egyptian commis sioner in southern 
Palestine durin t he middle period of the independent reign 
of Akhenaton. 4 
One more thing needs to be discussed in this introduc-
tory section, and tha t is the su '-gestion that EA 145 could 
possibly be a letter from Zimredda of Lachish rather than 
from the prince of Sidon who bears the same name. 5 Mercer 
and R1edel6 make the above possible equation. However, 
neither Otto Weber nor Erich Ebeling of the earlier scholars 
would agr ee, 7 nor Albright or Campbell would a gree among 
modern-day scb~lars. 8 
~ J29 -- B 1673; WA 123; W 217; Sehr 181 
A. Transliteration and Normalization: 
1. a-na LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (~eliya) 
~- d - d 
2. ~INGEE!-.ME~~ya (ilaniya) UTU-ya ( ~amsiya) 
d . . d ~· 3. UTU ( ~amas) ·sa 1~-tu 
- an ,-=~ 4. sa-me-i 
5. um-ma 1z1-1m-re-(d)di 
6. Lt1 (awili) sa URU (al) La-ki-sa 
7. Ift-ka (waradka) ep-ri 
8. ~a GlR.Y.iES-ka (sepeka) 
i 
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9. a-na GlR.ME~ (sepe) LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
d d~ ~ ~[ ... ]- an[ J ~ ~ 10. UTU ( ~amas) 1 ~-tu · s a-me-i 
11. IMIN6ti ~-u? IMIN] ta-a-an ( sibi tsu sibi tan) 
12. is-ti-ha-(h)b(i]-in 
~· 
13. Lrt.DUMU (mar) si-ip-ri 
Reverse: 
14. sa LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
.. .. ... . 
15. sa-is-tap-( r] a-an-n[ 1] 
-· .. , ... 
16. is-ti-me a-wa-te 
17. ma-gal ma- gal 
18. u a-nu-(m)ma 
19. u-se(s)si-ru Iv1E (terta) 
~ 
' ~ ... ~ ~ ... 20. ki-ma ~a qa-b.+-su 
B. Translation: 
1. To the king , my lord, 
2. my deity, my Sun- od, 
3. the Sun-~od from 
4. heaven. 
5. (Speak:) "Thus (says) Zimredda, 
6. the chief of the town of Lachish, 
7. servant, - the dust your 
8. from (under) your two f eet. 
9. 'At the two feet of the king , my lord, 
10. the Sun- od f [ ro]m he[ a] ven, 
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llo seven times [and? seven]-fold 
12. I prostrate myself. 
13. As to the messenger 
14. of the king, my lord, 
15. who has written to me, 
16. I have listened (to) the order 
17. very carefully, 
18. and now, 
19. I shall successfully execute the order 
20. according to what he has spoken.'" 
c. Commentary: Critical and Philological: 
There are several places where I read different from 
Knudtzon. Apart from several differences in reading of the 
signs and defective orth,ogr a phy, I differ with Knudtzon in 
line 6 where I read URU as al(u) "town of" rather than as a 
determina tive. In line 11 Knudtzon supplies g, perhaps be-
.. 
cause there is a space available and also because the scribe 
for Shipti-Ba'lu in the following letters uses~. However, 
I am not sure tha t u is necessary, but, if it is and our 
sc_ribe is the same as the one who wrote EA 321, I should 
posit that here we would. expect~- Hence the question mark 
• 
1D; my transliteration. In line 16 Knudta.on adds ME(~ ... s]u . 
.._ A,_. - .• 
.. 
a1'ter the word awate. However, this is not in Sehroeder·•·s 
autograph, ~not even traces. Perhaps on the basis of EA 321. 
,, __ 
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22, this may be expected, but this seems again rather unneces-
sary. Perhaps photographs of the tablet .which mi ght include 
pi~tures of the edges would help us to clarify this point. 
In line 17 I read the signs as syllables rather than as logo-
gr~ms. As will be pointea out in the commentary, magal is 
commonly used in the Amarna tablets, and there is only one 
ex~eption where da~ni-is is used in the Amarna corpus. 
Line 4. Tile word ansamei stands for *same'i, the 
--
ul timae infirmae being expressed rather than coalescing to 
• ~ 4 same as in EA 267.1. The sibilants in Amarna receive poor 
treatment. 
Line 5. The personal name Zimre(d)da appears fre-
quently in the Amarna collection referring to two different 
men: (1) Zimredda Ltf haza (n)nu sa al Siduna 11 the mayor of 
. 
the city of Sidon" who is the author of EA 144 and is re-
ferred to by ~b-Addi of Byblos and by Abimilki of Tyre. As 
·-
mentioned earlier he is the probable author of EA 145 as 
well. (2) z1·mre(d)da LU (aw!li/u) sa al Lakisa "the chief 
of the city of Laehish, 11 the author of this text and referred 
-
to by Pa'apu (EA 333) and by Abdi-Heba (EA 288.43 where his 
death is mentioned). The names are nevertheless the same. 
The morphology of this name I understand to be an Amorite 
hypocoristica wherein the name i s shortened, one of the com-
--
pound elements beimg abbreviated, but the other element is 
:?r ~ -s 
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fully preserved. I therefore understand the original name 
to be Zimri-(H)adda which drops the 11 h 11 of the Amorite god 
Haddu, eventually the middle vowels a s similating to form 
Zimredda or Zimreda, the accent not usually expres sed before 
a ·double consonant. The first element of the name I take 
from zimru. (Proto-Semetic *dimr-) meaning "protection. ti 
This is an abstract noun which serves to ind-icate some char-
acteristic or function of the deity. In this case the mean-
ing would be: "(My) Protection is the god (H)addu. 11 Euffmon 
cites two names that are used in Mari: Zi-im-rad-du and 
d Z1-1m-ri- IM. Judging from the number of names that are 
found only in Mari apart from any others that might be found 
in .Akkadian and NWSem. 11 tera ture, the f irst element Zimri 
. seems to be quite popular. In Biblical Hebrew there are 
four distinct individuals bearing this name Zimri: (1) a 
Simeonite (Num. 25:14), (2) a grandson of Jllldah (II Chron. 
2:6; cf . Josh. 7:1), (3) a king of Israel befor e Omri 
(I Ki. 16:9, etc.), and (4) a Benjamil e (I Chron. 8:36). 9 
The r-oot ZMR (Proto - Semitic ~-dmr "protect 11 ) is to be com-
pared with Hebr. ~ III, which is probably a hapax legomena 
in Gen. 43: 11, lO and. Ugar. ~mr "[ ·a class of] troops," and 
~ 
Arab. ~imr- or ~amir- ''courageous man"; and perhaps as we.11 
to Old South Arabic m~mr "vigorous man." 
Line 6. I write awfli because it is in apposition to 
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the name Zimre(d)d1 which is Genetive because it is governed 
by wnmJl. As pointed out earlier (252.4), Akkadian ~ nor-
mally,,. 1-Bt. followed by the Nominative, but here in Amarna 1 t 
is influ~nced by Canaanite as exemplified in Ugar. thm PN 
• 
meaning "message of PN" and Hebr. n.8 µ,m PN "utterance of 
PN. 11 The expression awili sa al GN or aw!l al GN is quite 
commonly used in the Amarna collection, many times without 
-
the pers0nal name ef the ehief in question, as in the case 
of awil al Hazura (RA 19, p. 96) and awil al Yarami trans-
lated "the chief of the town of Yaramu" (EA 333.16). This 
last example is .Albright• s correction of Knud tzon wh0 read 
wrongly [ a}bi alla dYa~ra-m1. 11 
These examples referring to "the chief of a city" 
without explicitly stating his name provide sufficient docu-
mentation to explode the higher critical statements against 
the historicity of the Book of Jonah. For example, the 
renowned Professor of Hebrew and Cognate Languages at Union 
Theological Seminary, the late Julius A. Bewer, wrote: 
"Other traits, such as the namelessness of t he king , who is 
called 'king of Nineveh' contra.ry to historical usage, 
( 1,Palic s 0urs) • • • all s•how the poetical character of the 
story. 1112 
The geographical name Lakisa is promi nept not oply 
in tb.e Amarna corpus but also in the Joshua account o'f tbe 
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conquest (ehaps. 10 and 12) where five royal cities includ-
ing Lachish formed a coalition against the Israelites (10:3). 
~ 
We are then told that Joshua won a miraculous victory against 
this coalition of kings; and, although a victory is recorded 
in a battle aga inst Lachish, nevertheless he did not burn 
nor destroy the city (vss. 3L,~.2).~ .. Petrie wrongly identified 
Biblica l Lachish with a Byzantine.:Arab village site named 
Khirbet Umm el-Lags (Lagis) not f a r from Tell el-Hesi. How-
. 
ever, more recent excavations at Tell ed-Duweir have demon-
strated the identification of the modern mound ed-Duweir 
with ancient Biblical and Amar na Lachish. 13 
Line 12. The analysis of istiha(h)hin escapes me 
just a s it has other t ranslators . The meaning is clear from 
the parallel usages where, ~-· g., in EA 299 .11 we read after 
the characteristic phrase "At the two feet of the king, my 
lord •.• lu amqutma kabattu u seruma I have fallen (on 
my) belly and (on my) back," and in 298.14 we have the ex-
-
pre s sion lu istahahhin kabattuma u seruma "I have prostrated 
. 
myself on my belly and on my back." In either case whether 
amqut is used or. istaba hhin, the concept is of falling pros-
tra te in homage or wership. Ebeling is not sure of the root 
w.ord, whether sahhanu? (sic! ) or sahahu? (sic! ) and just as 
-
unsure as to whether it 1s a I/2 form or a II/1 form. 
Winckler suggests a root sahahu "prostrate oneself" as a 
16~ 
Canaanism, since he suggests tha t Assyrian sahahu means "to 
oppress, torment. 1114 . Brown, Driver, and Briggs sug e ~t a 
Rebr. root [ shahah] "to bow, be bowed down, crouch." Al-
• • 
though thi s may be the meaning in several passages in the Qal 
stem especially "to bow in homage before a person" in Prov. 
14:19 and Isa. 60:14, it nevertheJ.ess . is difficult to assume 
the equa tion of Hebr. [ shahah] with our word in Amarna for 
• • 
two more rea sons: First, assumin that this is Imperfect, __ 
the final 11 h 11 in this media gemina tae is dropped as in Psa • 
• 
10:10 where we r ead yashoah. If we assume the Perfect to 
• 
express the Preterite iri Akkadian, we would expect the lcs 
to be shahotI as in Psa. 38:7. Neither of t hese reconstruc-
tions would help us in underst n~ing the root of our word. 
The second argument aga inst thi·s equation is that it does 
not take into a ccount the final "n" which appea rs in all the 
cases exhibited in Ama rna (see VAB ii 1508). One other pos-
sible reconstruction would be a Hi thpo' el Impf. ,;~yishtohah 
• • 
· 15 
similar to the 3fs which appears in Psa . 42:7, but though 
the morphology is mor e in our favor, aga in we have two prob-
lems which milita te against this. The f irst i s that the 
meaning in thi s verse and others ha s to do with the soul 
being case down or in despair, which is not the concept of 
worship and homage expressed in our word. The second argu-
ment milita tin against it a gain is the final "n" which does 
not appear and cannot be explained a s a mere nunation. 
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There is another Hebrew word which is used primarily in 
the Hithpa'lel, the Hebr. [shahah] meaning "to bow down." 
• i 
It is used once in the Qal (Isa. 51:23) and once in the 
Hiphil (Prev. 12:25), but it is u s ed quite commonly in the 
Hi thpa 'lel. .The Perfect would be -;1-hishtahawah, 16 and the 
~. a ~ 17 d f Imperfect would be --~ishta? weh. · Indeed it is use o 
"bowing down, or to prost r?, te oneself" before a monarch or 
18 superior in homa e, etc. It is used, furthermore, in wor-
ship before G:od, 19 and it is also u s ed of bowing down before 
20 angels in va rious theophanies. However, the ·same objec-
tions accrue to the equation of our word with Hebr. shahah 
that applied to shahah above, no matter how enticing this 
• • 
mi ht be. The argument then from the cognates in Hebrew · 
does not r eally help us, and we look in vain for an etymo-
logical cognate in Ugarit1c, Phoenician, and Aramaic. 
One further line of reasoning . may be - pursued, and 
tha t would be from the analogy of t l;Ie quadriliter-als in Alrka-
dian. Apart from the various forms of ~s (baha(h)hin / 
istuha(h)hin / istihi(h)bin, we have also nine uses of the 
~-
expres s ion ushe(h)hin with slight varia tions in Amarna (223. 
6 and. 242 • .8),as in EA 232.11 "At t he two feet of the king , 
my lord. . us-he-(h)hi-1n ina pante // batnwna u seruma 
• 
II suhruma I 
. 
have fallen on my belly and on my back. II We · 
-
theref or e po.sit a III/II verb ~"[ suhahhunu] • The usual mor-
phology of a III/II form verb is that it has the third and 
iSi 
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fourth radical alike, much like the 'Ayin-'Ayin form in 
... Hebrew with the t:hird r adical doubled, as, e. g., suqammumu 
"to be dead silent," suharruru "to be completely stiff," 
s~parruru "to enmesh, stretch out," sugarruru "to unroll, 
uncoil." There are also weak verbs in the III/II form, i.e., 
having a weak third r adical, as, e. g ., sukenu(m) < . sk'n 
"to prostrate oneself, bow down," supelu(m) < sp'l "to 
change, exchange, delude." We recognize, of course, that 
the word which we posit with the root *shhn does not exactly 
coincide with these III/II forms of Akkadian. However, we 
would argue that the morphology of our words is consonant 
with the morphology of the III/II verbs where the III/II 
Preterit is itusqallil, and in the case of the weak verb 
~· 
'ltusken < Proto-Semi tic ~ska'' in. In our word ushehhin 
~· 
thee-vowel would be explained by the influence of the "h. 11 
The other forms with the infixed-t would follow the pattern 
of a Pret. t-form which von Soden calls a Perfect icustaqal~il. 
The initial 1-vowel may be explained as a Canaanism or per~. 
haps through a confusion with the Present form attes ted as 
*isqallal. Having now explained the morphology of the III/II 
- -- 21 quadrilit~rals in Akkadian, I should like to suggest that 
the Amarna scribes wer e perhaps confusin t hen two words: 
Hebr. sha~a~ or shahah with the Akk. q:Uadrili teral sukenu (m) 
meaning "to prostrate oneself, 1?ow q.own. 11 Although the word~ 
.,,, 
are not etymo1o cr ical co na tes, i t :,'is clear from their usage 
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and meaning that they are precisely semantic cognates. It 
certa inly 1s not difficult to conceive of a Canaanite scribe 
thinking of the Hebrew or Canaanite word and at the same time 
being aware that the Akkadian semantic equivalent was a 
III/II form, and so he would try to coin a III/II word from 
*sahah with the final syllable "n" from sukenu. We look 
with anticipation to the settlement of this problem to the 
~-volume of the Chicago Assyrian. Dictionary. 22 
Line 15. This is wrongly translated by Mercer as 
f9llows: "whom he has sent to me." .., The expression is .fil!:. 
istapranni which is in apposition to sarri beliya. Conse-
-· quently, I have translated "the king , my lord, who has writ-
ten to me." The normal expres sion 11 to send, or to dispatch" 
Y -v Y - V in Amarna is sutesuru, as, e. g ., isteme awate tuppi sa 
- • I ,. 
¥ '¥ V 
ustesirsu . . . sarri "I have heard the words of the tablet 
.. ..._, ,., , 
that the kin has sent" (EA 142.6) and ahI mar sipriya 
hamutta listesiramma "may my brother send me my messenger 
,._, ... 
quickly" (EA 37.14). 
Line 17. Knudtzon and Ebeling did not recognize the 
Sumerian loan word magal which is an adverb meaning "very, 
very much, greatly." Every time it appears in Amarna, 
Knudtzon reads it as a Sumerian lo ogram MA.GAL giving to 
it the Akkadian equivalent of dannis. Indeed Labat does 
give, "MA-GAL: dannis, magal beaucoup" (see sub sign No. 
=-
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342). CAD gives various examples from Amarna where dan-nis / 
-· Qan-n!s I da-an-ni-is is used to express the adverb "greatly, 
very." After the following example from RA 19 105:10 ... sa 
·-
iqabbakku simassu damqis dan-nis la ikassadakku sarru arna 
~ 
"listen very carefully to what he has to say to you, so that 
the king may not catch you at fault," CAD (d.92) then pro-
ceeds to say: 11Note awati sarri rabi belija i :smi da-ni-i.s 
EA 317:12, cf. (exceptionally in a let. from Palestine, all 
others use magal) ibid. 22, and note the writing KAL lu 
julmu EA 37:7. 11 For example, EA 9.16 states inanna dullI 
ina bit ili mad u magal sabtakuma eppus "now there is much 
• 
work f or me in the temple and I am very busy" (cf also EA 
4o45; 7.63). The Sumerian logogram KAL, sometimes KAL-an 
or KAL.(GA) is used to express the Akkadian words dananu, 
dannis, and their va rious f ormulations. Therefore it is 
very important to note that the only time the logogram KAL 
is used in Amarna it is properly read dannis, so that wher-
ever we find the syllables ma- gal we should not read them as 
a logogram but as the adverb proper. 
Line 19. With caution, but not without evidence, I 
read _.tp.1s line usessiru ¥.E ( terta) "I shall succes sfully exe-
cute the order," rather than reading the me as an enclitic. 
Something_ needs to be supplied to make sense out of lines 19 
and 20. Knudtzon supplies "(alles)," and Mercer very duti-
- ¥¥ 
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fully translates this, "I prepare (everything )." They would 
then supply mentally the Akkadian word gabbu 11all, 11 as in 
328.25,26 anu(m)ma e(p)pusu gabba "now I shall do every-
thing .'11 If we take this as me encli tic, it cannot be explained 
'in this phrase, but, i f we t a ke it as a logogram ME or MA6 
and read it tertu 11an oracle, order, command," then we clari-
fy the meaning, and the ellipsis disappears. Normally tertu 
is "an omen" or "an oracle from the - gods." There is nothing 
wrong in considering the reque s t of a king who is thought of 
; 
as od as a ,tertu, but, even apart from that, we have a g ood 
~xample of this word in Old As syrian kima anaku ana t~rtika 
dannisma na'dakuni l'how rea tly I res pect your order" (TCL 
1973 :12). Two excellent e xamples of .sutesuru t~rta ~~to in-
sure the correct performance of an order" fol l ow: (1) from 
En. el. VII 6 where Marduk is mention.ed as mustes,s1r t e·ret1 
An.im Enlil [ u Ea] 11 he who successfully executes the orders 
given by the - gods Ann, Enlil and Ea, 11 and (2) 1:n Sehollm. 
No. 16 111 17 (~amas Hymn) tustes~ir ter!tsina sa suksura 
. 
-· .... . 
tapa ttar "you (Samas) insure the cor~ect performance of 
... 
their orders, disentan ling those (orders) which have become 
confused.'' It is intri uing to offer this pos sibility both 
for thi s t ablet as well as f or 302.17,18, which i s precisely 
parallel to this. 
g; 
EA 330 -- L 29848; BB 65; W 241 
A. Transliteration ~nd Normalization: 
1. a-na 1LUGALri (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
2. q!-b!-ma um~ma 
3. 1si-1p-t!-dIM (dBa'lu) IR-ka (waradka) 
. 
4. u _,ep-ri sa GIR (sep) LUGALri (sarri) 
5. E.1~-ya (beliya) a-na GIR ( sep) LUGALri ( sarri) EN-ya 
(beliya) 
6. u DINGIR. MESnu_ya (ilanuya) u dUTU-ya (d~amsiya) 
.... ,., , .,..,. 
7. IMIN \l IMIN (sibit[ su] u sibit an] mi-la-m[a] 
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u ·· .. · ~- ·· ri 8. am-q qut a-na GIR {sep) LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
.... ~ -ru ..., 9. b yi-di-mi LUGAL . (sarru) 
M 
10. EN-ya (beliya ) 1-nu-ma 
11. is-te-mi gab-bi 
12. a:wa-at LUGALri (sarri) 
--
13. EN-ya (beliya) sa-ni-tam a-mur-mi 
1 " ... 14. Ya-an-ha-ma IR (warad) ki-(t)ti 
15. LUGALri (sarri) u ep-ri 
16. sa GIR (sip) LUGALri (sarri) 
-· 
17. ~a-nI~tam yi-di-mi 
18. LUG A-L ru ( sarru) EN-ya (bel iya) 
1,9. 1-nu-ma sul-ma-at 
20. URUki (al) LUGALri (~arri) 
..., 
21. ~a it-ti-ya 
.... -
q 
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B. Tr~nslation: 
1. To the king , my lord, 
2. speak: "Thus (says) 
3. Shipti-Ba'lu, your ser vant, 
. 
4. and the dust from (under) the foot of the king, 
5. my lord: 'At the foot of the king, my lord, 
6. my deity and my Sun-god, 
7. seven (times) and seven (times) full length 
8. I fall down, at the foot of the king, my lord. 
9. Indeed, the king , my lord, should know 
10. that · 
11. I have just listened to every 
12. word of the king, 
13. my lord. Furthermore, Behold, 
14. Yanhamu i s a trustworthy servant 
. 
-15. of the k.ing and the dust 
16. from (under) the foot of the king. 
17. Furthermore, 
18. the king , my lord, should know 
19. tha t 
20. the eity of the king 
21. which is in my (care) is safe.'" 
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c. Commentary: Critical and PhilolGgical: 
This letter is written to the king on behalf of 
Yanhamu who apparently had fallen into disfavor with the 
king, perhaps because of his own black market opera tions or 
moonli ghting Jobs in Centra l and Southern Palestine. Shipti-
. 
Ba·' lu then adds a note concerning the general welfare of the 
royal city Lachish. 
Earlier, Shipti-Ba'lu, the author of our letter, had 
been accused of trea sonable relations by Pa'apu (EA 333) who 
was a minor E yptian official then in charge of Laehish. At 
that particular time, of course, Shipti-Ba'lu wa s second in 
-
command under Zimredda o Reading between the lines, it seems 
th~t Shipti-Ba'lu was then involved with Yanhamu, although 
Pa'apu speaks of Shipti-Ba'lu's intri ues which sought to 
. 
involve Zimredda and t he local chief of a little town in the 
higher hill country, almost certainly Biblica l Jarmuth. 
What upsets Pa'apu more, though, is not so much this treason-
able design as the impudent as sertion by Shipti-Ba'lu that 
it -was not he himself but rather the Egyptian off icer Pa'apu 
who was disloyal to the crown. 23 
Lin~ 3. The name ~ip~i-Ba'lu is to be analyzed much 
.. 
like. Zim~e(d)da. It is written thr ee times a s above and 
twice with both elements in the name given in Sumerian logo-
grams, i.e., DI.KUD.dIM (EA 333.5,9) where Sum. DI.KUD equals 
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~ ·-Akk. dayyanu, which is in turn equiva lent to ~an. sapi~u 
(Hebr. shophe~). The root clearly then is ~p~ (Proto-Semitic 
*~p~) "exercise authority, judge," which is common Semitic 
except for Arablc. 24 Amon t he Amorite names discussed by 
Huf fman, it appears only once as a qatala-form in the name 
:Sa-pa-ta-AN in Mari. However , Wiseman in Alalakh, Pl. xviii 
66.13 attests to the name as found in our Amarna text, 
~i-ip-t~-dIM which is built on the qitl-formation of names 
------ . 
with predicates. On the second element 
could be red d(H)addu for the Amorite 
. 
d IM, presumably it 
odor dBa'lu for the 
Northwe~t Semitic deity. In favor of taking this name ~s a 
NWSem. name r a ther than Amori te are: {L) the fact that Mari 
does not attest this name as a qitl-form, and (2) from the 
analogies of a similar name in Mari where, as Huffmon points 
out, the s me person may be involved in the following three 
references, since all are contracts: (a) S:!-it-ri-dIM (Addu) 
(b) s:!-it-ru-ba-al and variant (c) S!-i t- 'ri-e-ba-al. 2~ From 
additiona l names~where ba-al is used, it is indeed likely 
-
that this represents the od Ba'(a)l rather than t aking it 
as an appellative or theophorus element "lord, ma st,er. 11 
Other names are common amon the Amorites whel?e the element 
ba-al 1s used; so, consequently, it may be perfectly proper 
for us to transliterate the author of this letter as ~ipti-
ba'al. The name clearly means, then, 11 My] Judge is 
Ba 1 a1. 1126 
4 e 
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Line 7. The translation of this line escapes me as 
it ha s predecessors in the f ield. The adverbial endings 
-
-su and -an after the number "-seven" in each ca se are not 
--- -
expressed a s in other instances. In all other cases where 
mila follows the numbers, the adverbial endings -su and -an 
are not expres sed either (ef. 65.4; 282.4; 284.4, as well 
a s 64.6; 283.5 .,15, where mila is followed by an-na). In 
each of these examples the verb follows or precedes · (under 
Canaanite influence),and often the verb is maqtiti or 
maqtati which is a clea r Canaanism. Never theles s I have 
supplied the adverbial endings to the numbers because the 
sentence requires this expression. I understand mila as com-
e1~, parable to Hebr. !!L--2 a mas culine noun meaning "fullnes s, 
tha t which fills. 11 We have observed elsewher e {EA 252.4 and 
25) that the Hebr. word naphal is often u~ed of falling under 
someone's feet or of f alling prostra te, of ten expres sed with 
11 to the ground !' · {cf. Job 1:20). It is 'l!l.sed once in I Sam. 
28:20 a s f ollow~, wayyippol melo' qomatho "and he fell 
prostra te at full length, 11 i.e., hi.s full length. This 
seems to confirm the use t hen of miLa with maqatu to express 
.. 
one's action of homage by prostra ting himself full length 
forward and full length backwards. The Hebrew concept of 
-
height expressed by the fem. noun qomah would be ellipti-
cally supplied in Amarna. It would be intriguing to read 
the syllables AN. NA as a logogr am for elu (adj.) "tall, 
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high, exalted, proud," which would be possible according to 
Labat who shows Sum. AN / AN. TA / AN;.NA as pos s ible ideo-
graphic expre s sions for t his word. This is tempting indeed 
because of the cognate expression in I Sam. 28:20 above. 
However, we offer thi s with considerable caution, because 
CAD does not exhibit the equation AN. NA :elu. In all the 
examples in Amarna of t he use of mila -·1iv,en above, the 
definition 11 full" fits very well even in 283.15 where we 
read summa mila anna iyanu ~abe pi~ati yikkimini 11 if there 
-is no f ull (complement) of archers, rescue me." I t ake the 
final -ma as an enc l itic which does not add to the lexical 
understanding of our sentence. 
EA 331 C 4779; WA 200; W 243. 
A. Transliteration and Normalization : 
[ ] 1 - J ri ( " ) - ] ( ,.., ) 1. a-n a LULGAL sarri :EtN-ya beliya 
2. DINGI R.MESn1-ya (il~niya) dUTU-{ ya] (dSam~iya) 
3. dUTU (d~a~as) ~a 1~-tu a[ nsa-m]! 
1 . . - ~ d .. d . 
4. um-ma ~i-ip-~e4- ( I]M ( Ba'lu) 
' -· ..., 
5 • . I( R] -ka (waradka) ep-r[ i ]°" ~a MI N(ijina) GIR.ME~-ka 
(sepeka ) 
6. LO(awil} qar - dab-(b1/~a AN~E.KUR.RA-ka (siseka) 
ill, .... 
GIR.ME~ (sepe) 1LUGALri {~arri) EN-ya 
(bel1ya) 
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8. DINGIR.1-'IE~ni_ya (ilaniya) dUTU-ya (d~am~iya) dUTU 
d ·· .., -· ( $amas) 
9. [ sf a 1~-ta ansa-m! IMI N~-~u] (sibitsu) 
10. u-IMI Nt a-a-an (~ibi t an) l u-J~ 1( s:t]u-
, , . 
11. ha -(h)h]i-in ka-b at-t]u-m[ a] 
1 2 . u se-r{ u-J ma a-nu- (m )ma 
. 
. 
13. 1-na- [ (s)s]a-ru a-~ar LUGAL (sarri) EN-ya (beliya) 
. . 
14. u URUki (al) LUGAL-- (sarri) a-~ar 
~ 
15. ( i ] -ba-(s)sa-ti - u 1-nu-ma 
. ' -
16. qa]-b~ LUGAµri(~arri) [ E] N-ya (beliya) 
~ • 
17. NA4 .ME~ (abn!) uh-lI pa-a k-k]u 
~ 1 
18. m 1)-i( m-ma] ~a 1-b[ a-] (~)~i 
• ~ 
19. [ a-na y]a-si u al-lu-u 
. 
20. [ us- ~]i-1r-ti a-na 
21. [ LUGAL]ri (sarr i) EN-ya (beliya ) DINGI R.ME~-ya (1lan1ya) 
22. 
23. 
ci a: d d -· ( U] TU-ya ( ~amsiya) UTU ( Samas) ~a 1~-tu 
an ... 
sa-me 
B. Translation: 
1. [ T]. o the k[ in] g , my lo] rd, 
' ' 2. my deity, 
-
my] Sun- g0d, 
3. the Sun- od f rom h[ eave] n. 
4. "Thus (says ) Sipti-[ Ba] 'lu, 
-· . 
5. your [ser]vant, the dus[ t] from (under)-y:our two f eet, 
6. the equerry of your horse. 
7. 'At th~ two feet of the king , my lord, 
8. my deity, my Sun- od, the Sun- od 
9, ( fr] om heaven, seven tim[ es] 
10. and sevenfold I J:{ ro] s-
11. tra te myself on(my) belly] 
12. and on (my) ba clc. Now, 
13 , I s hall protect the place of the king , my lord, 
14 , and the city of the king wher e 
15. I am. Yet, when 
16. the king , my lord, sp]oke (concerning ) 
17. the precious uh{i)li-stGnes ••• x x 
18. (and ) wha tever I have 
19. f in my pos s]ession, indeed, did I not 
20. send to 
21. the king , my lord, my deity, 
22. my ~-god, the Sun-god f rom 
23 h • -, I II 
., . eaven • • , 
EA 332 -- B 1883; Sehr 184 
A. Transl iteration and Normali zation: 
1. a-na LUGA] L (sarri) EN(belr) dU[TU-ya (d§amsiya ) 
DINGIR.MES]-ya ilaniya 
"d d ~ [ 2. [ UTU { ~ama s) sa is-]tu a nsa-m!J 
' . 
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3 l d d ' ( um-ma ]Si-ip-Je4- ( IM ( Ba ~lu) LU (awil) (URU) al L] a-
- ~· 
ki-~a k[ i] 
~ -
4 , IR-ka (waradka) e] p-r{ i sa GIR.ME~-k] a ( sepeka) 
~ -
S t [ LU(awil) qar-dab-] bi s[ a AN~E.KUR.RA-]ka (s!seka) 
6, [ • ] k[ a ••• ] 
B. Translation: 
1. ,E' To the kin] g, my lord, ( my] S[ un- god,] my [ deity] 
2. [ the Sun-god fro]m h[ eaven.] 
3 ~ · 11 Thus ·(says )] Sipti-[Ba'lu the chief of the city of 
. 
L]achis b,] 
4. [ your ser va nt, the d]us t f rom (under) your two f ee]t, 
5 ! ( the equer] ry of your [ horse.] 
. . . ] X . . • J 
c. Commentary: Critical and Philological on EA 331 
Thes e two letters of Shipti-Ba'lu complement one 
another 1n tha t each helps us to restore t he other. Letter 
332. i s so badly da maged tha t only the f i rs t f ive lines can 
be made out and a t tha t with sDme caution, because Schroeder 
leads us to believe t ha t the text was written f rom one side 
-
around the ed"'e and on the reverse, so tha t lines 1, 3, 4, 
and 5 a pparently are completed on the reverse side. Natu-
rally some conjecture will be involved regarding the full 
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restoration, but nevertheless the space allotted by the 
autogr aphs would seem sufficient to express all that we have 
restored. Actually we diff er little from Knudtzon, only in 
the reading of certa in signs . 
Shipti-Ba'lu apparently is answering a query of the 
king 'regardin the delivery of some precious stones. He 
claims tha t he has already sent them on their way to be de-
livered to the Phar oh. As for the content of 332 we have 
absolutely nothing to o on. 
Line 6. (332.5) The word qardabbu appears very in-
frequently in Akkadian, only in EA and RS. In the Amarna 
collection it appears thirteen tfmes and in ea ch case in the 
stereotyped formula of introduction. It is used twice by 
- -
~apahi, the prince of Gezer. It is used 1 six times by Widiya 
of Ashkelon, once by Yabni-ilu of Lachish, and ~nee by 
Ztirasar of Ahtirumna ( •n. Ebeling translates it 11 stallknecht, 11 
and Albright translates it "the groom of thy horse" in ANET,. 
Winckler translates it "the servant of your horses," whereas 
Mercer, "the stableman of thy horses." It is diff icult to 
ascerta in whether the authors u se this expression as a term 
of humiliation (a s Winckler seems to understand it) or 
whether it is of an official position which these five indi-
viduals exercise in respect to the Pharaoh. I should like 
to point out t hat the evidence from Ras Shamra seems to 
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favor the second view, even though in Amarna it is used · in a 
chain of appos itions, including the expressions "your ser-
vant" and "the dus t from under your feet." In support of 
our view, we point out f irst of all that the express ion awil 
al GN is also u s ed in this chain of a ppositions and obviously 
as an offJcia l t itl e r a ther than an expression ot· humiliation . 
Secondly, the ev1denee from Ras Shamra would seem to point to 
the concept of an official ·or occupational pos ition in the 
court. A key example from the Akkadian t ablets of Ras Shamra 
follows: a[ n~ mar sarr]i akan:nama, ana huburtanuri akannama, 
ana huburtanuri akannama, ana t.uppanuri akannama, ana bel 
15It abusi akan,nama. , ana LUra9 LU.ME~qardabbi ISTEN rabttu. 
ka[ spu] 11 ( old and silver goblets presented a s tribute to 
the kin and queen), the same to the pr ince, the same to the 
..I 
huburtanuri of ficial, the same to the ( s econd) huburtanuri 
official., the same to the tu.ppanuri of fieial, the same to 
chief of the storeho'lllse, one silver goblet to the equerry~• · 
{RS 11. 732.4-9 in MRS 6.181). The express ion r ab q,ardabbi 
a ppea rs again in the s ame t ablet {B.-9), which is an economic 
text listin the inventory of tribute sent to the Hittite 
king . We note then tha t t his is a high official listed 
fourth in a long li s t of high officers in the king 's court, 
the huburtanuri being a high-rankin court of ficia l, this 
word appearing a s well in RS 16.180.3 (a letter from Car-
chemis h) where it is used of t he highe s t in the list of court 
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, , 
officials. The term LU ENE abusi, i .e., bel abusi is the 
"overseer of the storehouse. 1127 It may be argued that the 
expression in this exampl e from RS is rab gardabbi "chief of 
the qard.abbu 11 ; consequ.ently, it does not warrant t aking 
qardabbu itself as referring to a .high of ficial. However, 
we would point to the example from a juridical text, RS 16. 
- , 
273.3 ana pani 1Takhulina LUqardabbi sa LU~AL (sar) 
KIKa[rgamis] "(from this day) in the p; esence of Tukhulina, 
the equerry of the king of Carchemish, 11 etc., etc. Two 
things point to the hi h official status of this individual • 
Takhulina. The first is t ha t here a judicial case is heard 
in his presence. The same expression occurs many times in 
RS as, e. g ., 11 in the presence of Niqmadu, king of Ugarit. 11 
In the second place, from the dossier of Takhulinu we learn 
of his weal thy economic position. These two ar guments mili-
tate strongly against understanding qardabbu as an occu.pa-
tion of a servant or slave sta tus. One other example from 
RS is t he reference to a ,qard.abbu of the king of Parga (8. 
213, 33; 15.19). We may point out tha t Nougayrol does not 
transla te the word but merely translitera tes it into the 
Fren'ch. Goetze understands the word ,Fl. S 11aurige 11 (RHS 54. 65). 
Finally, it may be pointed out that qardabbu is a loan word 
into peripheral Akkadian, perhaps from Hittite or more than 
likely f rom Hur rian (cf. Hurrian. abus su/abusu very often 
-· 
trans cribed a s a loan word in Akk . abuzzu/abuzu both in 
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Bogh. and Nuzi). · · · 
Line 17. Thi s line is difficult to understand be-
cause aban uh(u)li is a kind of precious stone, but its 
precise na ture is not yet fully understood as is the case 
wi.th so many other kinds of precious stones (cf. NA4 TU: 
aban hulalu, i.e., a hulah1-stone which is used as a gem to 
decora te, crown, etc.). The use made of the uhulu-stone is 
further shrouded in the mystery of the word b/pakku. We 
. . 
doubt tha t bakku "weeping, crying , whimpering " would ade-
quately describe its use, but at the present we do not have 
the equipment necessary to comprehend the word pakku. One 
thing perhaps is suf f iciently clear: NA4 .MES ~bnu (pl.) 
..J 
often ha s the meaning of precious stones, particularly in 
this type of a context. For example: (1) "Ther e is mutual 
recognition, f riendlines s, good relations and [ friendly] 
-
W?rds between the kings [ summa] kabi t NAl~•ME~ (abnU) kabi t 
kaspu kabit [ hura~u] when there are plenty of precious 
stones, plenty of silver , and plenty of old41 (EA 11 R 23) 
(2) "A woman of the palace lu hura~a lu ~arpa ulu NA4 ana 
(w)arad ekallim l a [ taddan] must not give gold, silver, or 
precious s tones to a palace slave" (AfO 17 273:34 MA harem 
edicts) (3) anumma NA4 . ME~ (abnu) sa aktanak ina bmukkiya 
- .• 
ana muhhika attadinsunu suqultasunu kaspa idin 11 I have just 
handed over to them on your account the precious stones which 
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I have sealed with my own seal, pay their weight in silver" 
(MRS 6 20 RS 15.63:21). Undoub ~edly pakku is to be under-
stood as an adjective which describes either the appearance 
of this precious stone, its quality, or perha ps even its 
purpose. 
On the basis 0f EA 323~13-16 we might add to line 16 
the word ana which could well have been lost at the edge of 
the tablet. We are also prone to suggest that after line 23 
we should add a number which is unknown to us and the phrase 
-it Quantity]_ NA4 .ME~ (abnu) uhlu pakku which is in keeping 
-
with the response of Shipti-Ba'lu simila r to that of . Widiya. 
Line 19. allu is an interrogative particle 11 is it 
not? is it not that?" very often f ound in EA a s a WSem. 
e ~ word precisely co nate to Hebr. h lo. Knudtzon, Mercer, and 
Winckler translate thi s a s a sta tement of f act, whereas it 
should be transla ted a s a que s tion, as , e •• , EA 34.16 11 and 
now I am sending my envoy to you u allu uttassarka ina gati 
mar .sipriya ana katu ME (100) GUN URUDU. ME~ and did I not 
send 100 t a lents of copper to you through: my envoy?" Al s o, 
Rib-Addi compla ins (EA 89.20) allu ha zannasunu daku 11 is 
-· 28 t heir mayor not killed (with my si s ter and her ; hildren)?" 
EA 332 i s s o badly damaged tha t it has no thing to add 
to our philologica l comments. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
It is well now to summarize the results of my research 
on these letters from Central Palestine to the E yptian court 
at Tell El Amarna. There are five general area s where I feel 
this dis sertation ha s made a contribution to scholarship. 
Through the ma ss of cuneifor~m materials discovered since 
Knudtzon published his monumental work, much revision has 
to be done in the following areas: 
(1) I have shown throu h critical notes on the text 
of these letters ~f Lab'aya, Milkilu, Zimredda, and Shipti-
Ba1lu, the best poss ible read~ng o~ each sign. Very often, 
Knudtzon and older scholars ive antiquated transcriptions 
and values to the epi raphic symbols. I have shown in my 
normalization both the Sumerian value of the logograms as 
well as the correct Akkadian reading . Where there has been 
defective orthogr a phy I have shown through diacritical marks 
how it should be correctly understood. 
(2) A furthe r contribution ha s been in the field of 
lexicography. We have come to a much better understanding 
of Canaanite philology t hrough the U aritic t ablets from Ras 
Shamra. Furthermore, the Akkadian t ablets from Alalakh, 
Boghazkoi, Mari, Nuzi as well as Ras Shamra have shed abun-
dant illumination for a better·-comprehension both of Amarna 
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as well as of Hebrew lexicography. In one instance, a Ca-
naanite gloss hitherto unknown and merely transliterated has 
been cleared up~ In other cases, fine points of meaning and 
nuances have been ascerta ined. Our method ha s been to study 
the words and phrases in deta il in the light of scribal 
orthography, grammatical verbal f ormations, comparison with 
other u ses in peripheral Akkadian, and finally resorting. to 
the difficult use of comparative Semitic philology where 
etymological cognates may not always reflect semantic equiv-
alence. 
(3) Furthermore, in some cases I have been able to 
restore the text with a reasonable degree of accuracy on the 
basis of comparison with other texts. No emendations have 
been offered but those which have a sound textual and philo-
logical foundation. Some of the lacunae resulting from 
broken or worn clay t ablets may never be recovered; conse-
quently, we must rest satisf ied that we have done the best 
possible under the circumstances. However, there is a ray 
of hope. P'erhaps some day the archeologist .1 .s ~spade will 
unearth some archives in the mounts of Shechem, Gezer, and 
-
Lachish, which will recover duplicate copies, and more, of 
the cor respondence between the princes of the royal cities 
and the Pharaohs of E ypt. 
(4) Then, I have pointed out Canaanisms throughout 
·-
this corpus of materials from Amarna, e. g ., the use of the 
=-s 
Q s 
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Akk. Stative for the Can. Perf. or Fret., the typical NWSem. 
suf formatives and suf fixes which stand out as tattletale 
marks, the oft used Qal Passive, as well as the distinctive 
philological expressions of the area in contradistinction 
to Akkadian vocabulary which might otherwise be expected. 
(5) · Finally, I have noted some important observations 
which affect the higher criticism· in Biblical studies. A 
flood of destructive criticism has poured into the field of 
Biblical Introduction seeking to discredit the origin and 
development of the canon. ·In the providence of God the 
stones and clay tablets of centuries past are beginning to 
testify against false hypotheses. Careful philological and 
-
critical studies in the cuneiform ma~erials should prove 
sufficient to still the developmental hypothesis and Well-
hausianism. Already, archeological discoveries have given 
invaluable as$istance in establishing sound scholarship in 
Biblical research~ We trust that this d.is·serta tion has in 
a small way added to our wealth of knowledge. 
J!'here are some matters both critical and philological 
which need f urther elucidation. However, further light is 
needed from new materials yet to be pt:1blished. Closer· scru-
tiny ~nd comparison _\'iitµ the Ugaritic materi als still in 
J. ,. 
process of publication also will dispel the lacunae in our 
present knowledge. We are conf ident that future generations 
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will profit from these new materials, but we hope that this 
present dissertation will prove a stepping-stone to a better 
understanding of the Amarna Letters as a whole. 
